Executive Summary

1. The United Nations Independent Investigative Mechanism for Myanmar ("IIMM" or "Mechanism") was established by the UN Human Rights Council resolution 39/2 with the mandate to collect and analyse evidence of the most serious international crimes and violations of international law committed in Myanmar since 2011 and to prepare files to share with national, regional or international courts that may have jurisdiction to prosecute such cases.

2. In furtherance of its mandate, the Mechanism has collected large quantities of evidence concerning hate speech against the Rohingya population. After studying that material, the Mechanism has prepared the present Analytical Report. The report presents the findings of a large-scale project carried out by the Mechanism analysing the role of the Myanmar military in the spread of hate speech directed against the Rohingya.¹

3. The project examined material posted on 43 Facebook Pages between July and December 2017 – encompassing the period of the military’s clearance operations and the 55 days that immediately preceded the ARSA attacks of 25 August 2017. Meta, the parent company of Facebook, had removed each of these Pages in August 2018. Six of the Pages had been removed because they were considered to have engaged in human rights violations and the remaining 37 Pages had been removed for misrepresenting who they were and engaging in what Meta terms “coordinated inauthentic behaviour”.

---
4. The Mechanism’s review found thousands of posts on these Pages during the period reviewed that fell within its definition of hate speech. The posts promoted various narratives that the Rohingya were a threat to Myanmar’s other ethnic groups and to Buddhism.

5. The Mechanism’s analysis further found that these 43 Pages were part of a single network with clear ties to the Myanmar military. Often, the Pages share creators, administrators and/or editors. The report explains how the Mechanism found clear indications that the various Pages were often posting material using the same IP addresses and the same The same material was often posted on multiple Pages in this network, sometimes within minutes. The Mechanism’s review of these Pages establishes that the Myanmar military was actively promoting hate speech against the Rohingya at the time of the 2017 clearance operations.
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I. Introduction

1. This Analytical Report details the methodology and results of a project carried out by the Mechanism concerning hate speech against the Rohingya population. The project examined the questions of whether there was an organised campaign to spread hate speech against the Rohingya and if so, what role, if any, the Myanmar military – known as the Tatmadaw – played in any such campaign. To answer these questions, the Mechanism examined a discrete set of material that appeared on the internet, namely material that appeared on one social media platform – Facebook – over a six-month period, on 43 Pages that were subsequently taken down by the platform. According to Facebook, these Pages accumulated a mass audience reaching “millions of users.”

2. Many observers have reported that hate speech directed at the Rohingya was a contributing factor that helped fuel the mass violence during the Tatmadaw’s 2017 clearance operations in Rakhine State. In this regard, many reports particularly focused on material that appeared on Facebook which was considered the most influential social media platform in Myanmar at the time and was reportedly often used to promote hate speech against the group.

3. In April 2018, the Guardian newspaper reported:

   “[a]mong Myanmar’s 53 million residents, less than 1% had internet access in 2014. But by 2016, the country appeared to have more Facebook users than any other south Asian country. [In April 2018], more than 14 million of its citizens use Facebook. A 2016 report by GSMA, the global body representing mobile operators, found that in Myanmar many people considered Facebook the only internet entry point for information, and that many regarded postings as news.”

A cyber security analyst in Yangon reportedly told the Guardian that “Facebook is arguably the only source of information online for the majority in Myanmar.” Similarly, Reuters reported in August 2018 that “[f]or many people in this emerging economy, Facebook is the internet: it’s so dominant, it’s the only site they use online.”

---

2 See IIIM0027995255 Meta, “Removing Myanmar Military Officials from Facebook”, 28 August 2018, also available at https://about.fb.com/news/2018/08/removing-myanmar-officials. When it announced the removal that included the 43 Pages reviewed in this analysis, Facebook said, “we are […] removing a total of 18 Facebook accounts, one Instagram account and 52 Facebook Pages, followed by almost 12 million people.”

3 See, e.g., IIIM0027993041 Steve Stocklow, “Hatebook: Why Facebook is losing the war on hate speech in Myanmar”, Reuters, 15 August 2018; “the poisonous posts call the Rohingya or other Muslims dogs, maggots, and rapists, suggest they be fed to pigs, and urge they be shot or exterminated. The material also includes crudely pornographic anti-Muslim images.” See also IIIM0027995093 Amnesty International, “Myanmar: Facebook’s Systems Promoted Violence Against Rohingya; Meta Owes Reparations” 29 September 2022, also available at https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2022/09/myanmar-facebook-systems-promoted-violence-against-rohingya-meta-owes-reparations-new-report/.


5 Ibid.

6 Supra fn. 3.
4. Given the importance of Facebook in Myanmar at the relevant time, the Mechanism sought to understand whether the Myanmar military promoted hate speech on Facebook preceding, during and immediately after the 2017 clearance operations.

5. In its public communication entitled “Removing Myanmar Military Officials from Facebook”, the platform announced that it had removed and preserved a total of 52 Pages in August 2018. Meta, the new name adopted in 2021 for the parent company of Facebook, subsequently voluntarily shared the content and metadata from these Pages with the Mechanism. For this analytical project, the Mechanism reviewed public content from 1 July 2017 to 31 December 2017 that appeared on 43 out of these 52 removed Pages. The remaining nine Pages had no public content during the time period under review. As explained below, through its analysis, the Mechanism found structural indicia of connections among all 43 Pages showing that they form a coordinated network with clear ties to the Myanmar military.

6. Six of the 43 Pages included in the analytical project were removed by Meta for their connection to 20 individuals and organizations that Meta banned from Facebook for having “committed or enabled serious human rights abuses in [Myanmar],” as Meta wanted to “prevent them from using [its] service to further inflame ethnic and religious tensions.” All but one of the banned individuals and organisations are overtly associated with the Myanmar military. The other 37 Pages were removed by Meta for “engaging in coordinated inauthentic behaviour on Facebook.” As explained in its public communications, Meta has defined “coordinated inauthentic behavior” (or “CIB”) as occurring “when groups of Pages or people work together to mislead others about who they are or what they are doing.”

Meta has further stated that these CIB Pages used “seemingly independent news and opinion Pages to covertly push the messages of the Myanmar military,” and that “[t]his type of behavior is

---

7 Supra fn. 2.
8 In 2021 Facebook announced that it was changing its name, Meta Platforms Incorporated (“Meta”) is now the parent company that runs the Facebook platform and/or application, amongst others. For ease of reference, this report will refer to “Meta” instead of “Facebook”, other than when referring to the Facebook platform or application.
9 The analytical project undertaken by the Mechanism does not take into accounts all instances of problematic content on Facebook in Myanmar; nor does it consider the various compounding factors such as monetization, algorithms, and the role of financially motivated actors operating on the platform.
10 Supra fn. 2. As noted above, only 37 of the 46 Pages removed for CIB in August 2018 were included in the Mechanism’s analytical project as the others did not have public content in the time period reviewed (July-December 2017). Of the nine Pages removed for CIB that had no public content during the July-December 2017 period, three were not created until 2018 and thus have no content in 2017. The other six Pages were created in 2014-2016 and were not active from July to December 2017. All nine Pages have content outside the July-December 2017 period.
11 For a complete list of the 43 Pages analysed in this report, see Annex 4. For the analysis of the Pages’ connection to the Myanmar military, see Section II.B, “Network Analysis”.
12 Supra fn. 2.
13 One of the 20 individuals and organizations included in the banned list is “Phay Sit Gyi”, which approximately translates to “Father of Great War”. It is not known to be the name of any individuals or organizations within the Myanmar military.
14 For a full list of 20 banned individuals and organisations as reported in the media, see IIIMM0027995337 Myanmar NOW, “Removing Commander from Facebook is a permanent removal, the company said”, 29 August 2018.
banned under [Meta’s] misrepresentation policy because [Meta] wants people to be able to trust the connections they make.”

7. Thus, in total, the Mechanism’s analytical project reviewed 43 Pages – six linked to persons or entities that Meta removed from its Facebook platform for human rights abuses (hereinafter, “HR designation takedown Pages”) and 37 that were part of the CIB network that Meta indicated was covertly pushing the messages of the Myanmar military (hereinafter, “CIB Pages”).

8. The names and identification numbers of the six HR designation takedown Pages are:
   1) Senior General Min Aung Hlaing Page (698627660171725),
   2) ကျိုက်ထောင်စာဝင်ရွေးစိန်ပြောင်း (CINCDS or Office of the Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services Page) (526503167470553),
   3) မြောက်ဒဂျင် (Myawady Page) (246194712164341),
   4) မြောက်ဒဂျင် (Myawady Page) (573453879358666),
   5) Myawady Daily Page (301875129924077), and
   6) Phay Sit Gyi Page (1620931448152789).

9. The first four Pages above were “blue badge verified” by Facebook, meaning that “Facebook has confirmed that the Page […] is the authentic presence of the public figure or global brand it represents.”

10. Two of the six HR designation takedown Pages were connected to Senior General Min Aung Hlaing, the Commander-in-Chief of the Myanmar armed forces – one bears his name and the other is that of his office. Three other Pages were connected to Myawady, the military’s media company. The sixth Page, Phay Sit Gyi, is not overtly connected to the military and Meta has not provided the Mechanism with the underlying reasoning for why it identified this Page as being connected with individuals or entities that committed or enabled serious human rights abuses. As explained later in this Analytical Report, however, there are clear connections between the Phay Sit Gyi Page, the other five HR designation takedown Pages, and the remaining 37 CIB Pages that Meta removed in August 2018.

11. The Mechanism restricted its review to material posted on these 43 Pages during the six-month period between 1 July 2017 and 31 December 2017. Primarily, the Mechanism decided to restrict its review in this manner to cope with the vast quantity of material that appeared on all of these Pages across their respective lifespans. During this six-month period

---

16 Supra fn. 2.
17 See HMM0027995200 Facebook’s online Help Center, also available at https://www.facebook.com/help/19650490547892. The Mechanism is not in receipt of the underlying information used by Facebook to verify these Pages.
18 See e.g., entry no. 6 of Annex 8.4.
alone, the material posted on these 43 Pages totalled over eight hundred thousand items.\textsuperscript{19} The period of July 2017 through December 2017 was also identified as the most relevant as it captures the weeks preceding the commencement of the clearance operations on 25 August 2017, the period during which the operations peaked in intensity, and the months immediately afterwards.\textsuperscript{20}

12. The majority of the material posted during this timeframe was in the Myanmar language ("Burmese") and was therefore initially reviewed by a team of Mechanism personnel fluent in the Myanmar language and aware of cultural contexts. As the quantity of material was prohibitively large to attempt reviewing it in its entirety, the Mechanism selected material for review by conducting keyword searches in the Mechanism’s evidence repository database. The keywords used for the searches are listed in Annex 3.

13. There is no universal definition of “hate speech”.\textsuperscript{21} Various international and domestic jurisdictions apply different standards for what constitutes “free” or “protected” speech vis-à-vis speech that can incur criminal responsibility. For the purposes of this analytical project, the Mechanism considered content to amount to “hate speech” if, in the view of the Mechanism, it appeared that the content was intended or likely to influence its Facebook audience to fear the target group, hate the target group and/or to encourage, support or excuse discriminatory measures or violence directed against the target group, with the target group in this case being persons of Rohingya ethnicity or Muslims in general.\textsuperscript{22} This definition is not intended as a legal test of when speech constitutes incitement to crimes, and no attempt was made in this analytical project to link specific examples of speech to specific crimes. Nor does the definition purport to delineate between speech that a government must censure and speech that must be tolerated in order to conform to free speech guarantees. This analytical project was not examining issues of what public speech a government tolerated, but rather, the project seeks to answer the question of whether a network of accounts connected to a state entity, the military, was actively promoting a narrative intended to vilify a vulnerable community.

14. The assessment as to whether particular content meets the definition of hate speech applied by the Mechanism is necessarily subjective and often context specific. Numerous

\textsuperscript{19} According to the Mechanism’s records, there are 817,238 information items across the 43 Pages from 1 July 2017 to 31 December 2017. For the purposes of this review, an “item” is defined as a text of any length, a video, or a photograph.

\textsuperscript{20} See Section II.A.3, “Content Analysis of HR Designation Takedown Pages”, for a description of the time periods before, during and after the clearance operations as considered in this Analytical Report.

\textsuperscript{21} See e.g., the United Nations Strategy and Plan of Action on Hate Speech, available at https://www.un.org/en/hate-speech/understanding-hate-speech/what-is-hate-speech. This United Nations initiative notes that “to date there is no universal definition of hate speech under international human rights law” and itself defines hate speech as “any kind of communication in speech, writing or behaviour, that attacks or uses pejorative or discriminatory language with reference to a person or a group on the basis of who they are, in other words, based on their religion, ethnicity, nationality, race, colour, descent, gender or other identity factor.”

\textsuperscript{22} For purposes of this analytical project, the Mechanism was not concerned with whether or not the material could or should have been prohibited, or whether it was “protected speech” in a legal sense. Rather, the analytical project’s sole focus was on whether the material was intended or likely to influence its audience so as to promote fear or hatred against the target group, or to incite or excuse violence or discrimination against the group.
examples found on the relevant Pages are included in Annex 1 and Annex 2 of this report. These annexes contain the entire text of the posts in both the original Myanmar language and an English translation prepared by the Mechanism, in order to provide examples of messaging promoted on these Pages and to allow readers to make their own evaluation of the content.23 Where necessary, some cultural or historical context is also provided to explain the implications and effects of the content on the target audience.

15. In addition to preserving the content of these Pages and sharing them with the Mechanism, Meta provided the Mechanism with basic subscriber information (“BSI”) and metadata associated with the Pages and the accounts that operated these Pages. Meta also provided metadata for each specific item of content (text, photograph or video) posted. The metadata associated with the Pages included the Page names and identification numbers assigned by Facebook (Page IDs), the names of administrators authorised to post material to the Pages, and the email addresses of the administrators.24 Also, for each post, the Mechanism received data from Meta on the exact date and time when the post was published, the name of the Page on which it appeared, the name of the author of the content (namely the person or Facebook account with administrative rights to publish content on that Page), and in some cases, the Internet Protocol (IP) addresses25 of the sources of the content. Independently of material provided by Meta, the Mechanism also obtained a database of historical IP address data to assess whether this provided any further insights into the origins of the content.

16. The results of the analytical project are described below in this Analytical Report. First, Section II.A of this report, entitled “Content Analysis”, discusses the hate speech content identified by the Mechanism, resulting from the keyword searches. Some examples are provided in Annex 1 of hate speech content that fits into various “hate speech narratives”, namely the commonly deployed discriminatory or derogatory themes that unify the individual examples of hate speech into thematic categories.

17. Secondly, while the 43 Pages examined in this Analytical Report were chosen because Meta had linked them either to individuals or entities that committed or enabled serious human rights abuses, or to a CIB network that was “covertly pushing the messages of the Myanmar military”, the Mechanism additionally looked at the associated data, particularly the BSI and metadata provided by Meta, to undertake its own independent assessment of whether any correlation existed between these Pages and the Myanmar military. The results of the Mechanism’s analysis are provided in Section II.B of this report, entitled “Network Analysis”, wherein the Mechanism identified linkages between these Pages, which are indicative of an inter-connected network associated with the Myanmar military.

18. Finally, the Mechanism also sought to determine whether these Pages and the actors behind them were acting in concert to promulgate hate speech content. Section II.C of this

---

23 Annex 1 provides examples that highlight the different narratives of hate speech discussed in Section II.A.2. Annex 2 provides emblematic examples that appeared multiple times across different Pages within the network, to show the coordinated effort to spread the message.

24 See Annex 6 for a list of the Basic Subscriber Information requested by the Mechanism.

report, entitled “Coordination Pattern Analysis”, provides examples of how content containing hate speech was disseminated across the Pages examined in a systematic and coordinated manner.

II. Assessment of Available Information

A. Content Analysis

1) Overview

a. Results from Keyword Searches

19. Using keywords listed in Annex 3, the Mechanism searched the entire content of the 43 Pages under analysis consisting of 817,238 items26 posted from 1 July 2017 to 31 December 2017. The keyword search identified any text or photograph or video captions which contained one or more of the keyword terms. A single post could consist of text and any number of photograph or video attachments. The keyword search identified 10,851 posts which contained keyword terms one or more times. The Mechanism read through the text included in each of these items to determine if the contents fit within the definition of hate speech used for this project as explained in paragraph 13 above. From this review, the Mechanism identified 10,485 items, which in the judgment of the Mechanism, fell within the project’s definition of hate speech. The remaining keyword search results were deemed not to contain hate speech.27

20. Many of the posts that contained hate speech appeared multiple times during the six-month period reviewed in this project. Of the 10,485 items identified as hate speech, 4,232 were unique items28 and these items were duplicated in 6,253 additional items. While some were exact copies, others contained the same text with different headings or with minor differences in details. Thus, a total of 10,485 items were identified that contained hate speech (4,232 unique items plus 6,253 duplicates).29

21. Since the Mechanism relied on keyword searches rather than individually reviewing each of the 817,238 items posted to the 43 Pages during the relevant six-month time frame, it is highly unlikely that the project identified all instances of hate speech. The keyword searches

---

26 See supra fn. 19, for an explanation of the term “item” as used in this Analytical Report. The keyword search was conducted at the item level, whether text of the post or caption of photograph or video.

27 For example, one of the keywords searched was the slur, “Kalar” (Burmese: ကြက်) which has the same characters as the first part of the word “chair” (Burmese: ကြက်စရာ), and posts advertising handmade chairs were included among the initial results of the keyword search, but thereafter excluded from further analysis.

28 From the review, 4232 items were found to be unique. These 4232 unique items contain attachments, such as photographs and videos under the text of the post, or more photographs attached to a photograph, which amounted to a total of 8361 items. It is possible that some of the attachments are the same, because, for example, there are posts with different texts with the same photograph attachments.

29 The Mechanism has listed all unique items, including text, photographs and videos that it identified as hate speech, and some duplicates in an index, IIMM0027992866 which contains a short summary in English explaining why the item was deemed to fall within the hate speech definition. A second index, IIMM0027997066, lists 476 items which are two particular posts and selected comments in response to the posts, as discussed in paras. 46, 64 and 65. Due to their length, these Indexes are not included in this report.
likely missed some posts that were intended as hate speech. Hate speech often involves using language with multiple meanings or cultural subtleties. It can rely on references to fables, allegories or historical events, which are difficult to anticipate when selecting keywords to conduct the searches. It is possible, therefore, that further content that the Mechanism would consider as amounting to hate speech was posted during the relevant period but was not identified through the keywords searched.

22. Furthermore, the Mechanism’s review is based on historical data produced by Meta, namely content that Meta preserved in August 2018 when it removed the Pages. Content that had been removed prior to August 2018, either by the Page administrators themselves or by Meta because of violation of its “Community Standards”,\(^30\) is likely not included in the historical data Meta produced for the Mechanism. It is possible, for instance, that additional items containing hate speech may have been posted on the platform at the time of the 2017 clearance operations but were removed before Meta preserved the 43 Pages and are thus unavailable for this review.

23. Hate speech content was identified across 36 out of 43 Pages reviewed in this analytical project, encompassing each of the six HR designation takedown Pages, and 30 out of 37 CIB Pages. Seven CIB Pages, namely မြန်မာနိုင်ငံသား အဖွဲ့အစည်း ပြည်ထောင်စုပြည် (Kyeik Kaw) (1219574294735802), မြန်မာ မြို့နှင့် တောင်းဆိုမှု များ (Manawmyay Media) (857869040910688), ကြမ်း (Khon Tan) (1427914403931113), GO & SEE (126275177952091), ကျွန်ုပ်ကြီး ("Education Era") (51260894620659), မြန်မာ ပြည်ထောင်စု (Myanmar Pann Aye Yar) (182039631890567), and Just 4 FUN (694334354001551), did not return any results from the hate speech keyword searched. However, as noted in paragraphs 21-22 above, it is possible that there was content on these Pages that would fit the definition of hate speech but did not contain any of the keywords the Mechanism has used to search, as the Mechanism did not review all posts but only those that had hits on the keywords searched.

b. Results from Images and Videos

24. Images and videos, particularly those without text or captions, presented an additional challenge as they cannot be searched using keywords. The Mechanism was able to identify some photographs\(^31\) with no captions that appeared to be aimed at promoting one of the hate speech narratives. This review was not thorough, however, and the Mechanism was only able

---


\(^{31}\) Because of the technical limitations in running searches against non-textual content, photographs could not be systematically reviewed. In the process of running focused searches on certain dates, the Mechanism identified images of interest in the context and was able to assess these images.
to note limited instances of images that have no titles or descriptions. Below are some examples.\footnote{See IIMM0000365598; IIMM0000382240; and IIMM0000510095 for Cartoon 1; IIMM0000583913; IIMM0000356841; IIMM0000359412; IIMM0000909392; IIMM0000918053; and IIMM0000941786 for Cartoon 2; and IIMM0000355580 for Cartoon 3.}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\begin{subfigure}{0.4\textwidth}
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{cartoon1.png}
\caption{Cartoon 1}
\end{subfigure} \hfill
\begin{subfigure}{0.4\textwidth}
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{cartoon2.png}
\caption{Cartoon 2}
\end{subfigure}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.6\textwidth]{cartoon3.png}
\caption{Cartoon 3}
\end{figure}

2) \textbf{Hate Speech Narratives}

25. The Mechanism’s review and analysis noted that a high proportion of the hate speech examples identified fall into one of the following narrative categories:

a. denial of the Rohingya identity as a distinct ethnicity and/or as natives of Myanmar;

b. portrayal of the Rohingya as an existential threat to Myanmar;

c. portrayal of the Rohingya as a threat to racial purity of the recognised Myanmar ethnic people;

d. portrayal of Islam as a threat to Buddhist religious sanctity;

e. justification of violence against the Rohingya; and/or
f. denigration of the suffering of the Rohingya and portrayal of crimes against them as fabrications.

26. These narratives are discussed and summarised immediately below.

a. Denial of the Rohingya Identity as a Distinct Ethnicity and/or as Natives of Myanmar

27. Much of the hate speech content found on the removed Pages invokes the narrative that no Rohingya ethnic group exists, that the people who call themselves Rohingya are actually all Bengali and do not belong in Myanmar but rather should live in Bangladesh.

28. Central to this narrative is the concept of “national races”, which is also known as “ethnic people” or “Taing-Yin-Thar” in Burmese. Notably, under military rule, the concept of “national races” has gradually become the key criterion for membership in the country’s political community, creating a common “other”. The military regime constructed eight major ethnic groups (Kachin, Kayah, Karen, Chin, Bamar, Mon, Rakhine and Shan), broken down further into 135 “national races”. There are no authorities or rational explanation offered for this division. It appears arbitrary with some groups excluded and others listed twice. But these arbitrary ethnic categories are used to define those who “belong” in Myanmar and the consequences are momentous for the civil, political, and economic rights of individuals and groups concerned. Those excluded from the list, regardless of where they were born and for how many generations their ancestors have lived in Myanmar, are considered outsiders or immigrants. This is particularly the case for the Rohingya. According to the Tatmadaw, “[d]espite living among peacocks, crows cannot become peacocks”. Many examples of hate speech identified by the Mechanism highlighted the fact that the Rohingya name is not included in the 135 national races and stated that the Rohingya have a plan to take away Myanmar’s land by making themselves become the “136th group”.

35 For one such example, see HMM0000223014. See also Annex 2. Entry no. 22.
29. As found during the Mechanism’s review, the authors of claims such as “there is no Rohingya in Myanmar,” \textsuperscript{37} “they are Bengali,” \textsuperscript{38} “Rohingya is not recognized by the State”, \textsuperscript{39} “Call Bengali Bengali”, \textsuperscript{40} “Rohingya is not the name of an ethnic group” \textsuperscript{41} and “these animals are not from our country” \textsuperscript{42} range from individuals who are the highest officials in the military, including the commander-in-chief, Senior General Min Aung Hlaing, \textsuperscript{43} and his deputy, Vice-Senior General Soe Win, \textsuperscript{44} to ministers, \textsuperscript{45} politicians, \textsuperscript{46} political analysts, \textsuperscript{47} academic researchers, \textsuperscript{48} and soldiers \textsuperscript{49} operating on the ground during the clearance operations in Rakhine State in August 2017.

b. Portrayal of the Rohingya as an Existential Threat to Myanmar

30. Another narrative frequently seen across the hate speech content found on the removed Pages is the claim that the Rohingya are an existential threat to Myanmar. The Rohingya are portrayed as a violent group, who illegally immigrated to Myanmar, are associated with terrorism, and are inflicting violence upon the recognised Myanmar ethnic people, with the aim of confiscating land, starting in northern Rakhine State.

31. This narrative underlies most of the hate speech posts identified in the Mechanism’s review. The post that is the first example in Annex 1 demonstrates how this narrative was used to try to convince the audience of ties between the Rohingya and foreign terrorist groups such as ISIS (Islamic State of Iraq and Syria), by using pro-Rohingya statements made by the terrorist groups.

\textsuperscript{37} See e.g., the following Facebook posts: IIMM0000345895; IIMM0000223481; IIMM0000201465 and IIMM0000237136, all of which quoted Senior General Min Aung Hlaing as saying, “So we openly declare that absolutely, our country has no Rohingya race.”

\textsuperscript{38} See e.g., IIMM0000415340 for the post reporting on the event “Discussion of National Security and Future of Union” by U Wunna Maung Lwin (former Foreign Minister), U Ko Ko Hlaing (former adviser to the President), Dr. Yin Yin Nwe (another former adviser to the President), and Dr. Aye Chan (historian). The post used derogatory terms such as “Ro-lein-nyar” (Ro-liars) and stated that “Bengali is Bengali”.

\textsuperscript{39} See Annex 2, Entry no. 23.

\textsuperscript{40} IIMM0001077521.

\textsuperscript{41} IIMM0000369056.

\textsuperscript{42} See Annex 2, entry no. 10, including, “That’s why, these animals, who are not from our country, infiltrating into our country, wanting the region where our ethnic people are staying […]”

\textsuperscript{43} See IIMM0000223481; IIMM0000201465; IIMM0000237136 and IIMM0000345895.

\textsuperscript{44} E.g., “with regard to the incidents of the region, the Vice-Senior General explained the citizenship law of Myanmar similar to those of every country, needs of Bengalis to accept necessary scrutiny in line with the 1982 Myanmar’s Citizenship Law and to accept the NVC cards, attempts being made by Bengalis to have direct citizenship chance without accepting the above-mentioned facts by creating Rohingya as the 136th ethnic which never includes on the list of 135 Myanmar ethnicities, and no situation to allow direct citizenship with their wish to enjoy full rights of citizenship.” See IIMM0000223014; IIMM0000235175; IIMM0000199500; IIMM0000181555; IIMM0000223012; IIMM0000199498 and IIMM0000235173.

\textsuperscript{45} E.g., in the Facebook post at IIMM0001099660, the Mon State’s minister, Dr. Aye Zan, was quoted as saying “I will say it clearly – there is no Rohingya in our country. They are Bengali”.

\textsuperscript{46} IIMM0000415340; IIMM0000551034.

\textsuperscript{47} IIMM0000917806.

\textsuperscript{48} IIMM0000416948; IIMM0000223362.

\textsuperscript{49} E.g., “That’s why, these animals, who are not from our country, infiltrating into our country, wanting the region where our ethnic people are staying...” See Annex 2, entry no. 10.
32. This narrative is also used in conjunction with the first narrative claiming that there is no ethnic group known as Rohingya in Myanmar. When combined, the narratives contest the use of the Rohingya name, while associating the name with the threat of terrorism and illegal immigration.\footnote{The FFM also stated that "Myanmar authorities actively associated Rohingya identity with terrorism. Rohingya are typically only referred to as terrorists or suspected terrorists, often in sweeping phrases implying that the entire group is terrorist or violent in nature. This narrative preceded the emergence of ARSA." See UN Fact-Finding Mission, Report of the Detailed Findings (2018), A/HRC/39/CRP.2, para. 1333.}

33. Facebook posts with this combined narrative suggest that only terrorists and their accomplices, and "bad Kalar Bengali that are sneaking in",\footnote{See e.g., 11MM0000357344; 11MM0000486656 and 11MM0000359515.} call themselves Rohingya, intending to gain the international community’s attention and sympathy. The word “Kalar” is used by some in Myanmar to refer to those of South Asian descent but is considered a slur.\footnote{See e.g., 11MM00027995333 Myanam Mix, “How the word ‘Kalar’ is a depressing indictment of Myanmar society,” Myanam Mix (22 April 2020), also available at https://myanamix.com/en/articles/how-the-word-kalar-is-a-depressing-indictment-of-myanmar-society; and 11MM00027995282 Frontier Myanmar “The ‘Kalar’ controversy shows many in Myanmar aren’t listening.” (19 June 2020), also available at https://www.frontiermyanmar.net/en/the-Kalar-controversy-shows-many-in-myanmar-arent-listening/. See also Annex 3 for explanation of derogatory terms.} The Facebook posts adopting this narrative also highlight the threat of the Rohingya to Myanmar’s sovereignty by stating that the Rohingya, supported by the United Nations, have a plan to seize Myanmar’s land, the first step of which involves foreign troops entering the country under the guise of the doctrine of the Responsibility to Protect (commonly referred as “R2P”). R2P is often referred to in the Facebook posts as an imminent and alarming threat to the security and sovereignty of Myanmar.\footnote{See 11MM0000358107; 11MM0000798391; 11MM0001075688; 11MM0000389698; 11MM0000415028; 11MM0000571436; 11MM0000184645. See also Annex 2, entry no. 3, especially, “Bengali lobby groups painted the ‘genocide’ picture, giving a pretext for R2P and the UN troops to enter, to create another Kosovo”; and Annex 2, entry no. 28, “the R2P group, which has newly been established by the UN, has threatened to deploy UN troops to Rakhine state if the Myanmar military shoots and arrests the so-called Rohingya-Bengali-Muslim terrorists.”} This is also illustrated in many photograph attachments to posts, which depict the map of Myanmar with Rakhine State or the whole western and southern parts detached from the country and established as a separate “Islamic country”.\footnote{See e.g., Annex 2, entry no. 4.}

34. The second example in Annex 1 also serves as a relevant instance of this narrative regarding the Rohingya as a terrorist threat. Using graphic images of dead bodies, the post warns against the purported threat of the “bad guests” (referring to the Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army,\footnote{Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army (ARSA) has been previously described by the FFM as a group that “emerged following the violence in 2012. The 2012 events, including the participation of the authorities in the violence and widespread human rights violations against the Rohingya, combined with increasing oppression affecting all aspects of Rohingya life, served as a trigger for many of the founding and early members. It first came to public attention in October 2016, when it launched three coordinated attacks on security posts in Rakhine State. It became more visible following its subsequent attacks of August 2017.” See UN Fact-Finding Mission, Report of the Detailed Findings (2018), A/HRC/39/CRP.2, para. 1009. ARSA’s official Twitter channel is: https://twitter.com/ARSA_Official.} known as ARSA, but which can also be understood to mean the whole Rohingya population) who were committing “jihad” against the Myanmar ethnic people. The
post refers to a group of Mro ethnic people who were allegedly killed by ARSA on 3 August 2017.\textsuperscript{56} Many posts used this incident to portray northern Rakhine State as a region caught in the midst of active terror attacks.\textsuperscript{57}

35. From August to December 2017, the alleged killing of members of the Mro ethnic group was cited in several different posts as a basis to legitimise the continuing threat and invoking a fear of “terrorism” that was violently affecting the recognised Myanmar ethnic people.\textsuperscript{58}

c. Portrayal of the Rohingya as a Threat to Racial Purity of the Recognised Myanmar Ethnic People

36. The third narrative identified portrayed the mere existence of the Rohingya in the country as a threat to the racial purity of the recognised Myanmar ethnic people. This includes posts that focused on the birth rate and population growth among Rohingya, the practice of polygamy and allegations that Muslim men were marrying Buddhist women as part of a strategy to change the demographic balance. The narratives often linked these intermarriages to allegations of forcible conversion to Islam and physical abuse of Buddhist women.

37. Some examples identified by the Mechanism make only passing references to this theme, with statements such as “uphold the ‘population control law’ and the ‘monogamy law’”;\textsuperscript{59} “make sure there are only families that uphold the ‘monogamy law’”;\textsuperscript{60} while others are more explicit, making such claims as “[the Rohingya] would breed with machines if they could”;\textsuperscript{61} “[w]e must control this multitude of Kalar whose numbers are exploding exponentially”;\textsuperscript{62} “Bangladesh, a small territory with exploding population, is eyeing the Rakhine State of Myanmar”;\textsuperscript{63} “due to exploding population, there is an exponential increase

\textsuperscript{56} UN Fact-Finding Mission, Report of the Detailed Findings (2018), A/HRC/39/CRP.2, para. 1057, stated that the Mission was unable to verify the incident or perpetrators but added that “[c]redible information indicates, however, that the killings may have been related to the illegal narcotics trade.”

\textsuperscript{57} HMM0000220125; HMM00001185849; HMM00001185669; and HMM00000909819.

\textsuperscript{58} See HMM00000185925; HMM0000220125; HMM00001185849; HMM00001185830; HMM00000885738; HMM0000752946; HMM00001185613; HMM0000223809; HMM0000054936; HMM0000085579; HMM00001185510; HMM00001185463; HMM00000170694; HMM00001185445; HMM0000085529. This incident was repeatedly referred to in the posts included on the CIB Pages until 28 December 2017, see e.g. HMM00000909819.

\textsuperscript{59} These references refer to a series of laws passed in 2015 that had a discriminatory impact on the Rohingya. The FFM described the laws as follows: “these four bills became law between May and August 2015. The laws make reference to ‘non-Buddhists’, not explicitly naming Rohingya or Muslims. However, given rhetoric in the lead-up to their adoption, the laws clearly had a discriminatory intent against the Rohingya. They were built on a number of prevailing stereotypes, including that Rohingya are polygamous and have a high birth rate, and that Buddhist women need protection from conversion to Islam and marriage to Muslims.” See UN Fact-Finding Mission, Report of the Detailed Findings (2018), A/HRC/39/CRP.2, para. 600. For more examples with this narrative, see HMM0000725415; HMM0000584272; HMM0000582231; HMM0000484417; HMM0001041016.

\textsuperscript{60} This is included in the statement made by the Deputy Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services Commander-in-Chief (Army) Vice-Senior General Soe Win on 29 July 2017. See HMM0000223947; HMM0000204064; HMM0000239484; HMM0000487185; HMM0000682847; HMM0000203988; HMM0000239408.

\textsuperscript{61} See Annex 2, entry no. 24.

\textsuperscript{62} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{63} See Annex 2, entry no. 3.
in the Bengali population which is ready to overwhelm the Maungdaw region”;64 “Bengali Kalar, aka extremist terrorists (members of Islamic religion), 90% of whom are Muslims are, in fact, (illegal) intruders who have been (sneaking gradually) into Myanmar from Bangladesh, which is a small territory experiencing population explosion”65; “these non-citizens (Bengal), aka Muslim, who make up the 90% of the population, are living in [...] northern Rakhine state [...] to spread their Islam religion in Myanmar and to spread the Islamic generation of Bengali Muslim blood mixed with the blood of Myanmar and Myanmar ethnics”;66 and “[the] Bengali issue is a continuing problem because of the exploding population of Bangladesh, disproportionate population compared to land mass.”67

38. Two examples of this narrative are provided in examples 3 and 4 of Annex 1.

d. Portrayal of Islam as a Threat to Buddhist Religious Sanctity

39. The Mechanism also identified posts that expressed negative views of Islam. Implicit in these posts is the emphasis that the values espoused by Islam are diametrically opposed to Buddhist beliefs, and therefore offend, the sanctity of Buddhism.

40. Some examples identified by the Mechanism highlighted the destruction of Buddhist statues in Islamic countries,68 including allegations that ARSA had destroyed Buddhist statues in Rakhine State.69 There are also posts that associated violence and terrorism with gatherings and/or teachings in mosques,70 and called for bans on such gatherings or closure of the mosques.71 Other posts directly attacked Islam as a religion72 and claimed that it is an ideology to control its followers and that Islam was spreading like “cancer cells”, which needed to be “surgically removed”.73

41. One example showcasing this narrative is provided in example 13 of Annex 1.

e. Justification of Violence against the Rohingya

42. Through its review, the Mechanism identified that in late 2017, there were also posts describing and/or commending how other countries have dealt with minorities committing “terror acts” or alleged violence towards other ethnic groups. Notable examples include posts justifying Hitler’s treatment of the Jewish people,74 posts stating that Myanmar should imitate Israel’s treatment of the Palestinians,75 as well as posts about India’s purported ‘shoot-to-kill’

64 See e.g., IMM0000359429; IIMM0000417441; IIMM0000544847, referring to the Maungdaw region in northern Rakhine State.
65 See example 4 of Annex 1.
66 Ibid.
67 See IIMM0000091484; IIMM00000720926; IIMM0000679579; IIMM0000416443; IIMM0000579620; IIMM0000447746; IIMM0000882094.
68 See IIMM0000753383; IIMM0000185837.
69 IIMM0000359205.
70 IIMM0000184637; IIMM00000722019.
71 Ibid.
72 See IIMM0000184012 and IIMM0000917174. See also example 13 of Annex 1.
73 IIMM0000184012; IIMM0000917174.
74 See IIMM00000861303; IIMM0000552204; IIMM0000961221. See also example 5 of Annex 1.
75 See IIMM0000389864; IIMM0000803791; IIMM0000183446; IIMM0000182537. See also IIMM0001078323; IIMM0000807094.
policy against the Rohingya\textsuperscript{76} and China’s treatment of the Uyghur.\textsuperscript{77} In parallel, other posts highlighted what happened to the countries that did not take “decisive” or “extreme” measures to counter the spread of Islam, such as Indonesia, Malaysia and Afghanistan which, these posts claimed, used to have a Buddhist majority but now have majority Islamic populations, with much violence and unrest.\textsuperscript{78}

43. The Mechanism has also identified posts that explicitly encouraged violence against the Rohingya. The post in example 7 of Annex 1 encourages readers to join the effort to “drive out the Bengali back to Bangladesh.”\textsuperscript{79} One post addressing the Rohingya in Myanmar states “if you say you love the Myanmar land so much, you can get a six-foot pit” [meaning they can be buried in the land].\textsuperscript{80} The post translated in example 8 of Annex 1 states “I won’t hesitate to eat dog meat”, and “let’s eat dog meat together”.\textsuperscript{81} In this context, the Rohingya are frequently referred to as “Dog Kalar”.\textsuperscript{82}

f. Denigration of the Suffering of the Rohingya and Portrayal of Crimes against them as Fabrications

44. After reports started to emerge in late August 2017 of violence and abuses against the Rohingya during the clearance operations, many posts on the Pages reviewed promoted a narrative of denying the accuracy of such reports and questioning the motives of the authors.

45. The Mechanism identified: posts suggesting that the number of Rohingya that had fled Myanmar to Bangladesh was exaggerated;\textsuperscript{83} posts arguing that reports of violence and abuses against the Rohingya were fabricated by western countries and the international media;\textsuperscript{84} posts implying that those who fled were lured by stories of better food and services in Bangladesh;\textsuperscript{85} posts stating that some Rohingya left because they were threatened by

\textsuperscript{76} See example 6 of Annex 1. See also IIMM0000914844; IIMM0000720926; IIMM0000679579; IIMM0000416443; IIMM0000079620; IIMM0000447746; IIMM000082094.
\textsuperscript{77} See Annex 2, entry no. 12.
\textsuperscript{78} See e.g., the post with the title “Buddhism disappeared from Afghanistan” at IIMM0000185837 and IIMM0000662710. See also IIMM0000753383.
\textsuperscript{79} See example 7 of Annex 1.
\textsuperscript{80} IIMM0000579242. See also example 12 of Annex 1. Clarifications in square brackets are provided by the Mechanism.
\textsuperscript{81} See example 8 of Annex 1.
\textsuperscript{82} See e.g., UN Fact-Finding Mission, Report of the Detailed Findings (2018), A/HRC/39/CRP.2, para. 1312; and IIMM0027993041. See also Annex 2, entry no. 11.
\textsuperscript{83} For example, Senior General Min Aung Hlaing stated in his meeting with then US Secretary of State, Rex Tillerson, “The number of Bengalis fleeing to Bangladesh from 25 August to 5 September was very small, and more had fled there only since then.” See IIMM0000222506.
\textsuperscript{84} See IIMM0000235267; IIMM0000681037; IIMM0000222506: “Western countries including the US have used words alleging that the Bengalis fled to Bangladesh due to the use of force from the Myanmar Tatmadaw. So, they need to know the real situation.”
\textsuperscript{85} See e.g., IIMM0000345833, stating that “According to some quarters, the exodus was the result of food shortage, local threats and torching of homes”. See also IIMM0000222526, stating that ARSA or “terrorists” “were also reported to have persuaded villagers through various ways saying: “You’ll be able to lead a life of ease with international aid when you get into Bangladesh”, “You’ll be able to go to a third country, and get good jobs, better incomes and get rich”, “Every villager come out, and leave your belongings behind because when you get into Bangladesh, we, who have phoned you, will give the money equivalent to your belongings if only five of your peer villagers who are the members of terrorist organization back you up.”
terrorists, or that the Rohingya had left to join their families. Posts from the Pages reviewed also claimed that the Muslims duped the international community into sympathising with the Rohingya’s plight by crying about suffering, which in actuality they had caused. Posts also claimed that the Rohingya burned their own houses, and that they gave up cheap houses to get land. Posts from the Pages reviewed encouraged Myanmar people not to feel sorry for the Rohingya, and not to show any mercy for the emotion-inducing crying.

46. A rare example where posts reported on the suffering of the Rohingya can be seen in six duplicates of a post paraphrasing in the Myanmar language an AFP (Agence France-Presse) report, which stated that gang rape is one of the reasons the Rohingya left for Bangladesh in large numbers. Although comments in response to Facebook posts were generally outside of the scope of this analytical project, the Mechanism reviewed the comments in response to one instance of this post, and found several comments accusing the Rohingya of lying. One such comment stated:

“No bathing, no cleaning with rainwater, covered with dirt that is four finger thick, when you look at them, they are just bones, smelly, dirty, these kinds get raped by the military. really? No one would believe it even if you swear your life on it.”

47. It is not apparent why these CIB Pages – which otherwise routinely disseminated content denying or discrediting the suffering of the Rohingya – published posts referencing the AFP article. It is apparent from the comments however that even these seemingly balanced

86 See e.g., IIMM0000222526, which quoted “[r]un away or be attacked by the government troops with launchers, the village will be torched, they will be shot with machine guns and will be dropped bombs by helicopters”, “Come out or we’ll label you as traitors of Islam and slit your throat”, “We’ll kill you for the cooperation with the government”, “Again, terrorists propagated at refugee camps in Bangladesh, saying ‘We’ll label Bengali villagers who choose not to flee as traitors having converted to Buddhism, and cooperating with the government.’ So, Bengalis fled for fear that they would be killed when terrorist came into their villages again.”

87 See IIMM0000222526, “Meanwhile, some are the relatives of those who had participated in terrorist attacks and fled for fear that they would be punished under the law for hiding the secret.” See IIMM0000222506, “Conspirators of terrorist attacks and families flee to Bangladesh.”

88 See Annex 2, entry no. 21.

89 See e.g., IIMM0000219467; IIMM0000722129; IIMM0000369126; IIMM0000917162; IIMM0000219569; IIMM0000941567; IIMM0000582819; IIMM0000751642; IIMM0000840404; IIMM0000661573; IIMM0000550745; IIMM0000859620; IIMM0000681624. Also see example 10 of Annex 1, and Annex 2, entry no. 18.

90 See example 9 of Annex 1.

91 See Annex 2, entry no. 10, particularly “If we see them fleeing, we have to be happy”.

92 See Annex 2, entry no. 21.

93 See IIMM0000444625; IIMM00001036954; IIMM0000718163; IIMM0000912014; IIMM0001020666; and IIMM0000799210. There is no immediately apparent reason why this translation of an AFP article was posted on the removed Facebook Pages. There are a few other such examples from the Pages under analysis in the report. These examples cited media articles and reported on the Rohingya issue without any apparent hate speech. See e.g., IIMM0000480986.

94 See IIMM00008660474 for one instance of the post, and IIMM00008660479; IIMM00008660480; IIMM00008660481; IIMM00008660482; IIMM00008660483; IIMM00008660484; and IIMM00008660485 for seven comments under the said post. The Mechanism is not able to verify the authors or the source(s) of the comments, based on the information provided by Meta.

95 See IIMM00008660481. The last sentence in the Myanmar language literally translates as “No one would believe it even if you say it while doing a somersault,” using a figure of speech to signify the willingness to swear to the truth.
or objective posts acknowledging reports of crimes against the Rohingya provided a foundation for hateful and discriminatory comments in response, thereby still having the effect of promulgating anti-Rohingya sentiment to the Facebook audience.

48. It is further worth noting that these posts coincided in time with a post from the verified Office of the Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services Page, publicising the findings of the “Tatmadaw True News Information Team” that was “assigned with the task of conducting ground inspection to know the true situation in connection with terrorist attacks of the ARSA Bengali terrorists on 30 police outposts and an army battalion headquarters in Buthidaung, Maungtaw and Yathedaung townships in Rakhine State on 25 August 2017 and to ascertain whether security troops conducted the military operations in accord with their duty assignments during the time the Tatmadaw was trying to restore regional peace and stability.” As set out in this post, the Tatmadaw True News Information Team found, inter alia, “[t]he findings of the investigation have proved that all security members up from the leaders to the privates were aware of and strictly abided by the orders and directives of superior bodies” and “[a]ccording to the answers of 2,817 villagers from 54 Bengali villages in interviews and confessions of 362 villagers from 105 Bengali villages, security forces did not commit [shooting at innocent villagers and sexual violence and rape cases against women.]”

49. Thus, at the same time that the CIB Pages were referencing the AFP article about rape of Rohingya women, the Office of the Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services Page was specifically disavowing such allegations. Although the motivations for this are unknown, the juxtaposition of the official post on the Office of the Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services Page against the references to the AFP article on the various CIB Pages, gives the effect of the AFP report coming across as “fake news” in light of the investigation carried out by the Tatmadaw True News Information Team.

50. Most of the posts that deny the suffering of the Rohingya also repeatedly state that the Rohingya had burned their own houses before leaving for Bangladesh. Two such examples, both of which were posted on 13 September 2017, are noted in example 9 and example 10 of Annex 1, respectively.

51. A common stratagem used to discredit the media reports of mass killings, arson and sexual violence directed against the Rohingya was to associate the Rohingya name with different phrases in Burmese that sound similar to the word Rohingya but that mean “liars”. Two common terms that the Mechanism identified during the content analysis of the Pages

---

96 See IMM00000222526.
97 Ibid.
98 Commonly, these phrases replace the last syllable of Rohingya with “nyar”, which in the Myanmar language means “lying, liar, or lies”. See e.g., IMM00000359061 and IMM00000368052, which include the term “Rohing-nyar”.
removed by Meta are “Ro-Lein-Nyar” (ရွလွနေရာ) (Ro-liar) 99 and “Ro-gein-nyar” (ရွဂြင်နရာ),100 which are translated as “Ro-liars are dogs that need to be hit.”101

52. One such example is provided in example 11 of Annex 1.

3) Content Analysis of HR Designation Takedown Pages

53. The Mechanism examined how the type of messages being published on the six HR designation takedown Pages changed over time from July to December 2017 as the clearance operations against the Rohingya progressed. These Pages were chosen for this analysis as two were official Pages of the Commander-in-Chief and three were Pages belonging to Myawady, the military’s media company, and all were removed by Meta for their connection to the individuals and organizations that had “committed or enabled serious human rights abuses in [Myanmar]”.102

54. In particular, the Mechanism analysed the content from these six Pages within the following three time periods:

1) the period before the clearance operations, namely from 1 July 2017 to 24 August 2017;

2) the period during the peak of the clearance operations, from 25 August 2017 to 5 September 2017;103 and

3) the period following the peak of the clearance operations, from 6 September 2017 to 31 December 2017.

55. This analysis was not meant to exhaustively encompass all of the hate speech posts that appeared on the HR designation takedown Pages. Rather, the temporal scope of the analysis aimed to identify general patterns of content on the six Pages before, during and following the 2017 clearance operations. Through this analysis, the Mechanism also observed

---

99 E.g., posts, photographs and videos from the 43 Facebook Pages that include the term “Ro-lein-nyar”, see iIMM000917329; iIMM000366450; iIMM000414136; iIMM000477697; iIMM000388748; iIMM001077814; iIMM000914327; iIMM001077582; iIMM000720450; iIMM000719523; iIMM000365913; iIMM000367183; iIMM000415340; iIMM000673114; iIMM000676215; iIMM000546984; iIMM000961240; iIMM000353546; iIMM000358050; iIMM000693384; iIMM000675520; iIMM0009171285; iIMM000918082; and iIMM0001018946. See also Annex 3 for an explanation of this term.

100 See example 11 of Annex 1.

101 For more explanation of these two terms, see Annex 3, “Ro-lein-nyar” and “Ro-gein-nyar”.

102 Supra fn. 2.

that duplicative content was published across both the HR designation takedown Pages and CIB Pages.

a. Before the Clearance Operations (1 July to 24 August 2017)

56. At the beginning of July 2017, the HR designation takedown Pages posted content that discussed acts of Islamic terrorism in the South and Southeast Asian regions. These included posts reporting on the beheadings carried out by Islamic State (IS) militants in the north of Afghanistan;\(^\text{104}\) posts about an order enacted by the President of Indonesia to abolish extremist organisations, suggesting that the pronouncement was intended for an Islamist group, Hizbut Tahrir Indonesia (HTI) that aims to build an Islamic nation out of Indonesia;\(^\text{105}\) as well as posts reporting on preparations made to combat terrorists, such as the Islamic militants in Marawi city, by the former President of the Philippines.\(^\text{106}\) Within this period, the HR designation takedown Pages published these kinds of posts in a coordinated fashion. For example, the same content was published on different Pages at the same time. Their content portrayed violent attempts at Islamisation in the region as real, while also describing the actions being anticipated and/or taken by fellow ASEAN\(^\text{107}\) countries in combating terrorist organisations as examples that Myanmar should imitate.

57. Starting from 3 August 2017, the incident of the alleged killing of the Mro ethnic people\(^\text{108}\) by the “Bengali terrorists” was widely and repeatedly circulated across the HR designation takedown Pages. Posts reporting or commenting on this incident called the Rohingya “bad guests”;\(^\text{109}\) described the incident as a “violent killing of the minority host population by the majority ‘Ae-Soe’ (literally ‘bad guest’)”;\(^\text{110}\) used the term “Kalar” when describing the perpetrators of the killings;\(^\text{111}\) and described the situation as between “local indigenous minority versus the Bengali villagers”.\(^\text{112}\) These posts depict the Rohingya as a violent threat and suggest that they do not belong in Myanmar. Posts referencing this incident remained in circulation – on both the HR designation takedown Pages and the CIB Pages – at least until the end of December 2017\(^\text{113}\) and were sometimes used to criticize the NLD Government for not taking sufficient measures to protect the local ethnic people residing in northern Rakhine State.\(^\text{114}\)

58. The initial reports concerning the alleged killing of the Mro ethnic people were then followed by extensive content posted across the HR designation takedown Pages and the CIB

\(^{104}\) IIMM0000186473. Reporting on such incidents continued on the CIB Pages until later in the year. See e.g., IIMM0000481406 for a post from 21 October 2017, on a CIB Page, (100006634817059), which reported on the bombing in Afghanistan between Shia and Sunni Muslim groups.

\(^{105}\) IIMM0000204964.

\(^{106}\) IIMM0000204144. See also IIMM0000186457.

\(^{107}\) Association of Southeast Asian Nations.

\(^{108}\) Supra paras. 34-35.

\(^{109}\) See Annex 3 for an explanation of the derogatory term “bad guest”.

\(^{110}\) IIMM0000228125.

\(^{111}\) IIMM0000185925.

\(^{112}\) See e.g., IIMM0000185849.

\(^{113}\) See e.g., IIMM0000909819: post of 28 December 2017 reporting on the alleged killing of the Mro in August 2017.

\(^{114}\) See e.g., IIMM0000185669.
Pages concerning a meeting held on 9 August 2017 between Rakhine politicians and the highest officials from the Myanmar military, including the Commander-in-Chief, Senior General Min Aung Hlaing, the Deputy Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services Commander-in-Chief (Army), Vice-Senior General Soe Win, the Chief of the General Staff (Army, Navy and Air Force), General Mya Tun Oo and senior military officers from the Office of the Commander-in-Chief (Army), concerning the need for peace and stability in Rakhine State. One of the posts from a CIB Page also reported on Rakhine politicians asking for a “No-Bengali” zone in northern Rakhine State and advocating arming ethnic Rakhine people for self-defence against the “Bengali”.  

59. The Myawady Daily Page also published a post that used derogatory terms such as “Ro-Lein-Nyar”, implying that all the Rohingya are liars. The emotive language used in the post depicted the existence of the Rohingya people as a security threat to Myanmar, while stating that military action against the Rohingya in Rakhine State was necessary to protect Myanmar from foreign invasion. Posts with similar narratives continued to appear on the Myanmar military’s verified Facebook Pages within this period preceding the clearance operations. 

60. From 24 to 25 August 2017, the same six Pages repeatedly posted content about Kofi Annan, then Chairman of the Advisory Commission on Rakhine State (“Advisory Commission”), presenting the Advisory Commission’s final report, and meeting with various Myanmar national interlocutors, including then President Htin Kyaw, the Commander-in-Chief, Senior General Min Aung Hlaing, the Deputy Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services Commander-in-Chief (Army), Vice-Senior General Soe Win, the Chief of the General Staff (Army, Navy and Air Force), General Mya Tun Oo and senior military officers. 

61. Posts reporting on the meeting between Kofi Annan and Senior General Min Aung Hlaing did not focus on the substance of the Advisory Commission’s findings but focused, rather, on the purported security threat in Rakhine State, stating: 

“[a]s to the deployment of many security forces [in Rakhine State], security affairs have to go step by step together with the rule of law, security and defence. Regarding the rule [of] law, the situation of Buthidaung-Maungtaw could not be controlled by

---

115 See e.g., IIMM0000223798; IIMM0000203297; IIMM0000238722; IIMM0000345930; IIMM0000343482; IIMM0000585781; IIMM0000486536; IIMM0000682595; IIMM0000752871; IIMM0000841498; IIMM0000806427; IIMM0000170692; IIMM0000223797; IIMM0000203295; IIMM0000238720; IIMM0000345929; IIMM0000585760; IIMM0000585748; IIMM0000682584; IIMM0000392114; IIMM0000544936; IIMM0000885579; IIMM0000185510; IIMM0000170694; IIMM0000585529; IIMM0000806226.

116 IIMM0000585760.

117 supra paras. 51-52. See e.g., IIMM0000184864.

118 See e.g., IIMM0000184864.

119 See e.g., IIMM0000223625; IIMM0000201984; IIMM0000237469.

120 See e.g., IIMM0000223627; IIMM0000345914; IIMM0000202034; IIMM0000237490; IIMM0000237489; IIMM0000202033; IIMM0000219888; IIMM0000219885; IIMM0000343485; IIMM0000223623; IIMM0000201982; IIMM0000237467; IIMM0000335663; IIMM0000345912.
administrative bodies and ordinary police forces. That is why border guard police forces have been assigned security duties. Currently, Section 144 [which authorises certain emergency powers] is imposed in that region. Tatmadaw troops had to get involved as the situation worsened in the aftermath of terrorist acts in October 2016" and that "[t]he operations on Mayu Mountain have not finished."  

62. Objections to the report itself and the actual findings of the Advisory Commission continued well into the period at the height of the clearance operations. The military-backed political party, the Union Solidarity and Development Party, issued a joint statement made by 28 political parties, in which it declared its disagreement with the recommendations of Kofi Annan’s Advisory Commission and called upon the government to take more decisive action to govern the entire Rakhine State. This joint statement was widely circulated on the CIB Pages.

63. Similarly, one of the verified Myawady Pages posted about an event to “object to the Kofi Annan report and to oppose and condemn the terrorist acts of the ARSA extremist Bengali terrorists”, which was subsequently held on 30 August 2017 in front of the Yangon city hall. The post again used derogatory terms such as “Khoe-Win Bengali” (ဗေဒီမော်လိုင်) (Bengali that are sneaking in).

64. On 24 August 2017, one day before the ARSA attacks and the commencement of the clearance operations, the verified Page of the Office of the Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services (CINCS), with ID 526503167470553, published a post stating that at 6:00 am on that day, the Myanmar Police Force, Border Guard Police and the Immigration Department, accompanied by a Tatmadaw column, were investigating those who had attended “terrorist training” at Ah Htet Nan Yar in northern Rakhine State, a village tract neighbouring Chut Pyin, where 200 “Bengali carrying sticks, swords, and spears” blocked the investigative group. The post said that the Tatmadaw column provided security and that the investigative group entered the village and “did clearance.” The post stated that at 9:00 am the “Bengali terrorists” at the southern end of the village carrying sticks and swords attempted to attack back, causing the security forces to shoot one terrorist leader dead, while another who tried to run away was found dead “from suffocation from exhaustion” and 27 “Bengali” suspected of links to the “terrorist training” were arrested.
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65. The Mechanism identified 685 comments in response to this particular post. Of these 685 comments, the Mechanism noted 463 comments that contained hate speech. These are provided in **HMM00029799066**, which lists the text of the comments as appeared on Facebook, along with the Mechanism’s translation of the text, where necessary. This assessment by the Mechanism did not include “stickers” and/or pictures posted as comments, as these were not included in Meta’s production to the Mechanism.
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nonetheless, demonstrates how one post on a verified Page unleashed a torrent of public vitriol, on the eve of the clearance operations.

b. **During the Clearance Operations (25 August to 5 September 2017)**

66. The HR designation takedown Pages posted about the attacks on police outposts in Maungdaw township, in northern Rakhine State in the early hours of 25 August 2017, as an attack by the “extremist Bengali terrorists”, referring to ARSA. All of the posts alleged that ARSA’s attacks on police outposts were timed to coincide with the release of the Kofi Annan Commission’s final report on Rakhine State and the upcoming United Nations General Assembly in September 2017 and intended to attract international attention.\(^{145}\)

67. The government of Myanmar declared ARSA as a terrorist organisation as of 25 August 2017\(^{146}\) and widely disseminated a statement warning the public regarding the extremist Bengali terrorists.\(^{147}\) Quoting the Information Committee\(^{148}\) as its source, the relevant passages of the statement urge the public not to support “extremist Bengali terrorists” and ARSA.\(^{149}\)

68. On 26 to 27 August 2017, a post published on the Office of the Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services Page and written in English\(^{150}\) reported that the military and security forces in Rakhine State had been reinforced in response to an increase in the number of attacks by ARSA on non-Rohingya civilians and the latter’s properties as well as the killings by ARSA of government personnel “from the same religious background” (as ARSA).\(^{151}\) The same post alleged that the “Bengali residents” had set houses on fire and destroyed the villages themselves.\(^{152}\) This particular post, which also quoted the Information Committee, is one of the examples of coordinated postings across both HR designation takedown Pages and CIB Pages. M\(\text{[redacted]}\) the author who published the English language post on the three verified Pages,\(^{153}\) also published the same content in Myanmar language on fifteen of the CIB Pages on 26 August 2017 between 12:16 pm and 12:22 pm.\(^{154}\)
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\(^{148}\) A branch of the then State Counsellor Aung San Suu Kyi’s office, the Information Committee, was established after the October 2016 ARSA attacks on police outposts, ostensibly to provide information on alleged attacks in northern Rakhine State. The FFM also reported that “[a]fter October 2016, the State Counsellor’s Information Committee, State media, and other national media increased the focus on ARSA activities, with increased monitoring and reporting.” UN Fact-Finding Mission, Report of the Detailed Findings (2018), A/HRC/39/CRP.2, para. 1134.
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69. Some posts from the two non-verified HR designation takedown Pages claimed that the Rohingya were gathering in the mosques on Fridays to plan further attacks in the region, and urged the authorities to ban gatherings on Fridays. Other posts emphasised the relative population sizes, frequently mentioning that it is “98% Bengali versus 2% ‘Taing-Yin-Thar’ [recognised ethnic people]” in Maungdaw, hence suggesting that the Rakhine ethnic people were facing a disproportionate threat. The HR designation takedown Pages also published posts which claimed that 300 foreign fighters had entered northern Rakhine and that the security threat to the local ethnic people would be “unfathomable”, if these fighters were to join forces with the 800,000 “Bengali”.

70. On 5 September 2017, a message warning against imminent, planned, and coordinated explosions in the big cities across Myanmar by the “ARSA extremist Bengali terrorists” was posted on the official Page of the Office of the Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services Page. The post urged the public from all villages and townships across Myanmar to report any suspicious activities to the nearest military or police station, including the collection of fertilisers that could be used to make explosives. This warning coincided with a series of posts on “9/11 Myanmar” that were posted on the CIB Pages. According to civil society organisations in a subsequent open letter to Facebook, the 9/11 Myanmar messages that spread on Facebook resulted in “at least three violent incidents”.

71. During this period, there was widespread reporting across the HR designation takedown Pages and CIB Pages about an article in local media on an interview with Mr. a employee of an international Non-Governmental Organisation (INGO) operating in Rakhine State, The article: 1) asserted that local people from the recognised ethnic groups are in danger of ARSA’s “terrorist attacks”, yet international organisations remain in favour of the Rohingya; 2) accused Mr. of justifying the extent of damage caused by ARSA by saying “only 30 police outposts were attacked, whereas there are many outposts in northern Rakhine”; 3) accused the United Nations of receiving funding from the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC), and being biased against the Myanmar ethnic groups in the ongoing terrorist attacks; and 4) disparaged
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158 IMM0000223416.
159 See examples discussed in Annex 2, such as entries no. 14, no. 15, no. 16, and no. 17.
160 A series of posts and messages circulated on Facebook from 1 September 2017 to 11 September 2017, spreading misinformation to Protestant Buddhists that on 11 September (9/11), Muslims were planning to attack Buddhists nationwide and to be vigilant, while similar messages circulated among the Muslims stating that the Buddhists were about to attack the Muslims. A group of Myanmar civil society organisations (CSOs) escalated this chain of messages to Facebook, and its Chief Executive Officer, Mark Zuckerberg, mentioned this incident in an interview on 2 April 2018 with Vox.com saying this is a clear example of “people trying to use our tools in order to incite real harm.” See IMM007995583 Ezra Klein, “Mark Zuckerberg on Facebook’s hardest year, and what comes next”, Vox Media, 2 April 2018, also available at https://www.vox.com/2018/4/2/17185052/mark-zuckerberg-facebook-interview-fake-news-bots-cambridge. In a follow-up open letter to Mark Zuckerberg on 5 April 2018, Myanmar CSOs wrote that “far from being stopped, [the messages] spread in an unprecedented way, reaching country-wide and causing widespread fear and at least three violent incidents in the process.” See IMM007993043 for the open letter by Myanmar civil society to Mark Zuckerberg, CEO of Meta.
Mr. [redacted]'s claim that the incidents in northern Rakhine State were not terrorist attacks as this contradicted what the government had already officially announced and suggested that Mr. [redacted] was blatantly lying to protect the Rohingya.161

72. Next, the posts stated that the interviewer inquired about Mr. [redacted]'s opinion on the widespread allegation of the Rohingya’s high population growth rate and reported that Mr. [redacted] replied that it is within each person’s rights and freedom to give birth to his/her preference. When asked if he was aware of the newcomers from Bangladesh entering Myanmar, Mr. [redacted] is reported as replying that no Bangladeshi were coming into Myanmar. “Why would any Bangladeshi enter [Myanmar]? Why would they come to a place where there are ongoing killings? The Bangladeshi would never come”. These remarks were portrayed on the removed Facebook Pages as representing the extremely biased views of Mr. [redacted] that were paid by funds from the OIC, leading these posts to call for the authorities to prosecute Mr. [redacted] according to the “Anti-Terrorism Law”.162 Identical or near identical content of this interview with Mr. [redacted] was published across several CIB Pages, with the same post appearing multiple times on some Pages.163 The tone and wording used in these posts suggest an attempt to mobilise the local (non-Rohingya) ethnic population to action against the INGO and NGO workers in the region.

73. The Mechanism has subsequently interviewed Mr. [redacted] and obtained a signed statement from him. He indicated that at the time of the reported interview in Rakhine State, he was working for [redacted] as a [redacted]. Mr. [redacted] confirmed that he was interviewed by a person in the presence of a small group of protestors holding the banner that said “No Human Rights for Terrorists” in [redacted] of Yangon, Myanmar.164 Mr. [redacted] said that he saw the day after the interview that this interview was widely circulated on Facebook, along with his photograph taken at the Buthidaung jetty and a photocopy of his passport.165 In his witness statement to the Mechanism, he described that this Facebook post was shared over a thousand times, with comments accusing him of helping the “terrorists” – referring to ARSA – and warning that he should leave the country. These threats subsequently led Mr. [redacted] to leave Myanmar.166 He further stated that he was made aware of “how the Myanmar military used Facebook to coordinate its propaganda against the Rohingya population” through reading international news,167 and that he recalled the accusations faced by the United Nations of

161 See IIHM0000219704; IIHM0000184458; IIHM00000184310.
162 Ibid.
163 See IIHM00000390593; IIHM00000583257; IIHM00000804532; IIHM00000485095; IIHM00000356557; IIHM00000359286; IIHM00000844527; IIHM0000917780; IIHM0000917778; IIHM0000369213; IIHM00000917728. Three duplicates (IIHM0000917780; IIHM0000911778 and IIHM00009117728) were posted on the CIB Page, Shwe Myanmar Media (452793661418174); and two duplicates (IIHM00000356557 and IIHM00000359286) were posted on the CIB Page Oppositeeyes (262770877158690).
164 IIHM0001557475 P0111 Witness Statement (IIHM), 10 February 2022.
165 Ibid, at para. 115. See also IIHM0001477824; IIHM0001477800; IIHM0001477762; IIHM0001477769; IIHM0001477815; IIHM0001477846.
166 IIHM0001557475 P0111 Witness Statement (IIHM), 10 February 2022, para. 115.
supporting the terrorists after the announcement from the government that World Food Programme (WFP) biscuits were found in an ARSA camp.\footnote{Ibid, at para. 93.}

74. When reporting on the military operations against the Rohingya, posts from the HR designation takedown Pages used derogatory and offensive terms to refer to the Rohingya, such as “Kalarsee”, “Bengali Kalarsee”, and “Kalar”.\footnote{IIMM0000184616. For explanation of these derogatory terms, see Annex 3.} As noted above, the word “Kalar” is often used in Myanmar as a slur to insult and highlight someone’s dark skin and foreign ancestry.\footnote{Ibid. at Annex 3.}

75. The HR designation takedown Pages also claimed that the Rohingya burned their own houses,\footnote{IIMM0000223414.} spreading the fire to the homes of the Myanmar ethnic people.\footnote{IIMM0000219808.} These posts were often published together with reports on the alleged killings of the Daingnet ethnic people by the “extremist Bengali terrorists”.\footnote{See e.g., IIMM0000219712.}

76. Some content posted during this period – at the peak of the clearance operations – propounded in detail the narrative of the non-existence of Rohingya in Myanmar. For instance, the Office of the Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services Page discussed how and why the Rohingya have no soil or blood relationship with Myanmar, claiming to prove that the Rohingya originated from Bangladesh and entered Rakhine State under the rule of the British Empire. It further referenced the conflicts between the Rohingya and ethnic Rakhine in 1942, and indicated that within that period, Buthidaung and Maungdaw were home to a majority Rakhine population. The post claimed that the Rohingya had become the majority in the area ever since the conflict of 1942, and that the local ethnic groups were now the minority and had become the victims of ongoing violence by the Rohingya. The post also suggested that the outbreak of violence in 2012 was intentionally created by the Rohingya. It further highlighted that ARSA was being funded by foreign countries and was locally trained to conduct terrorist attacks. The post then drew the conclusion that the threat of the situation had escalated so much that northern Rakhine State was impossible to control with just the local authorities and security forces, including the Border Guard Police (BGP), thereby justifying the involvement of the military as necessary.\footnote{IIMM0000219712.} Similarly, the Phay Sit Gyi Page also published a post stating how the Rohingya have no relation with Myanmar as they are from “Bengal”, speak the dialect that is part of the Chittagongian dialect, and have come into Myanmar during the British Empire.\footnote{IIMM0000219808.}

77. On 30 August 2017, in a post quoting the Bullet Journal,\footnote{IIMM0000223504. For a post that justified reinforcement of military on the basis that the BGP were not capable, see IIMM0000223530.} the Myawady Daily Page reiterated the non-existence of the Rohingya ethnicity in Myanmar, citing the 1982 citizenship
law as an authoritative reference for rejecting the term Rohingya.177 The post also accused the Rohingya people of being unmotivated and being incapable of acting like Bamar people and, therefore, not being worthy to be eligible as citizens. The author further interpreted the recommendations made by the Kofi Annan Advisory Commission on Rakhine State, particularly the point on the granting the Rohingya citizenship, as a threat to turn Myanmar into an Islamic State. The post further portrays how the United Nations favoured the Rohingya and cited a lack of motivation by the Government of Myanmar to solve the sovereignty issue that the country was facing.178

78. In discussing the suffering of non-Rohingya in Rakhine State, a post on the Myawady Daily Page on 31 August 2017 stated that although Myanmar ethnic people were being killed, the situation was misinterpreted by the international community, and that photographs were being misused by the Rohingya living abroad to twist the narratives of what was happening on the ground. The post stated that the situation was akin to a Burmese person saying “Mi-Aye-Hna-Kha-Na” (မှော်အို-သားကြားနား), literally “Ms. Aye gets hurt twice,” implying that the Myanmar ethnic people have to suffer twice, first from the violence, and then from the denial of their suffering.179 One day later, on 1 September 2017, the Office of the Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services Page also published the same post.180

79. On 1–2 September 2017, in a post entitled “Entire government institutions and people must defend the country with strong patriotism”, the Commander-in-Chief, Senior General Min Aung Hlaing, was quoted as denying the Rohingya identity as follows:

“[a]s regards the term Bengali, the Senior General said as the Bengalis in Rakhine State came from Bengal region during Myanmar was under British colonial rule, they have been termed Bengalis throughout the successive eras. It is known that in India people living in Bengal are also called Bengalis. The Bengalis calling themselves Rohingya has become a national cause. So, we openly declare that ‘absolutely, our country has no Rohingya race.’”181

The post also reported the Senior General as saying that:

“[T]here were Muslims [in Myanmar] but there was no problem. But the situation in Buthidaung and Maungtaw regions is different. Bengalis from those regions were taken into the country as manpower from Bengal region during the colonial era. Their population increased through various means, and later they attacked the local ethnics. During the Alethanyaw crisis in 1942, over 20,000 ethnic Rakhine people were

177 IIMM0000184402.
178 Ibid.
179 IIMM0000184324.
180 IIMM0000223486.
181 See IIMM0000223481; IIMM0000201465; IIMM0000237136; IIMM0000345895 for the duplicate English-language posts across HR designation takedown Pages. See IIMM0000345896 for the post in Burmese. The same content of this post was published on CIB Pages. See e.g., IIMM000184185; IIMM0000485047; IIMM0000681822.
slaughtered. Bengalis after murdering ethnic Rakhine people seized their land and villages and lived there.  

A video reporting on the same event was also posted on Senior General Min Aung Hlaing’s Facebook Page. 

80. Additionally, on 4 September 2017, the Myawady Daily Page published a post stating that relevant authorities should understand that “there is no human rights for terrorists” in the context of northern Rakhine State and accused the United Nations of raising human rights related reasons to interfere with Myanmar’s internal issues.

c. After the Peak of the Clearance Operations (6 September to 31 December 2017)

81. Following the Myanmar government’s reported end date of the clearance operations on 5 September 2017, some posts from the HR designation takedown Pages published warning letters from ISIS to Myanmar diplomatic missions abroad concerning the ongoing killings of Rohingya in Myanmar. These posts warned the public to be on high alert as ISIS groups may launch terrorist attacks inside Myanmar to retaliate against the alleged attacks against the Rohingya.

82. On 6 September 2017, the Myawady Daily Page also published content containing anti-Muslim sentiments. For instance, one post from this Page stated that Islam is not a religion, but a political ideology meant to restrict and to control its followers. The post compared Islam to cancer cells, suggesting that the spread of Islamic ideology is threatening the lives of people and therefore, the “cancer cells” need to be “surgically removed”. The same content was also posted on a CIB Page a few hours prior on the same day.

83. Another post from the Myawady Daily Page decried that the number of mosques in Yangon were increasing at an alarming rate and that the “Kalar” have each other’s backs and would “swallow” the city if no action was taken.

84. A verified Page, also with the name Myawady, published interviews with non-Rohingya ethnic people, with the headline “Heartfelt Voices of Local Ethnic who Left their Homes due to Inhumans Assaults of ARSA Extremist Bengali Terrorists”. The text indicates that it was unsafe for the non-Rohingya ethnic people to cohabitate with the Rohingya, and that only the Myanmar military could provide protection and security for the ethnic villagers. The post also includes certain offensive terms, such as “dirty Bengali”.
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183 See I1MM0000343491. At the 04:10 minute mark, it was reported that the Senior-General Min Aung Hlaing said he stated clearly that there are no Rohingya in Myanmar.
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85. The Phay Sit Gyi and Myawady Pages also reported on pro-military protests, which sought to expunge the Rohingya from Myanmar and to publicly reject the existence of the Rohingya people in Myanmar. For instance, in reports of these events, the protesters were seen holding banners such as “NO ROHINGYA IN MYANMAR”, “REJECT TO REACCEPT BENGALI IN MYANMAR”, and “PROTECT THE RAKHINE”, and urging the government “to protect the 1982 citizenship law”. The six Pages reported on the pro-military and pro-government protests that took place in Pathein, in Ayeyarwaddy Region, Meikhtila, in Mandalay Region and Sittwe and other towns in Rakhine State.

86. A series of events entitled “Talk on Rakhine Issue: Discussion on Finding Solutions” was held on 7 and 8 September 2017, in Yangon and Nay Pyi Taw respectively. These were extensively reported on the HR designation takedown Pages. The talks consisted of panels of local and international experts, aiming to discuss the origin of the Rohingya name, Rohingya immigration and eligibility for citizenship, and the role of the international community on Rakhine issues. U Ko Ko Hlaing, the former Chief Political Advisor to President Thein Sein Government, was one of the key speakers of the talk, alongside Dr. Jacques P. Leider, Head of the French Institute of Asian Studies. U Ko Ko Hlaing stated that media agencies were intentionally spreading the tarnished image of the Myanmar military in the past, despite the fact that the military aims to protect the nation. U Ko Ko Hlaing also suggested that the 1982 citizenship law was the standard to adhere to in determining citizenship eligibilities. He further commented that India had enacted a “shoot to kill policy” against the “Bengali” and had reportedly killed one thousand “Bengali” illegally entering the Indian territories, implying that Myanmar had not taken such harsh measures.

87. In the last quarter of 2017, the Office of the Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services Page and Myawady Pages reported on the formation of an investigation team led by the Inspector-General of the Defence Service, Lieutenant General Aye Win, to investigate any misconduct during the clearance operations. Subsequently, the post that informed about the findings of the Tatmadaw investigation team stated that the “the security forces abided by laws related to the wars in conducting area clearance operations,” suggesting that the clearance operations were conducted out of necessity, and cited the involvement of Rohingya
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199 IIMM00000223325; IIMM00000201042; IIMM00000236733; IIMM00000183661.
200 Ibid.
201 Also see example 6 of Annex 1.
202 IIMM00000222905; IIMM00000234592; IIMM00000198915.
villagers and children in the “synchronised terrorist attacks” and in “setting their own homes on fire”.

B. Network Analysis

88. In addition to the public content from the removed Facebook Pages, Meta also provided the Mechanism with basic subscriber information (BSI) and metadata from the Pages reviewed in this project. BSI and metadata provide certain information about the individuals or entities managing a Facebook Page. This information cannot be accessed by the public when visiting a Facebook Page. Examining the BSI and metadata is useful in assessing whether there are connections between different Facebook Pages, which may not, on their face, otherwise appear to be connected. Thus, the Mechanism compared the BSI and metadata from the HR designation takedown Pages with the BSI and metadata from the CIB Pages to determine whether there were any connections between these two groups of Pages.

89. The analysis of metadata showed conclusively that all 43 Pages reviewed by the Mechanism in this project formed part of a network on Facebook that was connected to the Myanmar military. The evidence of ties to the Myanmar military begins with the four verified Pages among the six HR designation takedowns removed by the company in August 2018. Four of these Pages were “blue badge” verified by Facebook as being controlled by the entity it purported to represent – Pages belonging to Senior General Min Aung Hlaing, the office of the Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services, two Pages representing Myawady, the Myanmar military’s media company. As set out further below, there are also numerous connections between all six of these Pages, linking even the non-verified Pages to the Myanmar military.

90. In its analysis, the Mechanism also compared the creators, editors and administrators of the six HR designation takedown Pages with the sources behind the 37 CIB Pages removed by Meta in August 2018. The Mechanism found that all 37 CIB Pages shared administrators and/or creators with the HR designation takedown Pages. As noted in Annex 5, Meta defines a “Facebook Page Administrator” as “a Facebook user(s) that can change how the Page looks and publish as the Page or who has been given permission to manage the Page” and a “Facebook Page Creator” as “the person who registered the domain name and set up the Facebook Page.”

91. Furthermore, many of the accounts behind the CIB Pages shared the same or very similar email addresses and account names with the accounts behind the HR designation takedown Pages.

92. Lastly, the Mechanism examined additional metadata details also provided by Meta to the Mechanism, such as

---

203 IIMM0000222526; IIMM0000197305; IIMM0000232983; IIMM0000180563.
204 Supra fn. 17.
206 Annex 7 lists all the administrators and creators of all these Pages.
207 IIMM0019915199. See also Annex 5.
IP addresses, all of which indicate that the accounts behind the HR designation takedown Pages and the CIB Pages were often sharing locations, and thus formed an interconnected and coordinated network.

93. In this Analytical Report, this group of interconnected Pages and their associated user accounts, including administrators, creators and editors, are together referred to as the “Military Network”, in recognition of their discernible links to the verified official Pages of the Myanmar military removed by Meta in August 2018. It may be inferred from these connections that the individuals or entities behind the official, verified HR designation takedown Pages deliberately used the seemingly unaffiliated CIB Pages, which posted popular lifestyle content, to also post hate speech content. The content served the interests of the Myanmar military while not being directly attributable to official military sources.

94. The Mechanism’s analysis was limited to the 43 Pages that were the subject of this project. It is possible that additional accounts and/or Pages were also part of this same Military Network, and this would be apparent if one examined the metadata from these accounts and/or Pages, but this project was limited to the 43 Pages that posted public content between July and December 2017 and were removed from the platform by the company in August 2018. Based on the material that the Mechanism has received from Meta to date, it is not possible for the Mechanism to determine if additional Pages were also part of the Military Network.

1) Connection via Creators, Administrators and/or Editors

a. Connections within the HR designation takedown Pages

95. To create and publish content on a Facebook Page, a Facebook account is required. Several accounts can create and administer a Page together. Annex 7 lists the Facebook accounts that served as the creators and administrators of the Pages removed by Meta in August 2018. Entries no. 1 to no. 6 in Annex 7 list the administrators of the six HR designation takedown Pages. These administrators form the basis of the Mechanism’s analysis which identified linkages between the 37 CIB Pages and the six HR designation takedown Pages.

96. Entries no. 1 to no. 6 in Annex 7 show that many of the same creators and administrators appear on the different HR designation takedown Pages. This is indicative of connections among these Pages. For example, the accounts M with Facebook account ID 100002042350279, and N with ID 100000206858040, appear as creators and administrators on five of the six HR designation takedown Pages, namely all except for the Senior General Min Aung Hlaing Page. Further, as explained in detail in the below section, several administrators of the six Pages were registered with the same email addresses or have connections between each other via account names and email addresses.

---

208 See para. 97 for the more discussion on editors.
209 See IIMM0027995183 Facebook’s online Help Center, also available at https://www.facebook.com/help/289207354498410, especially “[k]eep in mind that multiple people can have roles on a Page, but each person needs their own personal Facebook account.”
210 For details, see the Section infra, paras.
Editors

97. The BSI provided by Meta to the Mechanism included information on the “editor” of Facebook Pages. As noted in the definitions provided in Annex 5, a “Facebook Page Editor” means “a Facebook user(s) that has all of the access of an [administrator] except for adding and assigning Page roles.” The editors of a Facebook Page, therefore, have authorised credentials to publish content on a Facebook Page, but do not have the full privileges of an administrator to assign accounts which can manage the Page. Editors are sometimes known as “authors” of an individual post, photograph or video on a Facebook Page. To further map out the network of Facebook accounts connected with the HR designation takedown Pages, the Mechanism first identified the respective “editors” of those six Pages. Meta did not provide the Mechanism with a list of the authorised editors of the 43 Pages, however, the material Meta provided for each post did indicate who had published the post, indirectly indicating the account was an authorised editor for that Page.

98. Annex 8.2 lists 56 editor accounts that published at least 15 items on the six HR designation takedown Pages from 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018. The Mechanism selected the cut-off measure of 15 items for this analysis to focus on editors who had regular interactions with the six HR designation takedown Pages.

99. For example, between 2016 and 2018, the Facebook user M[100002042350279], identified as entry no. 1 in Annex 8.2, published a total of 67,678 items across five HR designation takedown Pages. M[100002042350279]’s status as an editor on five out of six HR designation takedown Pages and regular activity further demonstrates the connection between these Pages.

b. Connections between accounts from the HR designation takedown Pages and those from CIB Pages

100. Annex 8.1 lists all of the 65 accounts of the creators, administrators and editors of the HR designation takedown Pages. Meta explains “multiple people can have roles on a Page, but each person needs their own personal Facebook account.”

101. The Mechanism next looked at the connections between the six HR designation takedown Pages and the 37 CIB Pages by comparing the administrators and creators of the CIB Pages with the 65 creators, administrators and editors of the HR designation takedown Pages, mentioned in the preceding paragraph. For example, the Page named Pyi Myanmar listed the following creators and administrators.

---

211 See also 111M10027995183 Facebook’s online Help Center, also available at https://www.facebook.com/help/289207354498410, for Meta’s explanation of the roles of administrators, editors and creators.

212 In its correspondence with the Mechanism, Meta has noted “Authors” as “Username and/or User ID who posted [on the Page].”

213 M[100002042350279] is an editor on all five HR Pages except for the Senior General Min Aung Hlaing’s Page.

214 See 111M10027995183 Facebook’s online Help Center, also available at https://www.facebook.com/help/289207354498410.
Table 1. Creators and Administrators of CIB Page, Pyi Myanmar\textsuperscript{215}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facebook Page Name (ID)</th>
<th>Facebook Account Name (ID)</th>
<th>Role of Account on Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ကျွန်ုပ်ကျော်ရွတ် (Pyi Myanmar)</td>
<td>ဒီဗီ (100004449217506)</td>
<td>Page Creator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(544353522262317)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M M M M (10000204350279)</td>
<td>M M O (100024388628280)</td>
<td>Page Creator and Page Administrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N N N (100000206858040)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Page Creator and Page Administrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O K (100006164342450)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Page Creator and Page Administrator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

102. Comparing the creators and administrators of the Pyi Myanmar Page with the creators, administrators and editors of the six HR designation takedown Pages shows that three creators, administrators and editors have a role on the HR designation takedown Pages, as follows:

- M M M (10000204350279) is a Page creator and administrator of the office of the Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services Page (526503167470553), three Pages with the name Myawady (246194712164341), (573453879358666) and (301875129924077), and the Phay Sit Gyi Page (1620931448152789). In addition, as an editor, M M M published 67,678 items across six HR designation takedown Pages from 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018.\textsuperscript{216}

- N N N (100000206858040) is a Page creator and administrator of the Office of the Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services Page (526503167470553), three Pages with the name Myawady (246194712164341), (573453879358666) and (301875129924077), and the Phay Sit Gyi Page (1620931448152789). In addition, as an editor, N N N published 34,187 items across six HR designation takedown Pages from 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018.\textsuperscript{217}

- O K (100006164342450) is a Page creator and administrator of the Myawady Daily Page (301875129924077) and the Phay Sit Gyi Page

\textsuperscript{215} See entry no. 33, Annex 7.

\textsuperscript{216} M M M’s connection to the HR designation takedown Pages is also summarised as entry no. 7 on Annex 8.1.

\textsuperscript{217} N N N’s connection to the HR designation takedown Pages is also summarised as entry no. 9 on Annex 8.1.
103. As three out of its five creators and administrators are creators, administrators and editors of one or more HR designation takedown Pages, the Pyi Myanmar Page (544353522262317) is clearly connected to the Myanmar Military Network, despite having no overt relation to the Tatmadaw.

104. Annex 8.3 contains a similar administrator analysis, using seven additional CIB Pages as examples, and further demonstrates the interconnection among those seven Pages and their connection to the military. In addition, Annex 8.4 summarises the results of this network analysis for all of the Pages reviewed by the Mechanism.

2) **Connection via Usernames and Email Addresses**

105. The Mechanism found additional linkages among the 43 Pages reviewed by examining the account names and email addresses used to register the accounts. These names and email addresses demonstrate the interconnection between the accounts that managed the various CIB Pages, between the accounts that managed the various HR designation takedown Pages, and the connections in accounts across these two groups of Pages.

   a. **Account names and user IDs**

106. Some of the accounts that act as administrators, creators and/or editors of the 43 Pages reviewed share the same account names, even though they have different user IDs. User IDs are generated by Facebook and each registered user, also known as an account, has a unique ID, although several accounts can share the same name. The fact that accounts share the same name may be an indication that they are connected to the same individual, but this is not conclusive. It is possible that multiple Facebook users may share the same name, particularly in Myanmar where it is not uncommon for unconnected individuals to share a name. In the case of the accounts under analysis, however, there are additional linkages that establish that these accounts are part of a network.

107. For example, some accounts with the same names posted the same example of hate speech on the same CIB Page, on different days. Two accounts with the name “H[***]N[***]M[***]” have IDs 100004631406630 (entry no. 35 on Annex 8.1) and 100003310872016 (entry no. 52 on Annex 8.1). With both IDs, H[***]N[***]M[***] has editor status, having published 3,484 items with the first ID, and 206 items with the second ID, across HR designation takedown Pages. Annex 2, entry no. 6 shows an additional connection between the two accounts, as both accounts posted the exact same text – an example identified as hate speech by the Mechanism’s review – on the same CIB Page. This suggests that it is not a coincidence that these two Facebook accounts have the same name, since both accounts had credentials to

---

218 O[***]K[***]’s connection to the HR designation takedown Pages is also summarised as entry no. 17 on Annex 8.1.
publish on the same CIB Page and used those credentials to post the same hate speech content in this instance.\textsuperscript{219}

108. Other accounts that share the same names also co-managed the same CIB Pages together as administrators and creators, demonstrating an additional connection and linkage between the two accounts. For example, two accounts with the name “K[...] Z[...]” have IDs 100007828867816 (entry no. 3 on Annex 8.5) and 100005894015247 (entry no. 23 on Annex 8.1), respectively. Both of these accounts are administrators on the following CIB Pages:

1) Burmese Treasure (515854785138996);\textsuperscript{220}
2) Today Myanmar (503838583065718);\textsuperscript{221}
3) We Are Myanmar (1672193766337112);\textsuperscript{222}
4) Yangon Media (560439514014305);\textsuperscript{223}
5) ဒေါင်းသွား ၏စိန်ညွှန်း (“Standard Time News”) (1653248821582840);\textsuperscript{224}
6) ဗီယမာစာ (News Compilation) (491322144368081);\textsuperscript{225} and
7) ဒီယိုမြို့သား (Dr. Demochatgyi) (116784942063195).\textsuperscript{226}

109. With the ID 100005894015247, K[...] Z[...] is the administrator of the HR designation takedown Page Phay Sit Gyi Page (1620931448152789). With the other ID (100007828867816), K[...] Z[...] administered nine CIB Pages. On seven out of these nine CIB Pages, this K[...] Z[...] account is an administrator together with the former K[...] Z[...] account (see para. 108), and on two additional CIB Pages, namely Myanmar Forward (525889830763129) and ပူးနှစ်ကြည် (“Guiding Star”) (470464142996468), this latter K[...] Z[...] account is an administrator without the former K[...] Z[...] account. As set out in Annex 8.4 (which shows the CIB Pages that share administrators and creators with the HR designation takedown Pages), these nine CIB Pages are connected to the HR designation takedown Pages through their administrators.\textsuperscript{227} Having K[...] Z[...]’s first account as an editor on the Phay Sit Gyi Page provides an additional linkage through which these nine CIB Pages are connected to the six HR designation takedown Pages.

110. Annex 8.1 sets out the Facebook accounts affiliated with the HR designation takedown Pages, including the account names and user IDs. As noted in Annex 8.1, the name “M[...] W[...]” appears twice on the list, with ID 100026863844101 (entry no. 25 on Annex 8.1) and

\textsuperscript{219} For an example of hate speech that the two accounts posted, see Annex 2, entry no. 6.
\textsuperscript{220} See entry no. 7 on Annex 7 for the administrators of this Page.
\textsuperscript{221} See entry no. 18 on Annex 7 for the administrators of this Page.
\textsuperscript{222} See entry no. 22 on Annex 7 for the administrators of this Page.
\textsuperscript{223} See entry no. 24 on Annex 7 for the administrators of this Page.
\textsuperscript{224} See entry no. 29 on Annex 7 for the administrators of this Page.
\textsuperscript{225} See entry no. 39 on Annex 7 for the administrators of this Page.
\textsuperscript{226} See entry no. 43 on Annex 7 for the administrators of this Page.
\textsuperscript{227} For more on this, see Section II.B.2), “Connection via Creators, Administrators”.
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with ID 100013672264603 (entry no. 56 on Annex 8.1), respectively. One account is the Page administrator of the HR designation takedown Page Phay Sit Gyi (1620931448152789), whereas the other is an editor account that published 132 items on the six Pages during the period from 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018. Although these two accounts do not manage any of the removed Facebook Pages together, the same account name suggests a possible connection.

111. Similarly, usernames “K[   ] T[   ] H[   ]” 228 and “A[   ] N[   ]” 229 each appeared as the names for two Facebook accounts that ran various CIB Pages.

112. “K[   ] T[   ] H[   ]”, with account ID 100000489612398, published 360 items on the six HR designation takedown Pages between 2016 and 2018. This demonstrates that this user has direct access to the HR designation takedown Pages. There is also a second user ID for the name K[   ] T[   ] H[   ] user ID 100027384366811. Under this user ID, K[   ] T[   ] H[   ] is the administrator of three CIB Pages. These Pages, namely MM Daily Star (1540803296219384), We Are Myanmar (167219376337112) and နေစိန္ဒာ (News Compilation) (491322144368081), are connected to the HR designation takedown Pages as they share administrators, the details of which are listed on Annex 8.4. 230

113. Two accounts named “A[   ] N[   ]” have IDs 100002945205685 (no. 32 on Annex 8.5) and 100005820311462 (no. 33 on Annex 8.5), respectively. Both accounts jointly ran the CIB Page နေစိန္ဒာ (Myanmar Pann Aye Yar) (182039631890567), along with the administrator မ[   ] မ[   ] (100002042350279), which is also affiliated with five of the six HR designation takedown Pages. 231

114. Finally, the names of some accounts, while appearing very different, are in fact the same or very similar names with one written in the Latin alphabets and the other in Burmese script. For example, အ[   ] စ[   ] (100013057933001) and အ[   ] စ[   ] လ[   ] (100002909427425) share the first three syllables of the name. The Burmese script “အ[   ] စ[   ]” transliterates to “A[   ] S[   ] L[   ]”. Both of these accounts are administrators of the CIB Page နေစိန္ဒာ (“Guiding Star”) (470464142996468), further showing their connection.

---

228 See entries no. 45 on Annex 8.1, and no. 6 on Annex 8.5 for the two accounts of K[   ] T[   ] H[   ].
229 See entries no. 32 and no. 33 on Annex 8.5 for the two accounts of A[   ] N[   ] , both of which are administrators of the CIB Page, နေစိန္ဒာ (Myanmar Pann Aye Yar) (182039631890567).
230 See entries no. 18, no. 24 and no. 28 on Annex 8.4 for the three Pages.
231 See paras. 68, 96 and entry no. 7 on Annex 8.1 for more information on မ[   ] မ[   ].
b. Email Addresses

115. A review of the email addresses connected with the 43 Pages reveals further interconnections between the network of accounts, and in several cases, demonstrates an explicit association between the accounts and the Myanmar military. Annex 9 lists the email addresses used to register the accounts that ran the 43 Pages under analysis.

116. Sometimes, two accounts with very different usernames share similar email addresses. Such is the case with the accounts of N[H][W] (100011397205246) and K[N][W] (100005361097659). The former has the registered email [H][W]@[H][W].232 and the latter, n[H][W]@[H][W].233 “Nw,” could be an abbreviation for “N[H][W],” and the number 49 appears in both addresses. Both accounts are administrators of the verified Page of Senior General Min Aung Hlaing (698627660171725).

117. At other times, two accounts with the same username are found to have similar email addresses, providing further reason to conclude that they are connected. The accounts, K[Y][H] (100004489612398)234 and K[Y][H] (100027384366811) have registered email addresses “k[Y][H]49@k[Y][H],” 235 for the former, and “k[Y][H]499@k[Y][H],” 236 for the latter.

118. In some instances, the same email address is used to register more than one account, providing very strong evidence of a connection between the accounts. Annex 9 lists the email addresses used to register more than one account in bold text, to highlight their repeated appearances across the Annex. One of the email addresses in bold text on Annex 9 – “n[H][W]@[H][W]” – is used to register the accounts N[H][A] (100000206858040) and K[N][W] (100004540208842).237

119. Likewise, the accounts K[Y][A][N][S] (100010612032534)238 and M[C][H][L] (100015379895373) 239 share the registered email address, “m[C][H][L]@m[C][H][L].” Both accounts are administrators of a CIB Page, Kyeik Kaw (1219574294735802).240

120. Finally, the accounts M[S][A] (100017663299092)241 and M[M][O] (100024388628280)242 share the same email, “m[M][O]@m[M][O].” M[S][A] (100017663299092) is an editor that published 1,477 items across three verified HR designation takedown Pages from 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018,243 whereas M[M][O]

---

232 See entry no. 58 on Annex 9.
233 See entry no. 30 on Annex 9.
234 For a discussion of these two accounts, see, supra, para. 112.
235 See entry no. 2 on Annex 9.
236 See entry no. 75 on Annex 9.
237 See entries no. 1 and no. 26 on Annex 9.
238 See entry no. 52 on Annex 9.
239 See entry no. 68 on Annex 9.
240 See entry no. 27 on Annex 7.
241 See entry no. 69 on Annex 9.
242 See entry no. 72 on Annex 9.
243 See entry no. 20 on Annex 8.2.
C (100024388628280) is an administrator on five CIB Pages: New Myanmar News (297712177033636), Unofficial: ၍မှတ်ချဉ်း (Unofficial: “The Mirror Newspaper”) (612462675461875), မူလဆိုင်း မူလဆိုင်း (Bo Tha Htaung News) (237723043084383), ပရိုင်း (Pyi Myanmar) (54435322262317), and တစ်စိတ်စိတ်: (“News of Every Taste”) (213014425568213). This shows that these five CIB Pages have a clear connection to the three verified HR designation takedown Pages, as one of their administrators is registered with the same email address.

c. Email Addresses that include reference to the Defence Services Information Technology Department (DSITD)

121. Of particular note in reviewing email addresses associated with the 43 Pages are email addresses that include the letters “dsitd”. The abbreviation “DSITD” is commonly used by the Defence Services Information Technology Department, the Myanmar military’s information technology department. For example, entry no. 73 in Annex 9 is an account with username מ[redacted]100026863844101), who registered on Facebook with an email address “dsitd[redacted]@[redacted]”. It should be noted that the email addresses associated with an account are not visible on the account’s public view.

122. The acronym DSITD appears in many of the open-source addresses used by the official military websites and/or products from the Myanmar military. For example, the mobile applications of the Myanmar military, such as those of the CINCDS (Office of the Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services), the Myawady military newspaper and the Ministry of Defense, include “dsitd” in their links on the Google Playstore. Additionally, the footers of the official Myanmar Military Recruitment website (http://www.mmrecruitment.gov.mm) and Information Sheet website (https://infosheet.org/mm/) include copyrights attributed to the DSITD.

---

244 See entry no. 13 on Annex 8.5.

245 Before their removal from Google Playstore, the mobile applications of the Myanmar military were available for download from the following links, (the letters “DSITD” in the links are italicized and underlined by the Mechanism to highlight the reference to DSITD):
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.dsitd.mwdapp; and

By July 2023, these applications have been removed from the Google Playstore, rendering the links invalid. The Mechanism searched the Internet Archive website (https://archive.org/web/) for previous iterations of these links saved by the Internet Archive. See I1MM0028034829 and I1MM0028034836 for screenshots preserved by the Mechanism, from the Internet Archive website, showing the first two links as seen on 17 February 2021.

246 The website called “Information Sheet” regularly updates the Myanmar government’s official activities and official announcements, which the website makes available in Myanmar, English, Russian and Chinese languages. The first entry on the website was published on 14 February 2021, following the coup d’état on 1 February 2021. See, I1MM0028034821 Information Sheet, also available at https://infosheet.org/mm, and I1MM0028034821 for the screenshot preserved by the Mechanism of the website.

247 Screenshots were taken from the respective websites, accessed in March 2023. See I1MM0019928191 and I1MM0027992045 for the screenshots preserved by the Mechanism.
Myanmar Military Recruitment website (http://www.mmrecruitment.gov.mm) with added emphasis to show reference to DSITD

Information Sheet website (https://infosheet.org/mm/) with added emphasis to show reference to DSITD

123. Further, the 24 July 2021 issue of the Myawady Daily newspaper reported on a video conference between the Commander-in-Chief, Senior General Min Aung Hlaing, and other military officials. On the screenshot of the video conference, as reported in the Myawady newspaper, Senior General Min Aung Hlaing appears as “CINCDS” and “DSITD” is another user present at the same meeting without the video camera on.248

Screenshot of video conference with Min Aung Hlaing, as reported in the Myawady Daily newspaper with added emphasis to show reference to DSITD

248 See HMM0001502572, top right corner of pages 16-17.
124. As with M [W] entry no. 70 on Annex 9 lists the account user [redacted] (S  [blue] [redacted] N [redacted] (100022233066329) as having the email address “socialmedia@dsitd@00002786016567). Logically, “socialmedia” likely stands for the social media unit of the DSITD. Both [redacted] W [redacted] and [redacted] S  [blue] [redacted] (100022233066329) are the administrators of the Pages MM Daily Star (1540803296219384) and New Myanmar News (297712177033636). Thus, these two CIB Pages are run by administrators whose email addresses reference the DSITD.

d. Account Names and Email Addresses

125. In some cases, the name of one account is seen in the email address of another. For example, M  [redacted] S [redacted] (100001637836196) is the administrator and creator of five CIB Pages. The account S [redacted] M [redacted] (100002786016567) has as its registered email “s@standardtime.com”, the first part reflecting the name of M  [redacted] reversed. Both accounts are affiliated as administrators or creators with the two Pages (“Standard Time News”) (1653248821582840) and (Dr. Demchatgyi) (11678494063195). Further, the account US [redacted] (100013772585096) has as its registered email “s@standardtime.com”. One of the emails used to register the account M  [redacted] S [redacted] (100001637836196) is “email@standardtime.com”, which is “s@standardtime.com” backwards. Therefore, these three accounts appear to be connected.

126. Email addresses and account names sharing the same names can be seen again in the account U  [redacted] M  [redacted] A [redacted] (100004473277226), which is an editor account that published 21 items across six HR designation takedown Pages from 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018. This name is found in the registered emails of the account, A  [redacted] (100011371815262), as “m@standardtime.com” and “n@standardtime.com”. A  [redacted] is also an editor, having published a total of 16,237 items across six HR designation takedown Pages from 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018.

127. The accounts K [redacted] L [redacted] A [redacted] (100006567814612) and K [redacted] L [redacted] A [redacted] (100009598507764) have the same username, spelled with and without a space between the first two syllables, K and L. The former account, K [redacted] L [redacted] A [redacted] (100006567814612), has a registered email address of “k@standardtime.com”. The latter account, K [redacted] L [redacted] A [redacted] (100009598507764), has a registered email address of “k@standardtime.com”.

See entry no. 12 of Annex 7.

See entry no. 15 of Annex 7.

See entry no. 29 on Annex 7.

See entry no. 43 on Annex 7.

The email address used to register this account was not provided by Meta to the Mechanism.

See entry no. 64 on Annex 8.1.

See entry no. 56 on Annex 9.

See entry no. 30 on Annex 8.1.

See entry 36 on Annex 9.
A. (100009598507764), has a very similar registered email of “k.********@*********”. Further, one of the email addresses for K. L. A. (100006567814612) is “s.********@*********”. The name “S. L.” corresponds to another editor account with ID (100011377113319), which has published a total of 6,071 items across six HR designation takedown Pages from 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018. Therefore, even though the account K. L. A. (100006567814612) is itself not an administrator, creator or editor of any of the HR designation takedown Pages, it is connected to two other editor accounts of the HR designation takedown Pages, via account names and email addresses.

128. As explained in paragraphs 108-109 above, the two accounts with the name K. Z. with IDs 100007828867816 and 100005894015247, are connected as they administered seven CIB Pages together, in addition to having the same account name. The K. Z. account, with the latter ID 100005894015247, is an administrator of a HR designation takedown Page, Phay Sit Gyi, and the K. Z. account, with the former ID 100007828867816, administered nine CIB Pages. Additionally, the name K. Z. is also seen in the registered email address of another account, S. N. (1000078789969051), which is “k.********@*********”. S. N. (1000078789969051) is one of the editors, having published a total of 131 items across the six the HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018. Therefore, the Mechanism’s review of the account names and registered email addresses revealed numerous interconnections between HR designation takedown Pages and nine CIB Pages, through K. Z. (100005894015247), an administrator of the HR designation takedown Pages, and S. N. (1000078789969051), an editor of the HR designation takedown Pages.

e. “********”

129. As outlined in paragraph 118118, the accounts N. A. (100000206858040) and K. N. (100004540208842) have one registered email address in common, namely “n.********@*********”, pointing to a connection between the two accounts. The account K. N. (100004540208842) is affiliated with another email address: “********@*********”. The phrase, “*********” is seen in the username for another

---

258 This is an editor account that published a total of 8,054 items across six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018.
259 See entry no. 46 on Annex 9.
260 See, supra, fn. 257.
261 See entry no. 33 on Annex 8.1.
262 The nine CIB Pages are Burmese Treasure (515854785138996), Myanmar Forward (525889830763129), Today Myanmar (5038385830655718), We Are Myanmar (1672193766337112), Yangon Media (560439514014305), (“Standard Time News”) (1653248821582840), (“Guiding Star”) (470464142996468), (“News Compilation”) (491322144368081) and (Dr. Demochatgyi) (116784942063195). See entry no. 3 on Annex 8.5.
263 See entry no. 40 on Annex 9.
264 See entry no. 57 on Annex 8.1.
265 See, supra, para. 109.
account with ID 100004531599816, “[redacted]”, which can be transliterated into “K[N][N]” (literally “[redacted]”).

130. N[N][N][N] (100000206858040) and [redacted] (K[N][N][N][N]) (100004531599816) are the administrators and/or creators of three verified Pages: Office of the Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services Page (526503167470553), Myawady (246194712164341), and Myawady (573453879358666).

131. Furthermore, N[N][N][N] (100000206858040) is the administrator of all HR designation takedown Pages, except the Senior General Min Aung Hlaing Page. As K[N][N][N] (100004540208842) shares the same email address with N[N][N][N], there is a clear connection between K[N][N][N] and five HR designation takedown Pages.

132. Additionally, N[N][N][N] and K[N][N][N] are administrators of six CIB Pages in total. These six CIB Pages are tabulated below for ease of reference.

Table 2. CIB Pages with Administrators affiliated with N[N][N][N]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>CIB Page Name (ID)</th>
<th>Two Administrators of the CIB Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Mother land Media (855249537845956)</td>
<td>K[N][N][N] (100004540208842), N[N][N][N] (100000206858040)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Unofficial Myanmaralinn (544574995611911)</td>
<td>K[N][N][N] (100004540208842), N[N][N][N] (100000206858040)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>ပညာရေး (“Education Era”) (521260894620659)</td>
<td>K[N][N][N] (100004540208842), N[N][N][N] (100000206858040)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>ပဉ္စမား (Yatanarpon Newspaper) (1002822433102830)</td>
<td>K[N][N][N] (100004540208842), N[N][N][N] (100000206858040)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>ပထမဦးစွဲ (First and Special) (1811012045782141)</td>
<td>K[N][N][N] (100004540208842), N[N][N][N] (100000206858040)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Ngway Thar Yee (276648355848687)</td>
<td>K[N][N][N] (100004540208842), N[N][N][N] (100000206858040)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

133. The fact that these CIB Pages have an administrator, K[N][N][N] (100004540208842), with the same registered email address as N[N][N][N] (100000206858040) which, as discussed, is an administrator account on five HR designation takedown Pages, demonstrates an additional layer of interconnections between the two sets of Pages and the accounts that managed them.
3) **Connection via Additional Metadata**

134. A study of additional metadata associated with the accounts identified above provides further confirmation that the sources behind the 43 Pages analysed by the Mechanism were coordinating and belonged to a single network. The additional metadata reviewed by the Mechanism includes:

   a. 
   b. 
   c. 
   d. IP addresses.

135. These metadata are explained below, along with some key findings. The underlying information is provided in Annex 10.

   a. 

136. 

137. 

---
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d. IP Addresses

145. An Internet Protocol address ("IP address") is a unique numerical identifier for every device or network that connects to the internet. An IP address usually consists of four decimal numbers, each ranging from 0 to 255, separated by dots (for example, "255.255.255.255"). Devices such as computers, servers, tablets and mobile phones all use IP addresses to identify each other and communicate. When one joins a network to connect to the internet through a router or other gateway, it is typically the IP address of the connection device (modem, router or other gateway) that is transmitted to the website or application. Websites (or applications) therefore, often receive and store, IP address data associated with the devices that have accessed their site.

146. An "IP block" (also sometimes known as an "IP range") is a continuous segment of IP addresses. IP blocks can serve as logical subdivisions of an IP network (subnet). Several individual IP addresses in a range can belong to a subnet. For example, addresses in the range 255.255.0 to 255.255.255 belong to the same network and can be said to be in the IP block of 255.255.*, with the asterisk signifying the possible numbers from 0 to 255.

147. Meta provided to the Mechanism the IP address data associated with certain user activities such as posts of photographs and videos, user-based activities such as log-in, log-out, password updates, mobile number removal and change of usernames. However, the material provided by Meta did not include IP addresses when a post contained only text.

148. Typically, a user’s IP address can be used to narrow down the user’s physical location to a city and sometimes to a more exact location. Even though users may be using different computers or devices, they may still be connecting to the same internet connection and thus would share the same IP address. For example, users connecting to the internet from the same office or those sharing the same house are more likely to have the same IP address, which is usually the IP address of the modem or gateway that connects the users to the internet from that location.
150. The Mechanism reviewed the IP address data produced by Meta, where available, to determine the IP addresses of the devices used to post the hate speech content identified by the Mechanism. This data is provided in Annex 10d.

151. As shown in the first table in Annex 10d, the IP address from which the greatest number of identified hate speech content, namely 684 items, originated is “2.23.61.65”.

152. The Mechanism noted that the same IP block range, “2.23.61.*”, was used to update the Wikipedia pages associated with the Myanmar military as follows:

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Defence_Services_Technological_Academy

153. Publicly available open-source information lists the website of the “owner” of the IP block 2.23.61.* as “mail.mod.gov.mm” – the website of the Myanmar Ministry of Defence. Similarly, in May 2017, open-source information linked the website “myawady.net.mm”, which is the website of the Tatmadaw’s media company Myawady, with the IP address “2.23.61.65” – an IP from the same IP block 2.23.61.*.

154. The data that the Mechanism received from Meta shows that, during the period from July to December 2017, 33,439 items were posted to the 43 Pages from IP address 2.23.61.65 – see the third table in Annex 10d, entitled “Facebook Pages (from among the 43 Pages analysed in this report) that posted items from the IP address 2.23.61.65 during the period 1 July to 31 December 2017”. Out of these items, 2,378 items were posted to the Office of the

---

277 As explained in para. 147, Meta provided the Mechanism with IP address information only alongside photographs and videos posted on the 43 Pages (not text), and therefore, from the content reviewed by the Mechanism, only these instances where photos or videos were posted contain IP addresses of the source(s).

278 See 1MM0028034242 for a screenshot of the website preserved by the Mechanism.

279 See 1MM0028034239 for a screenshot of the website preserved by the Mechanism.

280 See 1MM0028034254 for a screenshot of the website preserved by the Mechanism.

281 See 1MM0028034251 for a screenshot of the website preserved by the Mechanism.

282 See 1MM0028034245 for a screenshot of the website preserved by the Mechanism.

283 See 1MM0028034248 for a screenshot of the website preserved by the Mechanism.

284 See 1MM0028034236 for a screenshot of the website preserved by the Mechanism.

285 See 1MM0028034233 for a screenshot of the website preserved by the Mechanism.

286 See 1MM0028034230 for a screenshot of the website preserved by the Mechanism.

287 See 1MM0027995341 for a screenshot of the website preserved by the Mechanism.

288 See 1MM0027995341 for a screenshot of the website preserved by the Mechanism.
Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services Page (526503167470553), 1,876 items to Phay Sit Gyi Page (1620931448152789), 1,850 items to the Senior General Min Aung Hlaing Page (698627660171725), 155 items to Myawady Daily Page (3018751299924077), and 66 and 61 items to the two Myawady Pages with the IDs 246194712164341 and 573453879358666, respectively. Therefore, all six HR designation takedown Pages used IP 2[redacted] to publish content.

155. The same IP address 2[redacted] was also used by 34 out of 37 CIB Pages analysed in this report. This demonstrates an additional linkage between the CIB Pages and the HR designation takedown Pages. For example, the third table in Annex 10d, entitled “Facebook Pages (from among the 43 Pages analysed in this report) that posted items from the IP address 2[redacted] during the period 1 January to 31 December 2017” shows that 4,461 items were also posted to the CIB Page Oppositeeyes (26270877158690) from IP address 2[redacted].

c. Geolocating IP Addresses

156. As noted above, IP addresses may be indicative of a physical location. Various websites and commercial internet service providers can provide information about the approximate physical location of IP addresses. As part of its analysis, the Mechanism sought to identify any such sources that could help determine the geolocation of the IP addresses associated with the Pages and accounts under consideration. As the location of an IP address can change over time, the Mechanism also made efforts to check databases that hold data from the specific period of interest. In 2022, the Mechanism obtained information on the location of IP addresses in Myanmar in 2017 from Digital Element, a commercial company that maintains a database of IP address locations for up to five years.

157. Digital Element’s data consists of IP addresses, associated geo-locations and other relevant technical details. The data contains IP address information as chunks of IP blocks and is updated by the company every two weeks. The information contained within this data includes the Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates, ranges of IP allocated for a region and the number of IP address included in each IP block.

158. After examining the data provided by Digital Element, the Mechanism found that in August 2017 the IP address of “2[redacted]”, from which 684 items identified as hate speech by the Mechanism were posted, was geolocated to Yangon, Myanmar. The Digital Element data further indicated that the connection was broadband Wi-Fi and the company indicated that the IP address was located at the GPS coordinates of Latitude [redacted] Longitude [redacted]. From open-source Google Maps data, the Mechanism noted that these coordinates are located in downtown Yangon. An open-source website that provides geolocation and registration information for IP addresses also associates this IP address with the location of

289. See entries no. 4, 6, 8, 24, 30 and 32 on Table 6 of Annex 10d.
290. See Table 6 of Annex 10d.
291. See the below section on “Opposite Eyes” Page.
292. See https://www.digitalelement.com/
293. See entry no. 2 on Table 4 of Annex 10d.
Myanmar Post & Telecommunication in Yangon, Myanmar.\textsuperscript{294} Digital Element, however, has cautioned that it has less confidence in the suitability of its data from 2017 to correctly geolocate exact locations within a city. It has indicated that it obtained more reliable device-derived data starting from 2018-2020 onwards, which gives it much more confidence in the exact geolocation it has provided since then.

159. The data provided by Digital Element also indicated that in August 2022, the same IP address, “\text{[redacted]}”, was geolocated to a different set of GPS coordinates at Latitude \text{[redacted]} Longitude \text{[redacted]} From open-source Google Maps data, the Mechanism noted that these coordinates are located in Nay Pyi Taw, Myanmar, in a “military zone”.\textsuperscript{295} The Mechanism is not in possession of additional information regarding the geolocation of the same IP address to different locations in 2017 and in 2022, but notes that there are several technically possible explanations for changing geolocations for IP addresses, including the Internet Service Provider (ISP) re-assigning the IP address to a new region.

4) Notable Pages

a. Senior General Min Aung Hlaing Page

160. The verified Facebook Page of Senior General Min Aung Hlaing, the Commander-in-Chief of the Myanmar military, had over 1.4 million followers,\textsuperscript{296} until 28 August 2018 when it was removed by Meta. It is the only Page analysed in this report that does not share any administrators or creators with any of the other Pages analysed, but it does share an editor account, \text{[redacted]}(1684078671830257), which published content on both the Commander-in-Chief’s Page and other verified Pages, as shown in the Table below.

Table 3. No. of items \text{[redacted]} account published on the verified Pages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Facebook Page Name (ID)</th>
<th>Total number of items the Editor account, \text{[redacted]}(1684078671830257) published on Pages from 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Senior General Min Aung Hlaing (698627660171725)</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>\text{Myawaddy} (246194712164341)</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{294} See \text{[redacted]} DBIP, also available at https://db-ip.com/2. This site was last accessed by the Mechanism on 24 May 2023 and is understood to provide contemporary (not historical) IP address information.

\textsuperscript{295} See \text{[redacted]} Google Maps, also available at https://www.google.com/maps/place/ accessed in May 2023. Notably Google Maps data indicates that the road leading to the area is called “Military Base Road” and a number of military-affiliated structures appear within this “military zone” including “Defence Services General Hospital”, “Military Parade Ground” and “National Defence College”. An open-source article also refers to this zone in reference to the military. See: https://www2.irmawaddy.com/article.php?art_id=21095, last accessed 31 May 2023.

3.  တားမာစိုက်ပျိုးရေးဦးစီးချုပ် (CINCDS or Office of the Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services)  9  (526503167470553)

4. မြော့ (Myawady) (573453879358666)  3

161. As can be seen in Table 3, the account [redacted] (1684078671830257) mostly published on the Senior General Min Aung Hlaing (698627660171725) Page, namely 320 items in the period from 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018, but it also posted on the Office of the Commander-in-Chief Page, တားမာစိုက်ပျိုးရေးဦးစီးချုပ် (CINCDS or Office of the Commander-in-Chief) (526503167470553) and on the two Myawady Pages, all of which were also verified Pages. From the data provided by Meta, there is no visible connection between the [redacted] account and any of the CIB Pages.

b. “Opposite Eyes” Page and “#Oppositeeyes”

162. The account [redacted] (100026863844101), which almost certainly has a connection to the Defence Services IT Department (DSITD) based on the email address used to register the account (dsitd[redacted]@[redacted]),[297] is the administrator of the two CIB Pages with the same name, “Oppositeeyes”. These Pages have the IDs 262770877158690 (entry no. 16 on Annex 7) and 45293113503854.[298] As noted in paragraph 110 above, the username “[redacted]” is associated with two Facebook account IDs.[299]

163. In October 2018, the New York Times reported that, according to two sources, the military was behind “the Facebook page called Opposite Eyes, which began as a blog about a decade ago and then leapt to the social network.”[300] The article quoted researchers and activists who have been following the “Opposite Eyes” closely for years, who stated that it “provided a mix of military news, like hype about the purchase of new Russian fighter jets, and posts attacking ethnic minority groups like the Rohingya” and that it operated in a systematic way. The New York Times further noted that “although Facebook has taken the page down, the hashtag #Oppositeeyes still brings up anti-Rohingya posts”.[301]

164. In its review of the public content from 1 July to 31 December 2017 on one of the Oppositeeyes Pages, namely the page with ID 262770877158690, the Mechanism found posts attacking ethnic minorities, including the Rohingya.[302] In February 2023, the Mechanism also

---

[297] See Section II.B.2c and supra para 121.
[298] The Oppositeeyes Page with ID 45293113503854 is one of the Pages removed by Meta in August 2018 that had no public content during the period from July to December 2017, and therefore, was not included in the Mechanism’s present analysis.
[299] For discussion on an email address used to register the account [redacted] (100026863844101), see, supra paras. 121-124.
[301] Ibid.
[302] For specific examples, see Annex 2.
searched the hashtag “#Oppositeye” on Facebook and identified a post from 17 June 2018, attacking Kofi Annan for his report of the Advisory Commission on Rakhine State, particularly for comments by Kofi Annan concerning the Myanmar citizenship law. The Mechanism found three duplicates of this post on the Oppositeye (26270877158690) Page among the material Meta provided to the Mechanism.

C. **Coordination Pattern Analysis**

165. The third phase of the Mechanism’s analysis was aimed at reviewing the material falling within the hate speech definition that appeared on the material reviewed to discern any patterns indicating coordination between those operating the Military Network in an attempt to spread hate speech against Rohingya.

166. The military’s efforts to conduct an organised and coordinated campaign on Facebook was reported in the New York Times article from October 2018, as follows:

“[w]hile Facebook took down the official accounts of senior Myanmar military leaders in August, the breadth and details of the propaganda campaign – which was hidden behind fake names and sham accounts – went undetected. The campaign, described by five people who asked for anonymity because they feared for their safety, included hundreds of military personnel who created troll accounts and news and celebrity pages on Facebook and then flooded them with incendiary comments and posts timed for peak viewership. Working in shifts out of bases clustered in foothills near the capital, Naypyidaw, officers were also tasked with collecting intelligence on popular accounts and criticizing posts unfavorable to the military, the people said. So secretive were the operations that all but top leaders had to check their phones at the door.”

167. Section II.A.3 of this report, supra, entitled “Content Analysis of HR Designation Takedown Pages”, demonstrated that the authors frequently posted the exact same text, or the same substantive content with some minor cosmetic changes, across multiple Pages, including both the HR designation takedown Pages and CIB Pages, either simultaneously or within minutes of each other. Annex 2 further examines coordination between the Pages in this military network by examining 29 emblematic examples of hate speech and by looking at the timing of the material being posted on various accounts and the identity of the authors. The examples in Annex 2 are cited chronologically. A few notable examples are discussed below.

168. The post in Example 26 of Annex 2 states that “Sweden, Norway, Germany, England, Russian, China, India, Czech, Angola, Australia and Scotland are not only trying to expel the Muslims from their countries but also opposing Islam now” and ends by asking, “what is the Myanmar government’s plan for the shit-bags of the world that are stirring up such troubles?” This post appeared 13 times on 10 of the CIB Pages in just over 24 hours between 26 and 27 October 2017. The last to post was the author, M[●][●] who registered on Facebook with an

---

303 See [HMM0027993044](#HMM0027993044) for a screenshot preserved by the Mechanism.

304 Supra, fn. 300.
email address that included the abbreviation for the Defence Services Information Technology Department, “dsitd”.

169. Example 2 of Annex 2 is a post that first appeared on 10 August 2017. It includes a photograph of a disembowelled cow with the text below warning that thousands of extremists Muslims in Bangladesh were demanding that their government train and arm “the Bengali Muslims who fled Rakhine state” and complains that the nothing is being done in Myanmar to prepare against a potential attack. This post appeared 15 times on the Pages reviewed in this project. All were posted on the same day, 10 August 2017 – two weeks before the ARSA attacks and the start of the clearance operations – the date on which troops from No. 33 and 99 Light Infantry Divisions (LID-33 and LID-99) were sent to Rakhine State following a closed-door meeting between the Commander-in-Chief and Rakhine politicians.  

170. The post in Example 4 of Annex 2 purports to be from a monk and complains of Muslim refugees, who are referred to with a derogatory term that means “trash floated along a river and reached the shore, but no one knows its origins”, reaching the shores of Myanmar, and is accompanied by a map showing Rakhine State and other areas in Myanmar and surrounding countries as a black band where Islam is said to be attempting to spread. With some variations in the text and illustration, this post appeared 38 times on 24 of the 43 Pages reviewed in this project. The post appeared twice on 22 August, 22 times on 28 August, and 14 times on 16 November 2017.

171. The post in Example 6 of Annex 2 alleges that 13 May 1942 was the day that the “Bengali Kalar attempted a genocide of the Rakhine people”. The post appeared eight times on seven different Pages in the Military Network.

172. Example 18 of Annex 2 is a post that appeared with photographs that purport to show the Rohingya burning their own homes. The photographs were taken during a guided visit of foreign journalists to Rakhine State. Journalists recognised some of those setting houses on fire as Hindu people that they had met earlier on the trip. When interviewed by the Associated Press, one woman in the group setting fires, who appeared to be wearing a tablecloth as a headscarf, confirmed that she was a Hindu and claimed that the Rohingya had attacked her village. The post appeared on eleven of the 43 pages in the Military Network. Ten were posted within two hours, between 1:05pm and 3:02pm on 6 September 2017 and the last was posted on the following morning.

173. The post in Example 22 of Annex 2 concerns an event held in Bangkok in 2016 entitled “No. 136: A Rohingya Photo Exhibition.” The number 136 referred to the Rohingya’s goal to join the other 135 recognised ethnic groups and be recognized as an ethnic group indigenous to Myanmar with equal rights to others. The post refers to those behind the exhibit as

“maggots in the flesh.” This post appeared on 12 of the 43 Pages in the Military Network, all posted between 16 and 18 September 2017.

174. Lastly, example 24 of Annex 2 is a post that states that 260,000 children were among those who fled Myanmar for Bangladesh and complains that the Rohingya are “unscrupulously breeding like rabbits.” It first appeared on the Myawady Daily Page, the namesake of the Myanmar military’s media company, when posted by [redacted] at 6:33am on 17 September 2017. A minute later, the same author posted the identical content on one of the CIB Pages. In total, the Mechanism identified this post on eight of the 43 pages in the Military Network, on the same day, 17 September 2017. The post also appeared for a second time on one of these Pages the next day, 18 September 2017.

III. Findings / Conclusions

175. The Mechanism’s project examined 43 Pages that posted content on Facebook between July and December 2017 and found that 36 of these Pages posted hate speech against the Rohingya during this time period. In total, the Mechanism identified 10,485 items with hate speech on these Pages that Meta removed from the Facebook platform in August 2018. The Mechanism’s analysis found that hate speech content often played upon prevalent discriminatory and derogatory narratives concerning the Rohingya, ranging from the narrative that the Rohingya pose an existential threat to Myanmar through violence, terrorism or “Islamisation”, to the narrative that they pose a threat to Burmese racial purity through their alleged rampant breeding.

176. The Mechanism identified hate speech content in all six of the Pages removed for being connected to the persons or entities banned by Meta for human rights violations (HR designation takedown Pages) as well as the 30 out of 37 Pages that Meta had taken down for coordinated inauthentic behaviour (CIB Pages). Notably, the Mechanism identified numerous examples of hate speech on the “verified” Pages, which de facto served as the official presence of the Tatmadaw on Facebook.

177. The Mechanism also identified numerous connections between the HR designation takedown Pages and the CIB pages, the latter Pages having no outward affiliation to the military. The Mechanism determined that these two groups of Pages together formed an interconnected network – the Military Network – on Facebook. The connections within this Military Network are evidenced in numerous ways, ranging from the overlapping administrators and creators behind these Pages, the overlapping accounts posting to these Pages (the editors), the shared usernames and email addresses associated with the underlying accounts, and the appearance of the abbreviation DSITD (for the Defence Services Information Technology Department) in email addresses used to register the accounts. The connections are also evidenced through overlapping additional metadata, such as IP addresses. Notably, the website

---

306 See Section II.A of this report, entitled “Content Analysis”.
307 See Section II.B of this report, entitled “Network Analysis”. 
of the Myanmar Ministry of Defence is associated with the IP address block that the 43 Pages used to access Facebook.

178. The Mechanism analysed some examples of hate speech in detail with regards to the authors that published the content, as well as the times and dates that the posts appeared on the relevant Pages.\textsuperscript{308} These examples demonstrate the systematic and coordinated nature of the hate speech content, which was often posted to numerous Pages in close succession or sometimes nearly simultaneously, indicating that the Military Network undertook organised efforts to promulgate and disseminate hate speech content.

179. Overall, the Mechanism’s analysis demonstrates that the Myanmar military spread material designed to instil fear and hatred of the Rohingya minority. It accomplished this by creating a clandestine network of Pages on a social media site with the potential to reach an audience of millions. This campaign of hatred was ongoing at the very time that many Rohingya villages were burned and while thousands of Rohingya men, women and children were beaten, sexually assaulted and/or killed, and continued as hundreds of thousands of Rohingya were forced to flee from their homes. The evidence from this analytical project conclusively shows that rather than taking all steps to prevent the violence and protect its people, the Myanmar military conducted a social media campaign that excused and promoted violence against the Rohingya minority.

\textsuperscript{308} See Section II.C of this report, entitled “Coordination Pattern Analysis”.
IV. Annexes

Annex 1: Examples of Hate Speech Narratives

Warning: Some examples contain graphic images.

THE TERRORIST THREATS AGAINST MYANMAR AND ALL BUDDHISTS ARE VERY REAL, AND DANGEROUSLY GROWING #Rick Heizman

180. The post is in English and is accompanied by 11 attachments corresponding to 11 pages of an article. The text of the first two pages is reproduced in the following paragraph, for ease of reference.

181. The text of the first two pages of the article in the images states:

"THE CURRENT TERROR THREAT TO MYANMAR IS DANGEROUSLY INCREASING Coming from Terrorists Magazines, Groups and Authorities by Rick Heizman THREATS FROM TERRORISTS MAGAZINES In the last few years, ISIS, al-Qaeda and other Islamic terrorist groups, have started and are issuing English language Magazines online, with slick graphics and presentation, extolling their violent jihad activities around the world. These magazines have articles with photos and diagrams on how to make various kinds of bombs, how to make chemical weapons, how to kill with knives, how to ambush, etc. And, these magazines are more and more mentioning Burma/Myanmar, Arakan, and Buddhists, and calling for total jihad against the Buddhist people of Arakan as well as all of Burma, and even, all Buddhists in Bangladesh, Thailand, Indonesia, etc. And, disturbingly, this is what the Qur’an instructs Muslims to do. The main magazines are: ‘Rumiyah’, and ‘Dabiq’ both from ISIS, ‘Inspire’ from al-Qaeda in the Arabian peninsular and ‘Resurgence’ from al-Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent.

(words in red are highlighted by myself; words in parenthesis are explanations of terms)

From DABIQ, issue 14, April 2016, Dabiq magazine interviews Shaykh Abu Ibrahim al-Hanif, the Amir of the Khilafah’s soldiers in Bengal.

---

309 The 11 attachments corresponding to 11 pages of the article, in order of page number, are as follows: IMM0000379969; IMM0000379968; IMM0000379967; IMM0000379966; IMM0000379965; IMM0000379964; IMM0000379963; IMM0000379962; IMM0000379961; IMM0000379960; IMM0000379959.

310 Meaning by the author of the article, Rick Heizman.
DABIQ: How are you planning to aid the weak and oppressed Muslims in the region, especially those of Burma?

SH. ABU IBRAHIM: “The Muslims in Burma have been oppressed by the mushrik Buddhists for a long period of time (mushrik is a derogatory term for ‘idol worshippers’). Our hearts are with them and we believe it is a duty upon us to help them and support them in every possible way. And we will begin launching operations within Burma once we’ve reached the capability to do so. However, we believe it will be more effective to strengthen the jihad front in Bengal first before fully moving into Burma, as fighting the nearer murtaddin (another derogatory and intolerant term used to denigrate more tolerant Muslims) takes precedence over fighting the farther enemy.

Allah said,

“O you who have believed, fight those adjacent to you of the kuffar (same meaning as infidel, but even more hateful and intolerant) and let them find in you harshness. And know that Allah is with the righteous.” The kafir (derogatory, intolerant term for non-muslim) regime in Burma can only be fought effectively after we bring an end to the apostate Bengali regime. And Allah knows best.”

[photo of a young monk with a gun] (This photo is used in this article, and labeled: a Burmese Buddhist. It may very well be photo-shopped, or it is a child monk holding a toy gun that belongs to a kid in the village. Burmese people, including monks, do not have access to guns at all. It is obvious to the non-muslim world that this photo is the polar opposite of the kind of photo that would represent a Burmese Buddhist. But, it is common to see Muslim kids in any Muslim country, with real weaponry, posing, training, shooting, or threatening.)

DABIQ: Can you explain the importance of Bengal to the Khilafah (Caliphate) and its jihad globally?

SH. ABU IBRAHIM: “Bengal is an important region for the Khilafah and the global jihad due to its strategic geographic position. Bengal is located on the eastern side of India, whereas Wilayah Khurasan (Afghanistan and Pakistan areas) is located on its western side. Thus, having a strong jihad base in Bengal will facilitate performing guerilla attacks inside India simultaneously from both sides and facilitate creating a condition of tawahshush (Management of Savagery - carrying out a campaign of constant violent attacks to exhaust the ability and will to maintain authority, allowing chaos - or ‘savagery’ - to ensue. Extreme violence is emphasized.) in India along with the help of the existing local mujahidin there, until the soldiers of the Khilafah are able to enter with a conventional army and completely liberate the region from the mushrikin, after first getting rid of the Pakistani and Afghani regimes. Also, jihad in Bengal is a stepping-stone for jihad in Burma as already mentioned.”

From RESURGENCE, issue 1, Fall 2014

A Step Towards Unity of Ranks by Hassaan Yusuf

Yusuf outlines the objectives of the “blessed call of jihad [that] has spread from West Africa to East Asia.” One objective is: Striving for the freedom of all occupied
Muslim lands and liberating the oppressed Muslims of the [Indian] Subcontinent from Kashmir to Arakan. It is our belief that the revival of Jihad is the ultimate hope of the oppressed Muslims of Kashmir and Arakan. […]"

182. The below table shows the details including the author of the post, the date and the Page on which it was posted.

**Table 4. Details of 24 September 2017 post**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>111111111111111</td>
<td>9/24/2017 2:17 AM</td>
<td>مِلْکِ مُلْکَ مَلِکَ (1000045044148522)</td>
<td>True Man (1625967570980408)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

183. As discussed in entry no. 58 of Annex 8.1, the author of this post, مِلْکِ مُلْکَ مَلِکَ (1000045044148522), is part of the Military Network on Facebook as it is one of the editors of the HR designation takedown Pages. مِلْکِ مُلْکَ published 73 items across the six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018. See entry no. 58 on Annex 8.1. The CIB Page True Man (1625967570980408), on which this post was published, is also part of the Military Network for sharing seven of its creators and administrators with those from the HR designation takedown Pages. See entry no. 26 on Annex 8.4.

---

311 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.

312 See entry no. 58 on Annex 8.1.

313 See entry no. 26 on Annex 8.4.
"Bad Guest": Post of 4 August 2017

184. The post is accompanied by five graphic images of dead bodies.

185. Translation\textsuperscript{314} of the Burmese text reads as follows:

\textsuperscript{314} Clarifications are provided in square brackets [...].
“Violent killing of the minority host population by the majority ‘Ae-Soe’ [literally ‘bad guest’] These are pictures from today of Jihad being committed [against us]. State Counsellor office has not issued the full statement so I’m presenting here all the pictures I’ve received so far. In fact, the Mro ethnic people have reached the kind of situation where they get killed by ‘Kalar’ whether they stay in Bangla or in Rakhine State. They need to be provided for safely and soundly at least on our own land, in our own waters. If the ‘Bengali’ [referring to the Rohingya] were to be killed in a similar style, this case will reach America [the United States], EU, UN and the OIC [Organisation of Islamic Countries]. Now, it is only the case of local ethnic people being killed, so the world is pretending not to see it. The current era is the era that protects the terrorists [literally ‘violent people’]. The era that thinks only the ‘Kalar’ are human. Out of the eight that got killed, two are missing. Ma Sin Kaw (34-year-old) and Ma Tone Tay (24-year-old) are still missing.”

186. This is an example of hate speech collected by the FFM, which was included in the material the FFM handed over to the Mechanism.316 Below are two screenshots collected by the FFM, which were posted or shared by individual accounts, whereas the above instance identified by the Mechanism was from among the posts from the removed Facebook Pages. This shows that during 1 July to 31 December 2017, this content was also posted outside the Pages that Meta ultimately removed from Facebook.

Screenshots collected by the FFM in April 2018

187. From 1 July 2017 to 31 December 2017, only one instance of this content was identified by the Mechanism. The table below shows the details of this post, including the author, the date and the Page on which it was posted.

315 This is one of the derogatory terms cited by the FFM, as explained in Annex 3.
316 For the examples collected by the FFM, see HIM0000024670 and HIM0000024674.
Table 5. Details of 4 August 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>HIMM0000220125</td>
<td>08/04/2017 3:10 AM</td>
<td>Phay Sit Gyi (1620931448152789)</td>
<td>Phay Sit Gyi (100009949396562)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

188. Basic subscriber information and metadata provided by Meta show that a version of this post already appeared on an HR designation takedown Page, namely Phay Sit Gyi. The author, A[N][N] is an editor on a HR designation takedown Page. He published 1,565 items on the Phay Sit Gyi Page between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018.318

317 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
318 See entry no. 19 on Annex 8.2.
Translation of the Burmese text reads as follows:

“This is the comment below Pencilo’s post criticising U Wirathu. I copied it as I liked it. 😊😊😊😊😊 I brought another COPY [sic] 😊😊😊😊😊 # This stupid trollop, [Translator’s note: the meaning of “trollop” is unclear.] bringing your 4 hundred thousand and a half followers with you. – the saying ‘take dogs as husbands’ is just a metaphor, you idiot! Who would ask you to marry a real dog? He is metaphorically speaking, advising the likes of you, slutty cunts, who are dying to marry Kalar, to take dogs as husbands instead of Kalar. Even your universal queen, ginger mother [Translator’s note: ‘ginger’ is a Burmese slang for ‘fake’. Here, it is derogatory referent to Aung San Suu Kyi], you bitch # if only you had the conscience of a puppy 😠😠 used dogs as a simile to complain about the people in Myanmar. Ginger mother’s words are harsh. But everyone knows that these words come from the goodness of her heart. Likewise, the monk’s sermon to marry a dog instead of marrying a Kalar may be harsh, offensive. The mental volition behind these words is kind, great, full of love, and far-sighted. Can’t you, dovey, see that these angry yet sympathetic words show his concerns for the race/language, religion of the country? Or are you deliberately intent on poisoning [him]? How shameless of you, Papi Ma [Translator’s note: a major character in a military propaganda film], to come crawling not knowing the essence of the whole paragraph of the sermon! If you take Kalar as your husband, the children born to you will become Kalar. You will also become Bu Khar Ma [Translator’s note: meaning ‘useless woman’]. The flesh and blood that you will give birth, and their descendants will not be treasured as a good race who will help propagate Buddha’s teaching. Instead, they will be the followers of anti-Dhamma, murderous, rapists who will root out the entire Buddhism. For people like you who believe Kalar is also human as much as catfish is fish, having wood is all that matters, both dogs and Kalar have wood, if you become restless with sexual urges, you should take dogs rather than Kalar as your husband. # This is a metaphorical speech, don’t you, a useless woman from the backstreet, know? If you marry a dog, 🐶 dogs are grateful kind 🐶 loyal to its own kind, peaceful 🐶 which knows the genuine value of Sasana [Translator’s note: a Pali word meaning ‘teaching’ pertaining to a religious doctrine.] its offspring, half canine half human, (I’m saying for the sake of it although I read that the chromosomes are different, and they cannot be crossbred.) Dogs will not defile Sasana but taking Kalar as husbands would. Dogs are more loyal and can protect Buddha’s Sasana and his sons better than a Kalar. The shallowness of your intelligence can only be matched by an earpick. Stop taking a word out of context and expanding into frivolous punditry. Instead, you should use your art of writing to rescue ethnic women who are defiled in hundreds and thousands a year by Chinese and Kalar of different religions. You should also show your pen skills in helping those ethnic women who voluntarily, sluttishly become Kalar’s wife to become far-sighted persons for the country, race,

319 Clarifications are provided in square brackets […].
language and sasana, and to be able to use reason. Instead of looking for fleas among
the monks’ nether regions or indulging in frivolous stuff, just concentrate on fruitful
causes. That’s it for now, lardy girl! Crd ###### copy …. Tin Ko Ko Photo credit to
original uploader.”

190. The post is accompanied by an image of Pencilo, a well-known social media
influencer in Myanmar. The post claims to be reposting a comment found under the post of
Pencilo, who criticised the monk Wirathu for attacking Aung San Suu Kyi in a post on his
Facebook account. Wirathu claimed that Myanmar ethnic women would fare better to marry
a dog instead of a “Kalar”. Both the comment, Pencilo’s post, and Wirathu’s original post all
contain highly derogatory words and sentiments for the Rohingya and Muslims, including a
variety of expletives. Details of the post are provided in the table below.

Table 6. Details of 26 August 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IIIM0001093274</td>
<td>08/18/2017 4:28 PM</td>
<td>ZMcMOC (100013498060507)</td>
<td>Dr. Demochatgyi (11678492063195)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

191. The account that published this post, ZMcMOC (100013498060507), is an
administrator of two CIB Pages, “Standard Time News” (1653248821582840) and Dr.
Demochatgyi (11678492063195), which are also managed by creators, administrators and
editors from the HR designation takedown Pages. The analysis shows that ZMcMOC used
nine different accounts to access Facebook. The analysis shows that ZMcMOC was using the same
account as two other accounts, SYYEHM (100002786016567) and US (100013772585096).
The analysis shows that ZMcMOC used the same two accounts as six other accounts.
These additional metadata analyses show that this account is interconnected with, and is therefore, part of the
identified Military Network on Facebook.

320. Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the
Mechanism.
321. See entry no. 28 on Annex 8.5.
322. See entries no. 30 and no. 33 on Annex 8.4.
323. See entry no. 12 on the table in Annex 10.1.
324. See entry no. 2 on the table in Annex 10.2.
325. See section II.B.2d Account Names and Email Addresses, para. 125.
326. See section II.B.3a, para. 137. “the account US (100013772585096) is associated with
184 accounts, meaning there were 184 accounts that had the credentials to log into this account.”
327. ZMcMOC (100013498060507) used the same machine as the accounts KAEH (100000489612398), MEBH (100001036750735), MWH (100013672264603), MS (100001637836196) (entry no. 23 on the table in Annex 10.3), and another same account as MWH (100013672264603), MS (10001637836196), SAWH (100002786016567) and US (100013772585096) (entry no. 26 on the table in Annex 10.3).
4. "Written with Rakhine blood" - Post of 26 August 2017
192. Translation\textsuperscript{328} of the Burmese text reads as follows:

“A letter written in Rakhine blood... WWWW... WWWW... WWWW... * What is happening in Maungdaw, Rathedaung region in the northern Rakhine state... Bengali Kalar, aka extremist terrorists (members of Islamic religion), 90% of whom are Muslims are, in fact, (illegal) intruders who have been (sneaking gradually) into Myanmar from Bangladesh, which is a small territory experiencing population explosion. The main reason why these non-citizens (Bengali), aka Muslim, who make up the 90% of the population, are living in Maungdaw, Rathedaung region in the northern Rakhine state is to spread their Islam religion in Myanmar and to spread the Islamic generation of Bengali Muslim blood mixed with the blood of Myanmar and Myanmar ethnics. * During the Second World War in 1942, Bengali Muslims collaborated with the English soldiers of the English army and inhumanely (tortured) and killed more than 20,000 Rakhine ethnics and destroyed many homes and villages of the Rakhine people, and also (raped) and murdered Rakhine ethnic women. There is (historical) evidence about them in Rakhine. As a result of these bullying and murders, the population of Rakhine ethnic siblings has declined. * So fast is the reproduction rate of the Bengali Muslims who are not indigenous ethnics but entered stealthily from the other country that Buthitaung, Rathedaung and Maungdaw regions in Rakhine state are becoming like an exclusive habitat for the extremist, terrorist Bengali Muslim people. This is deliberately designed by the extremist Bengali Muslims who resorted to (terrorist means) to make the local Rakhine ethnic people fear for their lives and gradually expanded their territory by means which took the shape of religion and politics. * (Jama’atul Ulama) group which was first formed in 1946 went to Pakistan in 1947 and met with the Muslim leader of Pakistan independence movement (Mr. Jinnah), and demanded Buthitaung, Maungdaw and Rathedaung in the northern Rakhine state be incorporated into (Pakistani territory) and attained the independence together. Mr. Jinnah rejected the demand (did not accept) and described it when he met Bogoyke Aung San. There is historical evidence about this which I have read. * After that, the Bengalis, in 1948, organized the conference of (the Muslim Liberation Organization) in Maungdaw, and formed

\textsuperscript{328} Clarifications are provided in square brackets [...].
the (Mujahid Party) again. They again demanded separate territories, and all the Bengali Muslims in Rakhine State to be recognized (as an ethnic group). * Again... in June 1951, a (Pan-Muslims) conference was held and Maungdaw which included the members of parliament, ) and announced the 14-points demands again: 1 = to divide Sittwe into 2 parts, 2 = to allow Muslims to rule in urban, villages in Rakhine township ... 3 = to constitute 50% of every armed organization with Muslims 4 = to (appoint) Muslim leaders in the central government, 5 = to allow the establishment of Muslim councils 6 = to open (Islamic Muslim high schools) and 7 = to open (Islamic colleges) etc. These 14 demands were announced at the conference. Even to this day, Muslims are demanding the demands of that conference as (Allah’s) guidance and the original political and religious goal of the Muslim people. * In 1988, taking advantage of the (democratic) public uprising, about fifty thousand Muslims surrounded Maungdaw at nine at night on 13th May 1988 to exterminate (all Rakhine ethnic people. But local Rakhine people escaped from death after people’s police officers and Tatmadaw intervened in time. On May 1, 1994, the RSo group exploded 9 bombs simultaneously in Maungdaw. This is the date that cannot be erased from the hearts of the Rakhine people. * ditto 2012 = and 2016 = 9th October, ditto 2017 = 31st May to 20th of June 2017. On the 3rd/4th of August 2017, didn’t many of our Rakhine ethnic brothers and sisters and 9 members of the border guard police force and an army officer meet untimely death after they were brutally murdered by a group of Bengali Muslims known to be an extremist terrorist organization that invaded and sneak into our country? I would like to urge all Buddhists to be aware not only of the brutal killing of our races, but also of the destruction of the pagodas and stupas and the killing of the monks. * Once upon a time, there existed the largest Buddha statue in the world (Borobudur) in Indonesia which used to be the largest Buddhist country in Southeast Asia. After Muslim Kalar’s number multiplied and their influence increased, that Borobudur stupa which had long lasted for more than 1500 years along with Buddha’s teachings were demolished and all those Buddhists became Muslims. I would like to urge all Myanmar Buddhists to take this to their heart and be vigilant. * The present problem of Rakhine western gate # when monks, soldiers # and the people # joined hands with joy # and united in strength # famed battles will result. Long live the motherland Myanmar and its people and religion. Pay Toe (Ah Mon Khan) AungLa/Shwe Bo”

193. The post is accompanied by two screenshots allegedly showing the violent character of the “Bengali terrorists”. Details of the post are provided in the table below.
Table 7. Details of 26 August 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>HIMM0000918057</td>
<td>08/26/2017 3:03 PM</td>
<td>K[BLANK][BLANK] (100007828867816)</td>
<td>Shwe Myanmar Media (452793661418174)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

194. As discussed in the “Network Analysis” section of the Analytical Report, the author of this post, K[BLANK][BLANK] 100007828867816, is part of the identified Military Network on Facebook as it is an administrator of nine CIB Pages, which are all managed by the creators, administrators and/or editors of the HR designation takedown Pages. The CIB Page on which this post was published, Shwe Myanmar Media (452793661418174), is also part of the Military Network for sharing four of its creators and administrators with the HR designation takedown Pages.

---

329 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.

330 See paras. 108, 109 and 128.

331 See entry no. 3 on Annex 8.5.

332 See entries no. 12, no. 19, no. 20, no. 22, no. 23, no. 24, no. 28, no. 30, and no. 33 on Annex 8.4.

333 See entry no. 13 on Annex 8.4.
“Why did Hitler kill the Jews”: Post of 29 July 2017
Danzig Massacres (Zionist) and the "Bloody Sunday" (Joseph Stalin).
195. Translation of the Burmese text reads as follows:

"Why did Hitler kill the Jews? Behind the events on Bloody Sunday [sic] At the beginning of the Second World War of 1939 in the German-Polish conflict, the problem grew bigger after the Poles invaded the German territory of East Prussia from the Polish coastal town of Danzig. Although Hitler offered to solve the problem peacefully, the Poles rejected solemn and serious negotiations. The security of the ethnic German minority in Poland became a cause of concern for Hitler. Since 1934, Poland had cut off Danzig from East Prussia and realizing that this coastal town is important militarily, the Warsaw government seized control of it. Two other ports in western Prussia were similarly blockaded. Although Hitler tried many times to negotiate a settlement, he did not succeed. Having English and French support, Poland was stubborn about this issue and did not negotiate seriously with Germany.
At the same time, the Warsaw government recklessly ignited a case that would turn sparks into flame: the expansion of Polish territory in the west by sudden expansion of its territory in the west toward Berlin, and the systematic discrimination based on ethnicity and religion, suppression, and the killings of other German ethnicities in all parts of Poland. Gunshots were heard along the Polish border almost every night, and refugees were pouring into Germany in increasing numbers every day. In the short period before the outbreak of the Second World War, nearly 80,000 refugees had already fled from Poland to Danzig and Germany to escape the brutality of the Poles. In particular, the growing number of cases of oppression and killing of the terrorized, traumatized, and insecure Germans in Poland became the most important and the third most certain cause of the war. At that time, the world was well aware of the brutality of the Poles. In particular, those winners of the War, French, English, and Russian knew it well, but ignored it as if they did not know because they didn’t want to act. As the Warsaw government in Poland was egged on in this way, five months before the outbreak of the war in April 1939, horrifying massacre called the "Danzig Massacres" [sic] or "Bloody Sunday" [sic] broke out. The actual killers were Zionist [sic] Jews who were backed by the Polish army. More than 58,000 Germans were killed. Because of the massacre, Hitler quickly invaded Poland. As many historians made light of the event and destroyed the information and photo records, this became a little-known event, like a loss of a jigsaw piece in the whole picture describing the cause of the war and heaped the blame on Hitler which was customary for the victorious in war. But the subsequent revenge of the Nazi Germans, after their occupation of Poland, against the Polish government and in particular Polish Jews who had brutally massacred the German ethnicities was reminded to this day lest the world forget. Polish government soldiers and Zionist Jews violently looted and torched the homes of German ethnicities in West Prussia and raped them. Men were taken out of the town with their hands tied in their backs, lined up and shot dead. Under such terrible circumstances, Hitler was full of worry that unless he could rescue the people to which he belonged from Poland, or could prevent it by military intervention, all of his people were bound to be slaughtered. If he responded to it by military means, he would certainly be confronted by English and French who were supporting the Polish government. This he could see. But he was not sure about Soviet Russia’s involvement. To prevent Russia from getting involved in any case, German Foreign Minister Joachim von Ribbentrop [sic] was sent to Moscow to negotiate with Joseph Stalin [sic] and his Foreign Affairs Commissar Molotov. As a result of Ribbentrop’s efforts, ‘German-Soviet Nonaggression Pact’ [sic] was successfully signed on August 23, 1939, one month before the war. Having successfully secured its back by subduing Soviet Russia to prevent the repeat of ‘stab in the back’ that had left a permanent scar in the heart of Hitler who was merely an ordinary messenger during the First World War, didn’t he prepare himself without a glitch to take the next step and to rescue all his people? And that next step is......

At 4:45 in the early hours, the colossal German Army crossed the border and invaded
Poland. The German Luftwaffe and the war ships, U-boats simultaneously attacked the Polish Navy bases in the Baltic Sea. A major offensive with over a million German troops was intended as a show of force against English and French, who had been egging on the Polish government from behind. At the same time, Hitler turned the Kroll Opera House into the Reichstag parliament and gave a speech to the world. In his extraordinary and amazing speech, he said to the Polish government directly, 'Danzig had been a German town in which flourished German culture, we were taking this town back today, we had warned the Polish ambassador three weeks ago that if they continued with the persecution of our people, the attack on Danzig economically by monopolizing it, I would no longer tolerate it, that they are today getting the result of ignoring our perennial request for a settlement of the issue'. Nothing could stop his Army, and what was being witnessed in the whole of Poland was the explosion of one bomb after another, resulting in the death and destruction. The Polish government paid a heavy price for its miscalculation of the German armed forces, and the Polish army was unable to resist the German Blitzkrieg (Lightning War / lightning strike, Guerrilla War) [sic] military strategy of sudden, rapid, and unexpected offensives. The case of the brutal killing of 58,000 ethnic Germans in Poland just before the start of the war was swiftly and urgently dealt with by the enactment of an Act. The notorious massacre of ethnic Germans in Bromberg between 31st of August and the 6th of September 1939, which became known later as 'Bloody Sunday', was stopped, and the Germans were subsequently freed on the 18th of September, when the German troops arrived at Lowitsch. This story was not narrated in official history books to this day, and all the perpetrators of such atrocities were only avenged life for life by the shootings of German sharpshooters. Ref: Thiriya Nay Wun journal - <<Andrew Soe>> From About the Hitler history does not tell us VIA: Eaint Myat Chel NawKham”

196. This post was not counted as hate speech against Rohingya as neither Rohingya nor Muslims are mentioned. But the post concerning events in Europe in 1939 appeared three times between 29 July and 19 December 2017, in the midst of high tensions in Rakhine state. It is included in this Annex as it is very possible that the purpose of posting this pro-Nazi essay on “Why Hitler Killed the Jews” on Pages portraying themselves a Myanmar news sites was to persuade readers that allegations of genocide are political and unreliable, and readers should therefore discount all such claims. In making its justification for the wholesale slaughter of the Jewish people, the post cited several pieces of disinformation, some directly from the Nazi propaganda of 1940.334

334 See e.g., “For German propaganda, the attacks on ethnic Germans were exploited as an apparent justification for a policy of ‘ethnic cleansing’ that had surpassed in its first days anything that could be regarded as retaliation. The Germans claimed in November 1939 5,400 had been killed in the ‘September Murders’ (including what they dubbed the ‘Bromberg Bloody Sunday’). Then, in February 1940, on Hitler’s own instructions (it was later claimed) this was simply multiplied by around ten-fold and a figure of 58,000 German dead invented. The most reliable estimates put the total number of ethnic Germans killed in outrages, forced marches, bombing and shelling at around 4,000. Terrible though these atrocities were, they were more or less spontaneous outbursts of hatred that took place in the context of panic and fear following the German invasion. They did not remotely
The Mechanism identified three instances of this post from among the content of the removed Pages. Details of these three instances are provided in the table below.

Table 8. Three duplicates of 29 July 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IIIM0000861303</td>
<td>7/29/2017 4:43 AM</td>
<td>Yင်း (100009279415649)</td>
<td>Today Myanmar (503838583065718)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IIIM0000552204</td>
<td>07/29/2017 4:43 AM</td>
<td>Yင်း (100009279415649)</td>
<td>Bo Tha Htaung News (237723043084383)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IIIM0000961221</td>
<td>12/19/2017 2:25 AM</td>
<td>Kင်း (100000489612398)</td>
<td>News Compilation (491322144368081)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On 29 July 2017, at 4:43 AM, two instances of the same text were simultaneously posted on two CIB Pages, Today Myanmar (503838583065718) and Bo Tha Htaung News (237723043084383), by the same author, Yင်း (100009279415649), who is an editor on the HR designation takedown Pages. Later, on 19 December 2017, Kင်း (100000489612398), another editor of the HR designation takedown Pages, published this same post on a third CIB Page, News Compilation (“News Compilation”) (491322144368081). All three CIB Pages on which this content was published, Today Myanmar (503838583065718), Bo Tha Htaung News (237723043084383), and News Compilation (491322144368081), are also part of the identified Military Network.

---

335 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.

336 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.

337 See entry no. 14 on Annex 8.1.

338 See entry no. 45 on Annex 8.1.

339 See entries no. 19, 21 and 28 on Annex 8.4.
6. “Shoot-to-kill”: Post of 24 September 2017
199. Translation of the Burmese text reads as follows:

“Bengali Kalars and India’s Shoot-to-kill-policy [sic] within its borders, which Myanmar must imitate = Human rights activists around the world protested cacophonously the shooting by the Indian border guards of about a thousand Bengali Muslim Kalars who crossed the border fences within a few years. The Indian government only retorted in a word: ‘The number of Bengali who sneaked into our country and whom were shot dead was not as high as the number the US shot dead on the US-Mexican border.’ All human rights activists then shut their mouths. No human rights activists raise their voices any longer about India’s shooting of all the Bengali, including children, dogs, and women, who sneak into the country. India’s BSF (Border Security Force) [sic] was formed in 1965, and at present there are 186 battalions with a strength of more than two hundred and forty thousand, and women are also serving in the BSF. After the nuclear level confrontation with Pakistan, while India’s permanent troops were deployed directly facing Pakistan, double barbed wire fences were placed along the 4095-kilometer-long India-Bangladesh border, making way for killing fields and eliminating all the Bengalis who enter the area under the shoot-to-kill policy. It is high time for Myanmar, which shares a 193-kilometer-long border, to act like the BSF on its border. The fences along the border have all gone after Bengali Kalar removed them and sold them at the market in Cox’s Bazar. We would need between twenty and fifty thousand troops to guard the border fence like BSF did and to prepare and guard the killing fields like BSF did. As the war with the Bengalis is inevitable in the next ten years, we need to build up our navy and air force from their present strength and prepare a reserve force which can be called up within 48 hours’ notice for the war between 160 million and 55 million. We should begin our preparation now. Photo – Online (India’s BSF troops demonstrating the way Bengali Kalar smuggle people across the fence.) So, what is Myanmar to do? CR-Original”
200. The post is accompanied by five images that supposedly show armed border forces of India patrolling the border fence. Below are the details of this post.

201. Even though only one instance of this post was identified by the Mechanism, posts with similar sentiments referencing the Indian government’s alleged “shoot-to-kill” policy against the “Bengali” were noted on several more Pages, including on the verified Office of the Commander-in-Chief (CINCDS) Page (526503167470553) and the two Myawady Pages, (246194712164341) and (573453879358666), as part of the coverage of the event, “Talk on Rakhine Issue: Discussion on Finding Solutions,”430 especially, in posts quoting U Ko Ko Hlaing, current Minister for International Cooperation representing Myanmar at the proceedings at the International Court of Justice, as saying:

“... India took harsher measures on illegal migration. People from Bangladesh were smuggled into India. It is a big business. India erected a 2,000-mile fence along the common border with Bangladesh. And border guard force was organized with much modernized equipment and gave the order of shoot to kill. According to the media, one thousand people illegally entering into Indian territories were shot in ten years. We [Myanmar] haven’t taken such harsh measures yet.”

202. Details of the 13 September 2017 post are provided in the table below.

Table 9. Details of 13 September 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>HIMM0000680086</td>
<td>09/24/2017</td>
<td>H[N][M][V] (100004631406630)</td>
<td>Yangon Express (1421681248057886)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

203. As discussed in the “Network Analysis” section and in Annex 8.1., the author of this post, H[N][M][V] (100004631406630),432 is part of the Military Network on Facebook as it is one of the editors of the HR designation takedown Pages, having published 3,484 items on the six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018.433 The Page on which this post was published, Yangon Express (1421681248057886), is a CIB Page, considered by the Mechanism to be part of the Military Network, on the basis that all of its creators and administrators are the same as those from the six HR designation takedown Pages.434

430 See HIMM0000223348, HIMM0000201097, HIMM0000236787, HIMM0000517049, HIMM0000183744, HIMM0000223304, HIMM00002722308, all of which reference the statement by U Ko Ko Hlaing.
431 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
432 Supra para. 107.
433 See entry no. 35 on Annex 8.1.
434 See “Analysis of Creators and Administrators of CIB Page, Yangon Express”. 
7. “Drive out the Bengali”: Post of 9 August 2017
204. Translation\textsuperscript{345} of the Burmese text reads as follows:

“Maungdaw News 9.8.2017 – Myanmar Tatmadaw, race-loving\textsuperscript{346} monks and race-loving citizens together drive out the Bengali from Maungdaw – Regarding this issue, the journalist Ko Aye Win from iliedmediagroup contacted and interviewed the nationalist monk, Ashin Thote Sate Hta, who said ‘this is true news. According to the instructions of Sayardaw U Wirathu,\textsuperscript{347} yesterday we went to Maungdaw to drive out the Bengali back to Bangladesh once again. We first sought help from the government. The government is not dependable; therefore, we monks have to do this on our own. We want the race-loving people to come and join us. We need manpower.’ When asked further about the government, [the monk replied that] ‘I do not want to speak further about the government that supports the Kalar’, journalist Ko Aye Win reported.”

205. The post is accompanied by nine photographs of various nature. Some show non-Rohingya Myanmar ethnic people playing games and in traditional dresses. Others show riots involving monks and people on the streets. Details of the post are provided in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created\textsuperscript{348}</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IIMM0001093320</td>
<td>08/09/2017 12:38 PM</td>
<td>(100011330024426)</td>
<td>အင်းစိုးမွိုင်းနေရာ (Dr. Demochatgyi) (116784942063195)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{345} Clarifications are provided in square brackets [...].

\textsuperscript{346} The Burmese word “myo-chit” can also be translated as nationalistic or patriotic.

\textsuperscript{347} “Sayardaw” is a honorific for a monk. Wirathu is a prominent nationalist monk, who is well-known for his anti-Rohingya and anti-Muslim sermons.

\textsuperscript{348} Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
206. The account 100011330024426\textsuperscript{349} posted this on the CIB Page, (Dr. Demchatgyi) (116784942063195), which is considered by the Mechanism to be part of the Military Network, on the basis that one of its administrators also managed the HR designation take-down Pages.\textsuperscript{350}

\textsuperscript{349} This account was also seen to be posting another content identified as hate speech by the Mechanism on two additional CIB Pages. Infra para. 249.

\textsuperscript{350} See entry no. 33 on Annex 8.4.
8. “Let’s eat dog meat”: Post of 27 August 2017

Translation\textsuperscript{351} of the Burmese text reads as follows:

“The singer who said [he was] ready to grab a gun instead of microphone or guitar, if needed - August 26, 2017 KyarNyo - The singer Reain Moe, who has achieved success by entertaining the audience with his easy melodies, is not only respectable in the entertainment industry, but this Karen ethnic who excels at singing, is also a real patriot with spirit of the Union [of Myanmar]. You may have heard of his songs in the films of Academy-Award-winning Nay Toe. Now, regarding the violence in Maungdaw, Rakhine State, the singer Reain Moe wrote the following on his

\textsuperscript{351} Clarifications are provided in square brackets […].
Facebook account, saying he was ready to grab a gun instead of a guitar or a microphone. ‘Today I heard that our Myanmar’s West Gate suffered a break-in that destroyed it. In this case, at this time, I would like to say that all the ethnic people within this country are family, brothers and sisters, who come from the same blood, all drink the waters of Myanmar, take shelter under Myanmar, real close relatives. It is now time to temporarily set aside fixed mindsets such as ‘only for my ethnicity’ and ‘only for my religion’ and join hands for our country of Myanmar. Now that the West Rakhine Gate has been broken down, don’t carelessly think that those of us who live in the mainland are safe. I sing easy melodies. But if needed, I’m ready to grab this thing called a gun, instead of a guitar or a microphone. That’s why I would like to remind all the relatives who are born in Myanmar to be cautious. I wish safety for all the good sons and daughters born on all seven days of the week. If one tries to behave like a dog, plot like a dog, then [I don’t hesitate to eat dog meat,’ this is how it was written [on Reain Moe’s Facebook]. Under Reain Moe’s post, the singer Nyi Min Khine, also wrote ‘with respect, let me know when you grab a gun... let’s eat dog meat together’ as a comment. The singer Reain Moe’s spirit towards the Union is really to be respected. Credit YomaLan Source: Reain Moe”

208. The post is accompanied by an image of a singer in two poses, one of him holding a gun, and the other of him performing on stage.

Table 11. Details of the 27 August 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1111MM000884614</td>
<td>08/27/2017 3:03 PM</td>
<td>(100014738044435)</td>
<td>Mandalay Express (610013255716125)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

209. The author (E) (100014738044435), published this post on the CIB Page Mandalay Express (610013255716125), on 27 August 2017, at 3:03 PM. As explained in Annex 8.1., this author is one of the editors across the HR designation takedown Pages. (E) (100014738044435) published 19,360 items on the six HR designation takedown Pages during the period between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018. The Page Mandalay Express (610013255716125) is connected to the Military Network, because it shares all of its administrators and creators with those from the Military Network.

---

352 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
353 See no. 29 on Annex 8.1.
354 See entry no. 15 on Annex 8.4. for the details.
210. Translation\textsuperscript{355} of the Burmese text reads as follows:

"Why are the Bengali burning their own houses? In the case of the Bengali setting their houses on fire by themselves in Maungdaw, later, they cried out like locals or military and police burned their houses. It is not an issue with Bengali burning their own houses, but it is an issue when our own people feel sorry for them [the Bengali]. Think about it - things pop up on the Kalar websites - saying they had to flee Rakhine and take refuge in Bangladesh. If you look into the demographic of those, most are children and elderly people. Men were exceptionally rare. Of course, the Bengali dare to put their house on fire as they have OIC at their back. There is pure Kalar UN that claim to be humanitarian. So, what would be the priority for Bengali, house or land? Because they lost cheap houses, they are to gain land. This is because they have shed tears to the international community saying the locals burned their houses. And the international community is pressuring the Myanmar Government. There are now requests to grant ethnic status and citizenship for the Bengali and to give them a piece of land from the Myanmar map. So put aside of those human rights values, humanitarian norms and liberal thinking for a while. According to these rights, the Bengali have been allowed to live [in Myanmar] since the era of the ancient Myanmar Kingdom. If these rights are to continue to be granted [to the Bengali], they will not only just burn their own houses, but they will also burn the entire Myanmar. Don't feel pity because the Bengali villages were on fire. If they lose one house, there are many people who will support them so that they can build many more houses. Just think about the land that the Bengali are planning to snatch away. [If not] For the future generation, there might not be anything left on the map to show as Myanmar. @ Maw Set"

211. The post is accompanied by a cartoon image depicting ARSA burning the coast of Rakhine State while "Malala" (understood as a reference to 2014 Nobel Peace Prize laureate Muslim activist Malala Yousafzai) is flapping a hand-fan, staging her intention to spread the fire.

212. On 3 or 4 September 2017\textsuperscript{356} Malala Yousafzai wrote a statement concerning the Rohingya on her Twitter account, calling on Myanmar security forces to stop the violence, especially against small children, stating that the Rohingya should be given citizenship in Myanmar, urging other countries to provide support to the Rohingya fleeing the violence and imploring her fellow Nobel Peace Prize laureate, Aung San Suu Kyi, to condemn the treatment of the Rohingya.\textsuperscript{357} Below is a screenshot of the tweet, which was included as an attachment\textsuperscript{358} to another post found on the removed Facebook Pages:

\textsuperscript{355} Clarifications are provided in square brackets [...].
\textsuperscript{356} Depending on the timezone of the Twitter user, the tweet appeared on the night of 3 September 2017 or the morning of 4 September 2017.
\textsuperscript{357} Tweet is available at https://twitter.com/Malala/status/904449772844711938, accessed March 2023.
\textsuperscript{358} Screenshot attachment to the post is available at https://imm000162123.
213. The post that accompanies the above screenshot criticised Malala Yousafzai for siding with the Rohingya without a thorough understanding of the situation on the ground.\textsuperscript{359} The author compared the acts of terrorism and Taliban situation that Malala Yousafzai had escaped from, to the attacks in northern Rakhine State, implying that the Rohingya are affiliated with the terrorist armed groups. Additionally, the post pointed out that the word “Rohingya” was used a total of four times in Malala Yousafzai’s tweet and that there was no instance of the word “Rakhine” in her tweet, implying a biased stance of Malala Yousafzai who ignored the plight of the Myanmar ethnic people.\textsuperscript{360}

214. From 4 September 2017 to 7 December 2017, there are at least 111 posts from the removed Facebook Pages which referenced and criticised Malala Yousafzai for her tweet, some blatantly and some indirectly.\textsuperscript{361} Many such posts take the form of open-letters to Malala

\textsuperscript{359} Post can be found at IMM0000219594.
\textsuperscript{360} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{361} IMM00000417217; IMM0000039033; IMM00000917306; IMM000001041351; IMM00000917286; IMM00000390347; IMM00000917055; IMM000008582862; IMM00000681654; IMM00000484757; IMM00000859623; IMM00000859639; IMM00000917168; IMM000001099661; IMM000001099295; IMM000001099636; IMM00000804281; IMM00000804282; IMM00000184000; IMM00000859606; IMM00000550736; IMM00000517343; IMM00000484740; IMM00000917120; IMM00000859585; IMM00000681626; IMM00000917080; IMM00000751577; IMM000001017283; IMM000001041248; IMM000001090683; IMM00001093061; IMM00000917059; IMM00000722824; IMM00001041232; IMM00001093052; IMM00000183843; IMM00000661495; IMM00000550663; IMM00000859523; IMM00000484671; IMM00000183833; IMM00000883974; IMM00000639119; IMM00000450249; IMM00001099572; IMM00000219532; IMM00000369094; IMM00000722709; IMM00000661391; IMM00000722569;
Yousafzai from Myanmar citizens. Below are some examples, posted in English on the removed Facebook Pages:

“To Dear Malala In today statement, on the inaccurate expression of you, noble prize, you have been condemned by people in far and wide of Myanmar environment. You sprawled without really knowing provenance of the problems of Rekhine, Myanmar on your Twitter that ‘My statement on the Rohingya crisis in Myanmar’. May I say Malala, If the sentiments of one, noble prize is no biased, you in kind should see the masses of Rekhine who are violently killed by some attacker in Myanmar. You furthermore said that ‘some Muslim are killed’ it, too, mistakes. Actually, some masses of Rekhine and police officers are killed by some Muslim. As you stand by your nationalities, we, too, therefore will stand by our leader Daw Aung San Su Kyi and All people’s of Myanmar country. No biased in the place of the exhibition to the real one of the numerous situations. I love Myanmar nationalities as you love your nationalities. As regard with situation of Rekhine, the onset, May I say you are mistaking and would like to ask you as follow: 1. Where do you use ‘the meaning of human rights’? 2. Is the meaning possible to use for terrorists? 3. Have you ever been to Rekhine, Myanmar? 4. Who are they who attack to the world? 5. Have you ever heard ‘Myanmar peoples did violence in the world’? We would like to say you Malala, hear the detailed description of genuine news and don’t lie to the world! As far as the inaccuracy expression of you is concerned, we all, in Myanmar, severely condemn. You know that If you will do such behavior next time, further we have to respond like that. Linthuein-Aunglan 6-9-2017 12:30 PM”

“Dear Malala, First of all, I sincerely hope that you actually understand what ‘your’ own statement means and says. If you are perfectly honest, AND not being used by modern day politics, you wouldn’t mind telling the whole world that you don’t even understand half of what you claim you said. Here is why: You are a 20 year old Pakistani who has no knowledge of world politics including Myanmar’s. It doesn’t take a genius to figure out who wrote these amazingly-sounded statement and needless to say, the intent behind your involvement. You are a good example of modern day’s dirty politics - take a look at yourself. You had an amazing life story.

362 See IIMM0000917168.
Politicians and lobbyists brought you in as an ‘idol’. In reality, you have been used. That’s quite pathetic. You still think you are an ‘activist’. In reality, you are just 20 year old puppet. Listen very carefully, Malala, Don’t talk about anything that you don’t understand. You have no clue of what’s happening in Rakhine (by the way, that’s the name of state in Myanmar. Most likely, you wouldn’t know). Violence will not go away by granting these undocumented Bangalis citizenship. Most importantly, you failed to condemn ARSA (Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army) who are responsible for the brutal attacks on Rakhine state. While you condemn violence in Myanmar, you are scared to condemn a terrorist group. Why, Malala? Why. We both know why. This is because the people who financed you and the people who lobby Rohingya’s citizenship are the SAME! To be concluded, you have no idea what’s happening in Myanmar. Not at all! You are just a 20 year old puppet that has strategically been used by dirty politicians and lobby firms. Shame on you, Malala! You are pathetic!“

“Shameless MALALA. How could you do such a thing? Have you no shame? You are completely without shame. Because of such a thing, you have shamed your family, country and religion. Okay MALALA, I suggest that please take those Bangalis Muslims to your own country or somewhere else except Myanmar. (Dr, Ashin Wimalawuntha)”

215. The third example of the open letter noted above, also includes a message in Burmese stating: “even though Malala used the term ‘Rohingya Muslims’ Myanmar government authorities had stated consistently that there is no (Rohingya) in Myanmar, only Bengali.” Other posts that criticised Malala Yousafzai for her tweet also commonly reject the use of the name “Rohingya”, claiming that the group is made up of illegal immigrants and terrorists, playing into the two narratives mentioned in Section II.A.2. “Hate Speech Narratives”.

216. Details of the “Because they lost cheap houses, they gain land” post is provided in the table below.

### Table 12. Details of 13 September 2017 Post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created (UTC)</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IMM0000219467</td>
<td>09/13/2017 6:36 AM</td>
<td>S M [redacted] (100010993982600)</td>
<td>Phay Sit Gyi (1620931448152789)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

363 There are 13 instances, duplicates or near duplicates, of this post from the removed Facebook Pages, seven CIB Pages and one HR designation takedown Page (Myawady Daily). See IMM0000941586; IMM0000917314; IMM0000412832; IMM0000417217; IMM000390347; IMM000917306; IMM0001041351; IMM000917286; IMM000390333; IMM000722984; IMM000184055; IMM000917168, and IMM0001099661.

364 See IMM0000859639.

365 Ibid.

366 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
The account \[\text{S M} (100010993982600)\], which is an administrator and an editor across HR designation takedown Pages,\(^{367}\) posted this on a HR designation takedown Page, Phay Sit Gyi (1620931448152789). Therefore, both the author of the post and the Page on which it was published were part of the identified Military Network.

10. "Bengali turned Rohingya posing as refugees" - Post of 13 September 2017

Translation\(^{368}\) of the Burmese text reads as follows:

"Although it's been said again and again that there is no Rohingya in Myanmar, the Bengali turned Rohingya try to become "Taing-Yin-Thar" [ethnic group] by giving excuses of human rights, of them being a minority population, with hidden support from behind. There is no limit on population, marrying as they wish, birthing children as they wish, they draw up plans to increase their population size. When

\(^{367}\) See entry no. 26 on Annex 8.1.

\(^{368}\) Clarifications are provided in square brackets [...].
there is not enough land [for their population size], they ‘sneak in’ [Khoe-Win, a derogatory term] from the ‘West Gate’. As time passes, they make themselves “Taing-Yin-Thar”, say that they are the host population living on Rakhine land, [they have] big ambitions. They collect support from NGO/INGO/UN/OIC. Because there is nowhere to live, they grab the land by force, and violence ensued. They made noise as if the host did wrong, as if the host committed violence. Those eating with the dollars from the Muslim countries stay quiet and speak as if falsehood is the truth. Eventually, from the request to become “Taing-Yin-Thar”, the request becomes about getting a race name, then about getting land. Then the minority [unclear who this is referring to] started to commit violence. Then it was very well shouted out as an ‘human rights issue’. After the violence, they come back and burn their own houses, pack their own bags, write their own play, pose as refugee in front of the cameras of RFA/BBC/VOA/DVB media. They advertise that in Myanmar, violence is being committed against the Bengali. The houses that they themselves burned were said to have been burned by the security forces, and the Rakhine inhabitants. Lying and plotting. The ones who had to run were the hosts [referring to ethnic people such as Rakhine]; the ones who committed violence were the Bengali; But when the announcements came, it was reported that the host was committing violence against the Bengali refugees. This is extremist Bengali terror groups and the Bengali’s lying and plotting. They burned their own houses, they packed their own bags, ran in front of the media, announced the lies to the world. And there are those who pretend that they do not see the ploy and pressure Myanmar once again. (Burning their own houses, announcing themselves as refugees who had to run away, Bengali terrorists and their accomplices.)”

219. This post seems to combine several narratives, such as denying the existence of the Rohingya in Myanmar, citing illegal immigration and population growth, while also using numerous derogatory terms to indicate that the Rohingya faked their suffering.

220. The post is accompanied by two photographs. One shows a woman and a man supposedly setting a house on fire. The second one shows a woman wearing the same blouse on the screen during a broadcast of VOA news, with the caption in Burmese saying, “inspections of those fleeing to the Bangladesh side were being carried out”. Black circles are hand-drawn on the women in both photos, presumably for emphasis and suggesting that it is the same woman.

221. Prior to the publication of this post, independent media outlets conducted inquiries into the accuracy of the claims that the Rohingya were burning their own houses, after journalists were taken on a government-organised visit to Maungdaw, northern Rakhine state, and provided with photographs in support of the narrative that Muslims had burned down their own homes. The two same photographs also appeared on BBC and Associated Press articles on 11 and 12 September 2017, respectively. The media reports debunked the claims that these photographs depicted Rohingya people, further detailing with additional photographs that the same woman and man were seen at a school among the Hindu
population. The post in question, published after the two media reports, seems to be a counter-effort at claiming this is indeed a Rohingya woman who is on the list of “those fleeing to the Bangladesh side”.

222. Details of the “Bengali turned Rohingya posing as refugees” post is provided in the table below.

Table 13. Details of 13 September 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11MM0000722129</td>
<td>09/13/2017</td>
<td>SNNNN (100007879969051)</td>
<td>Yangon Media (560439514014305)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

223. The author of this post, SNNNN (100007879969051), is part of the Military Network on Facebook as it is one of the editors of the HR designation takedown Pages. SNNNN published 131 items on the six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018. The CIB Page Yangon Media (560439514014305), on which this post was published, is also part of the Military Network for sharing six of its creators and administrators with those from the HR designation takedown Pages.

---


370 Timezone of Meta’s production are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.

371 See entry no. 57 on Annex 8.1.

372 See entry no. 12 on Annex 8.4.
“Ro-gein-nyar”: Post of 29 September 2017
#DYM

"\n
(Advanced Course) သိရှိနေသောအတွက်အမှန်ကြီးသောအချက်အလက်များ အားလုံးကျော်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များကို မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အချက်အလက်များ မှန်ကန်သောအခါ အမှန်ကြီးသော အိက်သည်ချား။"
American Lobbyists opposed the American government in lobbying "K Street" to pass legislation.

The American lobbying industry is known for its influence on the US government. The term "K Street" refers to the lobbying industry's concentration in the K Street area of Washington, DC. This area is home to many lobbying firms, where a significant number of policymakers and former government officials work as lobbyists after leaving their government positions. This close connection between the government and the lobbying industry results in a highly influential sector that can shape legislation and policy decisions.
224. Translation\textsuperscript{373} of the Burmese text reads as follows:

“In a news report from Reuters news agency, the US Ambassador to the United Nations, Nikki Haley appealed to the international community to not sell military weapons to Myanmar due to the reports that the Myanmar army is oppressing the Rohingya in the Rakhine affairs. However, the news said that there is no plan to reimpose the economic embargo on Myanmar that was abolished under Obama. #DYM In another news report, “a California congressman Ed Royce, who is the chairman of the US House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on Asia-Pacific commented that in the US-Myanmar relations, the protection of human rights and the Rohingya issues should be given priority.” #DYM If one looks at these 2 news items - (1) first, the California congressman Ed Royce who is the chair of the US House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on the Asia-Pacific affairs is from Democratic party. California is a state dominated by Democrats and it was dominated by such issues as same-sex marriage, granting those who entered illegally from Mexico the rights to live citing human rights, and is a stronghold of the enemies of the President Trump’s conservative party. Ed Royce is merely one chairman among innumerable subcommittees in the House called the US House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on Asia and the Pacific affairs. ‘His statement is not the opinion of President Trump’s administration.’ The most he could do is to cast a single vote in case motions on the Myanmar issues were put to vote in the House. The most he can do is hold a hearing on the Rakhine affairs in Myanmar in his subcommittee and spin it to the media. That’s all… #DYM We need to study the current American political situation. I took an advanced course in American Politics when I was working for my PhD in political sciences and taught American Politics 101 to American students. So, I am keeping a close eye on the American political situation. The current American political situation is such that political relations between the ruling conservative Republican Party of President Trump and the liberal Democratic Party led by the defeated Obama and Hillary Clinton are very tense. In the most recent attempts to put into votes on the abolishing and replacing Obama health insurance policy and the reform of the US tax policy, the tension is so great that the two sides are finding themselves impossible to negotiate. The tradition of bipartisan joint legislation in American politics has faded and the 2 major American parties now regard each other as enemies. But on such issue as decisively acting against North Korea, the Democratic Party has to support President Trump. If they did otherwise, they would receive the wrath of the entire nation. … #DYM (2) Secondly, the ‘Ro-lein-nyar’ [Translator’s note: the literal meaning is ‘lying Rohingyas’ or ‘Ro-liars’] lobby has penetrated the American political sphere more deeply than we have. This has become very

\textsuperscript{373} Clarifications are provided in square brackets […].
important for Myanmar in the current situation. It calls for the actions to approach US political leaders and explain what is currently happening in Myanmar, especially the ‘Ro-lein-nyar’ problem in Rakhine State. It would be good to get foreign diplomats including the US diplomats, visit Rakhine state and see for themselves. But in the American bureaucratic system, when American diplomats report to the US State Department, they would mix what they found with their personal views whence these reports are then sent to the President’s Office. As the President’s Office is inundated with the reports about other global and domestic issues, it is not easy for the US ambassador’s report on Myanmar to get to the priority status. What I want to say is that there is a way to get these important issues for our country into the hands of the top leaders of the American government in the White House as quickly as possible. This is to get the service of one of many American lobby firms on K street in Washington D.C. which represent Myanmar so that the Myanmar situation gets to the US leadership immediately. While some lobbying firms work with Democrats, some are aligned with the conservative party. Among those lobbies, we need one who is very close to President Trump and is able to pour important issues into President Trump’s ears. It is time to make the senior leaders of the President Trump’s administration know that there is historical and present-day evidence showing ‘Ro-lein-nyar’ is a made-up name, these people do not exist in history, ‘Ro-lein-nyar’ are in fact the Bengalis who have been seeping into Myanmar. That means it is about time that we hire an American lobby firm that can get close to President Trump. All the White House personnel of President Trump’s administration are new people. This is because President Trump has filled them exclusively with his people. So, we must get the service of one of the American lobbyists who opened offices on ‘K Street’ in Washington, DC, which could get to the White House, and at whom President Trump is willing to cock an ear. Even Israel uses the lobbyists’ services. Previously the SLORC [Translator’s note: State Law and Order Restoration Council] had an experience of hiring a lobby firm but they failed because they just could not cover all their acts. We, the outsiders, also helped expose their lies. Now it is imperative that the service of a lobbyist who could get President Trump’s attention to explain what is actually happening is not like what the outside media and the United Nations said. It likely costs a lot of money. But the crisis has arisen, and President Trump needs to know the real situation in a few days. It is high time to get lobbyists from K street who could reach out to President Trump. One word from President Trump and the UN will fall back. This is because the United States provides the most funds to the UN. Thirdly, (3) The ‘Ro-gein-nyar’ [literally, ‘Ro-liars’ who yelp like a dog that has been hit; this is one of the derogatory words explained in Annex 3 as ‘Ro-gein-nyar’ (‘lying dogs that need to be hit’)], lobby has been lobbying influential names in US politics for more than 10 years. Since the Arabs have given those gits substantial support, they donate money to the House and Senate elections to get the representatives and senators they want. In addition, they are also trying to get the affinity of some of the most authoritative people in VOA and RFA, which broadcast
in Burmese. One thing I noticed is that the ‘Ro-gein-nyar’ lobbies in the United States are closer to the Democrats who would blindly believe in the cause of human rights. They dared not try their luck with the Republicans. As one of the ‘Ro-gein-nyar’ lobbyists managed to get a photo op with the former Secretary of State from Obama administration John Kelly, you can see how swiftly the ‘Ro-gein-nyar’ lobby has been acting in the United States. So, if possible, I would like to see a lobby group hired that will represent Myanmar in America, which is the master in world politics. … #DYM ---------------------------- Ye Myint”

225. The same content was seen in the material collected by the FFM, the screenshots of which were handed over to the Mechanism. The FFM collected two instances of this content on Facebook, published on 29 September 2017.374 The instances collected by the FFM were posted and/or shared by individual Facebook accounts, whereas the above example was identified by the Mechanism from among the posts from the removed Facebook Pages. The examples collected by the FFM were published on Facebook on 29 September 2017 at 5:45 AM375 (4:45 AM UTC) and 6:49 AM (5:49 AM UTC) respectively. These two instances of the same content collected by the FFM were not included in the material Meta removed in August 2018. This shows that the material that Meta removed in August 2018 were not an exhaustive removal of posts containing what the Mechanism considered in this Analytical Report to be hate speech.376

![](image)

IIMM00000024685 – Example collected by the FFM with “Ro-gein-nyar”

374 See IIMM0000022948 and IIMM00000024685
375 Examples collected by the FFM show the Central European Time, which is 1 hour ahead of UTC.
376 Also see, infra paras. 277-278.
IIMM0000022948 - Example collected by the FFM with “Ro-gein-nyar”

226. The Mechanism identified one instance of this post, with four photograph attachments. The below table shows the details, including the account that published this post and the time\textsuperscript{377} it was published.

**Table 14. Details of the 29 September 2017 post**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created\textsuperscript{378}</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IIMM0000358905</td>
<td>09/29/2017 6:30 AM</td>
<td>(100013534815151)</td>
<td>Oppositeyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(262770877158690)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

227. The author with ID 100013534815151 published this post on the Oppositeyes Page at 6:30 AM on 29 September 2017. This author\textsuperscript{379} is also one of the editors of the HR designation takedown Pages, having published 23 items across six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018.\textsuperscript{380} The Oppositeyes Page is also part of the Military Network as five out of its six creators and administrators are the accounts that managed the HR designation takedowns.\textsuperscript{381}

\textsuperscript{377} Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.

\textsuperscript{378} Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.

\textsuperscript{379} The name of the account with ID 100013534815151 is not included in the material Meta produced for the Mechanism.

\textsuperscript{380} See no. 60 on Annex 8.1.

\textsuperscript{381} See “Analysis of Creators and Administrators of CIB Page, Oppositeyes”.

Page 97
228. Translation[^382] of the Burmese text reads as follows:

"Thauk Kalar" [roughly meaning ‘f-ing Kalar’] from the ‘West Gate’[^383]. They are thinking that they might get a seat at the political table, because it is the transitional period for the politics. The likes of you [addressing the Rohingya] ‘Ma Yu Ma Kaung’ [literally ‘not crazy not well’, hinting that the Rohingya are not right in the head], consider that you got away easy. As you well know, the Tatmadaw that you are facing, under the previous [military] government, hit you across the ears, and you feared it more than being shocked by electricity. Now, because of human rights blah

[^382]: Clarifications are provided in square brackets […].
[^383]: See Annex 3 for explanation of the derogatory term “West Gate”.
blah, opening up and transparency, you dare to ‘Jo Kywa’ [roughly meaning ‘cause trouble’]. Relying on the NGO and the UN, you guys behaved so badly. Bad sons get their bottoms spanked hard as punishment! ‘Kalar-soe’ [bad Kalar] like you, relatives of cows, we don’t hesitate to punch you till your teeth fall out! You won’t get a seat at the table, Marmouds [derogatory word, implying all Rohingya are named ‘Marmoud’]. If you say you love the Myanmar land so much, you can get a six-foot pit [meaning can be buried in the land]. I’m just saying. Our people might think that having you buried in our land would besmirch it.”

229. The post is accompanied by five photographs showing Myanmar military soldiers wearing various military fatigue and with various weapons, such as mortars, mortar shells and a multiple rocket launcher.

**Table 15. Details of the 2 October 2017 post**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11MM0000615848</td>
<td>10/2/2017 7:58 AM</td>
<td>[Redacted] (100016090327632)</td>
<td>[Redacted] (544353522262317)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

230. The author, [Redacted] (100016090327632), published it on the CIB Page, [Redacted] (544353522262317), on 2 October 2017 at 7:58 AM. The Page Pyi Myanmar (544353522262317) is connected to the Military Network, because it shares all of its administrators and creators with those from the Military Network.385

---

384 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.

385 For more details, see Section II.B.1b.
231. The translation\(^{386}\) of the Burmese text reads as follows:

"The historical truth that the people of Islamic faith have been trying to hide once upon a time, a sow gave birth to an extremely gorgeous daughter. The little daughter was growing up and just when she reached her puberty, her mother sow passed away. The daughter of the late mother sow, with her exquisite golden look, was an absolute stunner to anyone who caught sight of her. The fame of her beauty spread far and wide and eventually reached the king of the land. Having gone to see the little daughter of the sow himself, the king really took a shine to her and crowned her to be his consort at once. As night fell, the king visited his newly wed consort in her bed chamber. But she was not to be found. So, the king came back. The following night, the king again visited her in her bed chamber. Again, she was not found. Then, on the third night, the king once again came to her bed chamber. Again, she was not found. So, the king began to get suspicious and wonder why his consort kept disappearing from her bed chamber. And he decided to find out why she was not in her bed chamber at night. As the night is growing into darkness, the king kept a close watch at every single move his consort made. He hid behind the curtain in her bed chamber and silently observed. The consort cleaned herself in a shower, covered herself in cosmetics and as the darkness fell, she quietly sneaked behind her chamber. The king followed her quietly and watched what she was up to from a distance. Not long at last! The reason why his consort kept disappearing into the night was revealed to the king. The next day, the king called an assembly with his ministers and advisers. He summoned his consort to the assembly and made her to come clean as to the reasons of her nightly disappearance from her bedchamber. The consort complied. On the day she was taken to the palace, having been anointed as the king’s consort, she caught sight of a big black hound at the palace entrance and immediately infatuated with the creature. So, as night fell, she said, she would sneak to the back of her bed chamber and spent her night as the wife of that big, black hound. After she concluded her confession, the king proclaimed that the consort’s hair is to be quartered and she was banished to the jungle with the big, black hound. So, the daughter of the sow, the wife of the big, black hound left for the jungle with her beloved big, black hound.

\(^{386}\) Clarifications are provided in square brackets [...].
She settled in the deep, dark forest with the big, black hound. Soon, the beautiful daughter of the sow was pregnant and gave birth to a boy. Naturally, the sow’s daughter and the black hound rejoiced in having a son. They both loved their son to bits, fulfilling all his needs. As the boy grew and reached the maturity to develop sexual desires, one day, he confided in his mother about his desire to have a wife. His mother just listened but did not reply anything. And not long after that, the son talked to her again about his desire to have a wife. What predicament the mother had to face! Where and how on earth could she find a suitable bride for her son in this deep, dark forest? The son kept nagging her about his desire and in the end the mother came up with a solution. She said to her son to go to a rock cave in the east on the night of the new moon. There, he would meet his wife, she said. However, she warned him not to remove the veil under which his wife would be hiding her face.

So, on one new moon night, the son of a dog, the grandson of a sow, whose mind is filled with lust, set out on a visit to the cave in the east. There he found a shapely figure he had long desired. However, as it was the night of the new moon, and the woman was covered in shawl, nothing could be seen. Then the son of a dog, the grandson of a sow, whose mind is filled with lust repeatedly engaged in the sexual acts till the dawn broke. Then he went home. In this way, every night of the new moon, the son of a dog, the grandson of a sow would march to the cave in the east and engage in sexual activities with the woman under the veil. This went on for years. One day, the mother of that son of a dog, grandson of a sow, died after contracting multiple diseases. The black hound was also displeased with his son. Now, when the son of a dog, grandson of a sow visited the cave, he no longer found the woman in the veil. As he slowly joined the dots, he came to the realization that there could not have been a single woman in this deep, dark jungle except his own mother. This was when the penny dropped! The son of a dog, grandson of a sow was then convinced that he had been engaging in sexual activities with his own mother all those years. He decided to abandon the jungle where he had grown up and to look for human settlement and settle down there. However, it was impossible for him to bring his father hound with him and live among humans. He would have to keep his head down. He could not bury his past as long as the black hound was alive. One day, people might discover his dark past. So, he devised a chicanery and beat his own father, the black hound, to death. He then dumped the dead creature in the bamboo groves. Now, the son of a dog, grandson of a sow felt finally able to draw a curtain to his dark past, look for the place for human dwellings and settle there. Even though the son of a dog, grandson of a sow was then living among humans, he was suffering from the excruciating pain in his head and penis [Translator’s note: the usage in original language is given by description. The word used has the literal meaning of ‘that attached to him since birth’]. Some friendly people who saw his suffering advised him to go and consult with a seer. So, he went accordingly. The seer said that he had taken his own mother as his wife for years and killed his own
father and dumped the body among the bamboo groves, that he was suffering the disease as a result of your own deeds, the seer said. To rid himself of this disease, he must return to the jungle from which he had come, cut off the foreskins of his father’s, the black hound’s penis, and his own penis, mix them up and wear it as a skull cap and treat it as an object of worship. And then, sculpt the shape of his mother’s organ on the rock on which he had engaged in sexual activities with her, and into which he must insert his head fifty times a day. And then, the seer continued, he must sculpt the shape of his father’s, the black hound’s organ on the rock and prostrate himself before it. #The son of a dog, grandson of a sow, wanting to rid himself of the pain, returned to the jungle he had lived, as the seer had advised, and did exactly what he had been advised. Soon, all the pains he had been suffering were gone. This is how the story of #the son of a dog, grandson of a sow ended. One should take note that when the people of Islamic faith wear the skull cap, they are in fact wearing the foreskin of dog on their heads. When women of Islamic faith cover their heads, they are doing it to remind them of the consort’s covering her head before she engaged in sexual acts with her son #the son of a dog, grandson of a sow. The reason the people of Islamic faith refrain from eating pork and dog meat is to refrain from eating the flesh of their own descendants. The rock that is shaped like the “female organ”, which Muslims stick their heads to peep in Mecca is the stone that was sculpted by the son of a dog, grandson of a sow who wronged his own mother. A dangling rock, which has the shape of a dog’s penis, in Mecca is the shape sculpted by the son of dog, grandson of sow after his father’s, the black hound’s penis. Crd original author ================

Table 16. Details of the 19 September 2017 wallpost

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IIIMM0000366590</td>
<td>9/19/2017 3:55 AM</td>
<td>(“M S”) (100021898030389)</td>
<td>True Man (1625967570980408)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

232. The CIB Page True Man (1625967570980408), on which this wallpost was posted, is part of the Military Network for sharing seven of its creators and administrators with those from the HR designation takedown Pages.388

233. Unlike the other examples in provided in the Analytical Report, this particular content is a “wallpost”, which is content that can be posted by any Facebook user on a Page without any specific credentials to administer or manage the said Page. In this sense, wallposts are

387 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
388 See entry no. 26 on Annex 8.4.
similar to comments that appear in response to a post in that it is not possible to directly attribute the sources of content without further information.

234. Worthy of note, as stated on Facebook’s online Help Centre, is that the administrators of a Page can choose to “[r]eview [w]allposts by other people before they’re published to the Page.”389 The Mechanism, however, is not in possession of material from Meta that explains whether the administrators of the 43 Pages had the settings to review wallposts before they were published on the Pages.

Annex 2: Emblematic Examples of Hate Speech to Show Coordination across Identified Military Network

Warning: Some examples contain graphic images.

1) “Completely clear the terrorists”: Post of 6 August 2017
235. The translation390 of the Burmese text reads as follows:
“Can the government guarantee that no more lives will be taken? Those who surrounded the security forces en masse and attacked with knives and weapons are terrorists. If they are ordinary honest people, they would have no reason to attack the security forces. We need not look for the terrorists among the palm forests of the May Yu mountain range. They are right in front of our eyes. Why then the security forces didn't shoot them till they are hit? Why did they [the security] run away? Because they didn't get the order to shoot from above. If 10 Bengali were shot, the UN and OIC are prepared to shout together that Bengali are being "genocided" [literally “killed to extinction”]. They are also creating situations that will require shooting to take place. Fearing this pressure, the government dared not deal with the problem effectively. But if we fear pressure and do not dare to deal with it fearlessly then the problem could only grow worse and more complicated. Since October 2016, a series of violent killings have not ceased but is getting worse. How many people will continue to die if you are putting up with these insults? Will ethnic groups continue to be killed because of a fear of the UN pressure? Or will we ignore the pressure and completely clear the terrorists? The time has come for the government to make a clear decision. Even though, we say the time has come, it is actually quite late already. We cannot allow any more killing. If we continue to allow the killings, the shame is on the government. I would like to know clearly what and how things will be done to prevent further killings. Cd:::Thaung Aye”

236. The post is accompanied by four photograph attachments, as included above. The first photograph on the upper left hand corner depicts a boy in school uniform, appearing distressed. The second photograph on the lower left hand corner depicts a group of people at a burial site where six coffins are visible. This photograph appears to be based upon the content of the post, which described ethnic people killed by ARSA. The third photograph on the upper right hand corner depicts several men holding axes, sticks, and bows and arrows. The fourth photograph on the lower right hand corner depicts the used packaging of World Food Programme (WFP) biscuits. Numerous posts, from both the military and CIB Pages, were identified reporting on the discovery of the used packaging of WFP biscuits at alleged ARSA hiding places.391 These posts play into the narrative that the Rohingya continued to unjustly receive United Nations aid.

390 Clarifications are provided in square brackets [...].
391 See e.g., IIMM0000651982; IIMM0000220152; IIMM0000186159; IIMM0000886228; IIMM0000807141; IIMM0000204040; IIMM0000239460; IIMM0000861219; IIMM0000552130;
Nine instances of this post were identified by the Mechanism. They appeared on nine different Pages, including the HR designation takedown Pages Myawady Daily (301875129924077) and Phay Sit Gyi (1620931448152789), and were published on 6 and 7 August 2017 by the Authors listed in the following table.

**Table 17. Details of nine instances of the 6 August 2017 post**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>IIIM00001005595</td>
<td>08/07/2017 08:20</td>
<td>T[p] Z[p] (100014036466258)</td>
<td>Myanmar Custom (1622474748011209)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>IIIM00000641049</td>
<td>08/07/2017 08:21</td>
<td>T[p] Z[p] (100014036466258)</td>
<td>Burmese Treasure (515854785138996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>IIIM00000775257</td>
<td>08/07/2017 08:21</td>
<td>T[p] Z[p] (100014036466258)</td>
<td>Mandalay Media Group (250054248452819)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---

237. Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018. \footnote{See entry no. 45 on Annex 8.1.} Less than an hour later, at 3:53 AM, \textcolor{red}{\textbf{K\textcolor{red}{I}I\textcolor{red}{I}} A\textcolor{red}{I}I} (100009598507764), another editor of the HR designation takedown Pages, \footnote{K\textcolor{red}{I}I\textcolor{red}{I} A\textcolor{red}{I}I (100009598507764) has published a total of 9,179 items across six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018. See entry no. 32 in Annex 8.1.} posted the same content on Yatanarpon News (339704869550841).

239. Approximately thirty minutes after K\textcolor{red}{I}I\textcolor{red}{I} A\textcolor{red}{I}I, also on 7 August 2017, \textcolor{red}{\textbf{U T T I}} A\textcolor{red}{I} (100007477140118) published this same content on the Page Unofficial: \textcolor{red}{\textbf{စက်စာမီးဗား}} (Unofficial: “The Mirror” Newspaper 612462675461875). The U T T I account is also another one of the editors of the HR designation takedown Pages. \footnote{U T T I A\textcolor{red}{I} (100007477140118) published 322 items across six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018. See entry no. 46 on Annex 8.1.}

240. About three hours later, at 7:21 AM, also on 7 August 2017, \textcolor{red}{\textbf{M\textcolor{red}{I}I\textcolor{red}{I}}} (100014738044435) \footnote{M\textcolor{red}{I}I\textcolor{red}{I} (100014738044435) is also an editor on HR designation takedown Pages, having published a total of 25,380 items across the six Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018. See entry no. 29 on Annex 8.1.} published the same content simultaneously on two Pages, namely Mandalay Express (610013255716125) and Myawady Daily (301875129924077). Myawady Daily is one of the Pages removed for its connection to the military, and it shares many of its creators and administrators with the verified Pages. \footnote{See entry no. 5 on Annex 8.4.}

241. In the next hour, at 8:20 and 8:21 AM, also on 7 August 2017, \textcolor{red}{\textbf{Z\textcolor{red}{I}}} (100014036466258), another editor of the HR designation takedown Pages, \footnote{This account is the Page administrator of Myawady Daily Page (301875129924077) and is another editor that published a total of 1,411 items across six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018. See entry no. 21 on Annex 8.1.} posted the same content almost simultaneously on three Pages, namely \textcolor{red}{\textbf{စားနှက်မီး}} (Myanmar Custom) (1622474748011209), Burmese Treasure (515854785138996) and Mandalay Media Group (250054248452819).

242. Finally, at 9:11 AM, also on 7 August 2017, \textcolor{red}{\textbf{A\textcolor{red}{I}I T N B}} (10000994936562), another editor account, \footnote{Entry no. 40 on Annex 8.1.} posted this content on Phay Sit Gyi (1620931448152789) Page, which is another HR designation takedown Page.

243. The metadata behind the postings demonstrates coordination between the posters across different Pages, both HR designation takedown and CIB Pages, as some posted simultaneously. In the current instance, all of the posters are editors on the HR designation takedown Pages.

\footnote{Entry no. 40 on Annex 8.1.}
244. Translation of the Burmese text reads as follows:

"While we are still busy boiling quail eggs [Translator’s note: we are busy with frivolous things], today, in the town of Chittagong, Bangladesh, thousands of extremist Muslims are marching in unity, demanding their government to give hands-on military training and arm the Bengali Muslims who have fled Rakhine state. The demonstration of fifteen thousand people was organized by an extremist Islamic group Hefazet-e-Islam, AFP reported. It has already been reported that last month 50 Bengali men were assembled and whisked away by ARSA. Meanwhile, during his visit to India, the Bangladesh Foreign Secretary Shahidul dropped an ominous hint yesterday that one million Bengali Muslims who had arrived in his country are destabilising south Asia and likely to cause problems for security. So … joining the dots between the reports coming from the ground, the nearer the predetermined date, the clearer the picture becomes. All we have to do is to join our hands. But it aches my heart that this is not happening. ‘Moe Nyo!’"

245. In this post, published on 10 August 2017, the Burmese text accompanies a picture of a disembowelled cow. The text that follows does not have any overt reference to the
photograph, but its purpose is likely understood among the Myanmar audience. Traditionally, Myanmar Buddhists have great respect for cattle. Some monks teach that killing cattle goes against Buddha’s teachings and the Buddhist nationalist 969 movement and the MaBaTha have campaigned to shut down cattle slaughterhouses, which are often operated by Muslims.\(^{400}\) The photograph of a disembowelled cow above a text regarding alleged training of Muslim extremists in Bangladesh and talk of arming Rohingya is likely intended to elicit an emotional response in Buddhist readers against the presence of Rohingya Muslims and to view them as a threat to Buddhism. The Mechanism undertook efforts to verify whether anything matching the description of a large-scale public march took place in Chittagong, Bangladesh on or around 10 August 2017. The Mechanism did not identify any information indicating such a march took place.\(^{401}\)

246. Instead, on 10 August 2017, troops from No. 33 and 99 Light Infantry Divisions (LID-33 and LID-99) were sent to Rakhine State following a closed-door meeting between the Commander-in-Chief and Rakhine politicians.\(^{402}\) The Irrawaddy reported that “the dispatch followed a two-hour meeting between Arakan National Party (ANP) members and military commander-in-chief [Senior General] Min Aung Hlaing in Naypyitaw on [9 August 2017]. The politicians did most of the talking, according to sources close to the matter, and requested a boost in northern Rakhine security after six ethnic Mro were killed in Maungdaw Township [on 3 August 2017]. [...] ‘Ethnic [Rakhine] villages are surrounded by Bengali villages, so, we called for designating No-Bengali zones in the area,’ U Khin Maung Latt of the ANP, who was at the meeting, told The Irrawaddy.”\(^{403}\) See, supra, paragraph 58 of the Analytical Report for similar content published on the verified Facebook Pages.

247. Within the public content of the 43 CIB Pages taken down in August 2018, 15 instances of this photograph and/or post appear across ten different Pages on the same day, 10 August 2017, some of which were posted within minutes of each other. Below Table 18 shows the 15 instances and their corresponding “Author”, namely the account that published


\(^{401}\) See IIMM0027993861, which records the open source searches the Mechanism undertook to fact-check the statements made in the post.

\(^{402}\) See IIMM0000001428, The Irrawaddy, “ANALYSIS: Myanmar Army Deployed in Maungdaw”, (11 August 2017) also available at https://www.irrawaddy.com/news/burma/analysis-myanmar-army-deployed-maungdaw.html. See also the following posts from the removed Facebook Pages, announcing the arrival of soldiers on 10 August 2017 with photos: IIMM00000220021; IIMM0000369370; IIMM0000220018; IIMM00001401618; IIMM0000359566; IIMM00004178S4; IIMM0000486131; IIMM0000662545; IIMM0000885210 and IIMM0000185143.

\(^{403}\) See IIMM0000001428. The asking of “No-Bengali” zone was also featured in the following removed Facebook post: IIMM0000085760.
the post, along with the date and time of the post and the Facebook Page name and ID on which the post appeared.

Table 18. Details of 15 instances of the 10 August 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IIIM0001017859</td>
<td>10/08/2017 01:46</td>
<td>[not provided]</td>
<td>နိုင်ငံတော်သံသော် (&quot;News of Every Taste&quot;) (213014425568213)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IIIM0001024740</td>
<td>10/08/2017 01:46</td>
<td>100011330024426</td>
<td>နိုင်ငံတော်သံသော် (&quot;News of Every Taste&quot;) (213014425568213)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IIIM0001016310</td>
<td>10/08/2017 01:46</td>
<td>[not provided]</td>
<td>တိုင်းတော်သံသော် (&quot;Standard Time News&quot;) (1653248821582840)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IIIM0001039687</td>
<td>10/08/2017 01:46</td>
<td>100011330024426</td>
<td>တိုင်းတော်သံသော် (&quot;Standard Time News&quot;) (1653248821582840)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>IIIM0000416259</td>
<td>10/08/2017 01:55</td>
<td>100009359462708</td>
<td>MM Daily Star                                      (1540803296219384)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>IIIM0000578705</td>
<td>10/08/2017 01:56</td>
<td>[not provided]</td>
<td>(Pyi Myanmar)                                       (544353522262317)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>IIIM0001024737</td>
<td>10/08/2017 01:56</td>
<td>(N Z L) (100016090327632)</td>
<td>နိုင်ငံတော်သံသော် (&quot;News of Every Taste&quot;) (213014425568213)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>IIIM0000368432</td>
<td>10/08/2017 02:10</td>
<td>(N Z L) (100016090327632)</td>
<td>True Man                                            (1625967570980408)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>IIIM0000941184</td>
<td>10/08/2017 02:10</td>
<td>(N Z L) (100016090327632)</td>
<td>We Are Myanmar                                    (1672193766337112)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>IIIM0000578698</td>
<td>10/08/2017 02:10</td>
<td>(N Z L) (100016090327632)</td>
<td>(Pyi Myanmar)                                       (544353522262317)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>IIIM0001077526</td>
<td>10/08/2017 02:32</td>
<td>(N Z L) (100016090327632)</td>
<td>စီးပြည်သူများသော် (&quot;First and Special&quot;) (1811012045782141)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>IIIM0000679044</td>
<td>10/08/2017 05:13</td>
<td>(N Z L) (100004631406630)</td>
<td>Yangon Express                                     (1421681248057886)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>IIIM0000720361</td>
<td>10/08/2017 07:20</td>
<td>(N Z L) (100007828867816)</td>
<td>Yangon Media                                        (560439514014305)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>IIIM0000355212</td>
<td>10/08/2017 09:14</td>
<td>(N Z L) (100000489612398)</td>
<td>Oppositeyes                                          (262770877158690)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.*
248. As noted in the “Network Analysis” section of the Analytical Report and in Annex 8.4, there is sufficient indication that all of these Pages form part of the Military Network. Further coordination of the postings is evident when looking at the time of posts, the authors and the Pages on which they appear.

249. For example, at 1:46 on 10 August 2017, the account 100011330024426 published the photograph and text on two Pages, မြန်မာစာသီးသီးများ (“News of Every Taste”) (213014425568213) and စီးပွားရေး အချိန်းစီးဝင် (“Standard Time News”) (1653248821582840), at the exact same minute. This shows that account 100011330024426 has the login credentials for both Pages and is simultaneously publishing across different channels.

250. Less than ten minutes later, at 1:55, account 100009359462708 posted the same content on the CIB Page, MM Daily Star (1540803296219384), which has seven administrators from HR designation takedown Pages, and is therefore, part of the Military Network.

251. In the next minute, at 1:56, account  theano (N Z L) (100016090327632) published the same content at the same time on two CIB Pages, ပြည်စု မြန်မာ (Pyi Myanmar) (544353522262317) and မြန်မာစာသီးသီးများ (“News of Every Taste”) (213014425568213). This is the second time this content appeared on the latter Page, as it was posted there just 10 minutes prior by another user, namely the account with ID 100011330024426 (see paragraph 249 above).

252. 14 minutes later, at 2:10, the same account,  theano (N Z L) (100016090327632) posted for a second time on the Page, Pyi Myanmar (544353522262317), on which it had posted the same content at 1:56. At 2:32,  theano posted the same content again on another CIB Page, သင်ကြားခြင်း: သတင်းအရေအာင် (“First and Special”) (1811012045782141). In total, this one user,  theano posted this content on four different times on three CIB Pages.

253. In conjunction with user  theano’s activity at 2:10, another account,  asman (10001093982600) published the same content on two CIB Pages, True Man (1625967570980408) and We Are Myanmar (1672193766337112).  asman (10001093982600) is an administrator of a HR designation takedown Page, Phay Sit Gyi, which was removed by Meta for its connection to individuals and organisations that were...

---

405 For details, see entries no. 29, no. 30, no. 18, no. 7, no. 26, no. 24, no. 32, no. 9, no. 12, and no. 35 on Annex 8.4.

406 See entry no. 18 on Annex 8.4.
banned from Facebook for human rights abuses, and as an editor, published 1,255 items across six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018.407

254. A couple of hours later, at 5:13am, whose name appeared with two account IDs (see paragraph 107 of the Analytical Report) and has published over 4,400 items on the HR designation takedown Pages, posted this content on the Page Yangon Express (1421681248057886).

255. Two hours later, published the same content on the CIB Page, Yangon Media (560439514014305). The interconnection between HR designation takedown and CIB Pages via the accounts of is described in detail in the paragraphs 108, 109 and 128 of the Analytical Report.

256. The next account to post two hours later is , which has published 360 items across six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018.408 with ID published the post on the Oppositeyes Page (262770877158690) at 9:14 and 9:15, twice within a minute.

408 See entry no. 45 on Annex 8.1.
3) "Bangladesh’s Invasion": Post of 21 August 2017

Attachment 1 (IIMM0000363560)

Attachment 2 (IIMM0000363561)

Attachment 3 (IIMM0000363562)

Attachment 4 (IIMM0000363563)
Aqba Mui Mujaedin AMM အတွက် ဗိုလ်ချုပ်ရှင်၊ ကျွန်ုပ်၏ရေးသားနေရာ၊ Rohingya
Solidarity Organization RSO ကို တင်ပို့ထားသောအနေဖြင့် အများအားဖြင့် အာဏာပိုင်း ရေးသားခဲ့ပါသည်။

---------

ဗုဒ္ဓဟူး မိုရိတ်ဗိုလ်ချုပ်ရှင်များသည် ပြည်သူများ၏ ရာဇဝင်မှာ ပြောပြခဲ့သည်သော်လည်း၊ အာဏာသက်ရိုက်သော ရပ်တန့်မှာ ပြောပြခဲ့သည်။

Dhaka Tribune

မြို့မော်ရှိ ဗိုလ်ချုပ်ရှင်များသည် ပြည်သူများ၏ ရာဇဝင်မှာ ပြောပြခဲ့သည်သော်လည်း၊ အာဏာသက်ရိုက်သော ရပ်တန့်မှာ ပြောပြခဲ့သည်။

မြန်မာ ဗိုလ်ချုပ်ရှင်များသည် ပြည်သူများ၏ ရာဇဝင်မှာ ပြောပြခဲ့သည်သော်လည်း၊ အာဏာသက်ရိုက်သော ရပ်တန့်မှာ ပြောပြခဲ့သည်။

မြန်မာ ဗိုလ်ချုပ်ရှင်များသည် ပြည်သူများ၏ ရာဇဝင်မှာ ပြောပြခဲ့သည်သော်လည်း၊ အာဏာသက်ရိုက်သော ရပ်တန့်မှာ ပြောပြခဲ့သည်။

OIC/ ကိုယျာဉ်ကို အဖြစ်အပေါ် အလုပ်လုပ်သူများအတွက် လောက်လောက် လောက်လောက်ပြောပြခဲ့သည်။

Arakan Rohingya Union ARU တွင် ကျင်းပခဲ့သည်။
ისთვალით მაქს/საარაგო ვიდეო ფაილი ართულ ფაილი. ARU კომპანიათა აღმასრულების ინტენსიური სამსახური მოქმედებით, ამგვარად მას სამოარჩივად შეიძლება გამოყენებით ამ ფაილი.
India ассистированный в доктрину ООН. Восстаноимость однако другой вопрос. Основой
религиозных принципов, демократии.
-------------------------- 1 - Genocide

--- Maung Maung

-------------------------- References: --------------------------

(1) Video file evidences of Aqa Mul Mujahidin Jihadists in Rahine State
    https://www.facebook.com/myo.sett.50/posts/320752498317162

(2) AMM/RSO news on India Defense Newspaper
    http://www.indiandefensenews.in/.../rohingya-terrorists-linke...

(3) https://themuslimissue.wordpress.com/.../bangladeshi-army-tr...

(4) (Photos and report comes from Turkey's INCA News on March 14, 2014.)


(6) Bangladesh Joint Military Exercise http://dassk.org/index.php?topic=7865.0;wap2

(7) Myanmar Bangladesh Maritime dispute
    http://www.internationallawobserver.eu/.../judgment-in-bangl/...

(8) http://hlao01980.blogspot.com/.../nuresia-sharia-nation-cover...

(9) http://hlao01980.blogspot.com/.../cross-border-attack-by-beng...

(10) http://hlao01980.blogspot.com/.../bengali-muslims-slaughtered...

(11) http://hlao01980.blogspot.com/.../taliban-trained-bengali-mus...

(12) http://hlao01980.blogspot.com/.../military-build-ups-intensive...

(13) http://www.atimes.com/atimes/South_Asia/DI21Df06.html Copy)

257. Translation\footnote{499} of the Burmese text reads as follows:

“Attack on Maungdaw is an invasion by Bangladesh – the Bangladeshi military has
given training to the Rohingya Solidarity Organization (RSO), which has changed
its name to Aqa Mul Mujahidin AMM.

Bangladesh, a small territory with exploding population, is eyeing the Rakhine State
of Myanmar. Everyone knows this. All pretence was dropped in March 2014 when
the Dhaka Tribune penned an opinion piece that said the Bengali from northern

\footnote{499} Clarification by the IIMM translators is provided in square brackets […].
Rakhine State should call a referendum and join Bangladesh if the majority voted in favour, resulting in angry exchanges between the two governments. The Bengali who illegally entered Myanmar via various means with the support of the Bangladeshi government will never go back [to Bangladesh]. Using all available means, they [the Bengali] aim to capture the entire Rakhine and then subsequently, the whole of Myanmar. The Bengali terrorists in headbands with terrorist symbols have long been trained by the Bangladeshi military using funds from Kuwait and the Saudis. But the truth has been buried under the American policies that encourage terrorism. Myanmar, which has been defending its own territory, has also been cornered by the media that encourage terrorism. The Bangladeshi military has long been training these Bengali-Rohingya terrorists. After the Maungdaw attacks in 2012, more funding from the OIC or Turkey and Saudi Arabia poured in, which in turn were channelled into more terrorist trainings, as the terrorists bided their time while gathering more recruits and arms. To cover their tracks, the Arakan Rohingya Union (ARU), the Arakan “Ro-lein-nyar” organization [“Ro-lein-nyar”, meaning “lying Ro”, is a play on word on the term Rohingya] was formed at the OIC headquarter in 2011 with the connivance of such traitor as the Shan nationality Harn Yawnghwe. They sought funding from around the world for the AMM/RSO and used the funds to compensate the Bengali who torched their own houses. They have been doing these actions systematically. The AMM/RSO trained by the Bangladeshi military and based in the Bengal, has been frequently launching attacks inside Myanmar in Rakhine state. One of their successful attacks resulted in the beheading of 3 military engineers from the Myanmar Border Guard Forces. Despite Myanmar’s demand to search and rescue these three military engineers, the Bangladeshi side issued blanket denials, claiming these terrorists did not come from its side, denying the existence of terrorists, and claiming that Bangladesh knew nothing about it. Six months after this attack, the Turkish news agency, INCA, published the photos of 3 Myanmar military engineers who had been beheaded in the Bengal territory after being captured by the AMM/RSO. AMM/RSO did yet another successful attack in an ambush in Du Chee Yar Tan [a village tract in northern Rakhine State] in January 2014. The evil Bengali “Kalar” launched terrorist attacks against the Myanmar police. But with the help from an NGO, MSF-Holland, which is supported by the OIC, and the media that is backed by the ARU/OIC, this incident was turned into a story in which the Myanmar police wantonly murdered the Bengali villagers. ...... 

(Bangladesh military has been training AMM/RSO)

The headquarters of the AMM/RSO terrorist organization is not located in an obscure remote corner, but in Naikhongchhari in Bandarban district in Bangladesh, which is just opposite of Maungdaw. The area is securely guarded by the No. 69 Infantry Battalion, which is under the command of the No. 24 Infantry Brigade of the Bangladeshi military. In addition, the Bangladeshi Border Guards, Security military police called the “Bengla Rifles”, were deployed intentionally in its territories bordering with Myanmar. These troops have constantly been lying about the...
existence of the AMM/RSO terrorists camps in their territories. But a Turkish news agency, INCA, which gained access to these camps in 2015, published photos of them [the camps]. One of the reasons INCA was invited to these camps is that as these Bengali “Ro-lein-nyar” felt themselves so adequately trained by now that they believe it is high time to declare jihad in Rakhine, and declare the region as a Muslim terrorist territory in the style of ISIS, for which they would seek funding from the international community that encourages the Muslim terrorists. After that report, the front of the AMM/RSO, the ARU, secured sufficient funding. In addition, they had the opportunity to train together with terrorist armed groups such as the Taliban and ISIS in the battlefields of Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria. When they began their attack on northern Rakhine in 2016, the AMM/RSO were already well-trained and experienced professional soldiers. The Bangladeshi military was ready to follow them quietly first, and then more brazenly. In the meantime, the Bangladeshi navy drove away a Myanmar offshore oil drilling ship accusing it of wading into the Bangladeshi territory. Further tension arose after the ruling by the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea, which firmly placed Shapuree Island in Bangladesh territory. In addition, Myanmar was kept on constant alert by the Joint Military Exercise in the Bay of Bengal by Army, Navy, and Air Forces of Bangladesh. ..... 

(The latest trick by Bengali-Rohingya lobbyists)

The lobbyists from ARU such as Htae Lwin Oo, Nay San Lwin, Warkar Uddin, and Aung Tin, who found success to some extent in their deceptions, under the guise of human rights, are claiming that the “Ro-lein-nyar” are ethnic nationalities of Myanmar but were not recognized as such by Rakhine and Myanmar because they are Muslims. They claim that they are being persecuted, raped and so on. They disagree with jihads and violence attacks, fearing the loss of international support. So, they ordered the deletion of the AMM/RSO video files, and after keeping the mouth of the AMM/RSO shut, they would lobby to the international media with false news so much so that the people are unsure who really are the victims of the terrorist acts, Rakhine Bamar people or the Bengali. An investigative report in an Indian newspaper also drowned out under the deceptive waves of the “Ro-lobbyists” ..... 

Bengali lobby groups painted the ‘genocide’ picture, giving a pretext for R2P and the UN troops to enter, to create another Kosovo. Jihadist and militant Bengali declared jihad and killed everyone in sight and established the ISIS Arakan. Whatever route they choose, the Bangladeshi government and the military are ready to intervene militarily if necessary. It is high time that the [Myanmar] public, government and Tatmadaw must be as tight as two coats of paint and defend the country from foreign invasion. --- Maung Maung

----------------------- References: -----------------------

(1) Video file evidences of Aqa Mul Mujahidin Jihadists in Rahine State https://www.facebook.com/myo.sett.50/posts/320752498317162
(2) AMM/RSO news on India Defense Newspaper http://www.indiandefensenews.in/.../rohingya-terrorists-linke...
(3) https://themuslimissue.wordpress.com/.../bangladeshi-army-tr...
(4) (Photos and report comes from Turkey’s INCA News on March 14, 2014.)
(6) Bangladesh Joint Military Exercise http://dassk.org/index.php?topic=7865.0;wap2
(7) Myanmar Bangladesh Maritime dispute http://www.internationallawobserver.eu/.../judgment-in-bangl...
(8) http://hlao1980.blogspot.com/.../nuresia-sharia-nation-cover...
(9) http://hlao1980.blogspot.com/.../cross-border-attack-by-beng...
(10) http://hlao1980.blogspot.com/.../bengali-muslims-slaughtered...
(11) http://hlao1980.blogspot.com/.../taliban-trained-bengali-mus...
(12) http://hlao1980.blogspot.com/.../military-build-ups-intensif...
(13) http://www.atimes.com/atimes/South_Asia/DI21Df06.html Copy)

258. In this post, a long Burmese text is accompanied by four image attachments, ostensibly of men in military trainings. In September 2017, the BBC and the Guardian reported on the use of misleading images to depict the escalating violence in Rakhine State. The BBC specifically described the first photograph attachment to this post as follows: “This photo is from Bangladesh in 1971 but is being shared on social media to describe Rohingya people in Myanmar as terrorists.”

259. The Mechanism undertook efforts to check the origins of the images included in the “Bangladesh’s Invasion” post. The Mechanism found the following for each of the attachments:

1) It can be concluded with a high degree of certainty that Attachment 1 (IIMM0000363560) depicts Bangladeshi fighters during the Bangladesh War of Independence in 1971 and has no connection to the claims in the Facebook post.

2) It can be concluded with a high degree of certainty that Attachment 3 (IIMM0000363562) is a photo of Saudi Prince Mohammed bin Salman with members of the Saudi armed forces in Arar, Saudi Arabia on 12 March 2015 and has no connection to the claims in the Facebook post.

3) No concrete conclusions about Attachment 2 (IIMM0000363561) and Attachment 4 (IIMM0000363563) can be drawn other than that they were taken no later than June-August 2013, may or may not show terrorist training camps in

---

410 IIMM0000363560.  
412 For details of the open-source research of the four images, please see the report IIMM0027652214.
Bangladesh or another country, and are unlikely to depict any member of the Bangladeshi military.

260. On the 43 Pages examined, six near duplicates\(^{413}\) of the “Bangladesh’s Invasion” post appear across five different Pages, including on a HR designation takedown Page, namely Myawady Daily (301875129924077). The “Bangladesh’s Invasion” post was published on these Pages on three dates, 21 August 2017, 7 September 2017 and 12 September 2017. Below Table 19 shows the six instances of this post and their details.

Table 19. Details of six instances of the 21 August 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created(^{414})</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IIMM0000359520</td>
<td>8/21/2017 10:23 AM</td>
<td>K[T][E][N][M]</td>
<td>Oppositeyes (262770877158690)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(100000489612398)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IIMM0000884934</td>
<td>8/21/2017 3:20 PM</td>
<td>M[T][E][N][M]</td>
<td>Mandalay Express (610013255716125)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(100014738044435)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(100014738044435)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IIMM0000681628</td>
<td>09/07/2017 07:08 AM</td>
<td>H[N][E][M]</td>
<td>Yangon Express (1421681248057886)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(100004631406630)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>IIMM0000681219</td>
<td>09/12/2017 08:35 AM</td>
<td>H[N][E][M]</td>
<td>Yangon Express (1421681248057886)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(100004631406630)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>IIMM0000722197</td>
<td>09/12/2017 09:56 AM</td>
<td>S[N][E][M]</td>
<td>Yangon Media (560439514014305)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(100007879969051)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

261. Table 19 shows that this content was published on five Pages, by the following authors:

1. K[T][E][N][M] (100000489612398),
3. H[N][E][M] (100004631406630), and

262. All of these authors are designated as editors on the HR designation takedown Pages. K[T][E][N][M] (100000489612398), no. 45 on Annex 8.1, has published 360 items across six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018; M[T][E][N][M] (“E:F”) (100014738044435) \(^{415}\) published 19,360 items; H[N][E][M] (100004631406630), and

\(^{413}\) There are three exact duplicates of the post, with the same text and photographs. See IIMM0000359520; IIMM0000884934; IIMM0000184864. There are also three additional versions of the post in the examined material, with only slight variations in the text, and with different photograph attachments. See IIMM0000681628; IIMM0000681219; IIMM0000722197.

\(^{414}\) Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.

\(^{415}\) See entry no. 29 on Annex 8.1.
Further, it is notable that the four editors of the HR designation takedown Pages mentioned immediately above are now seen to be posting on five CIB Pages, namely Oppositeyes (262770877158690), Mandalay Express (610013255716125), Myawady Daily (301875129924077), Yangon Express (1421681248057886), and Yangon Media (560439514014305). This shows another layer of connection between the HR designation takedown Pages and the CIB Pages, which not only share administrators and creators, but also editors.

For example, at 10:23 AM on 21 August 2017, the account 418 published this content on the Oppositeyes (262770877158690) Page. 418 is an editor of the HR designation takedown Pages but is not an administrator or creator of any of the CIB Pages. However, it is now seen to also be an editor of the CIB Page, Oppositeyes (262770877158690).

Then at 3:20 PM on the same day, 21 August 2017, the account 418 posted this content on Mandalay Express (610013255716125) and Myawady Daily (301875129924077) simultaneously. This shows that the account has login credentials for both Pages, one of which being a HR designation takedown Page and the other being a CIB Page and is simultaneously spreading the message across the two groups of Pages.

17 days later, on 7 September 2017 at 07:08 AM, another editor account, 418, revived the message by posting it on the CIB Page Yangon Express (1421681248057886). 418 waited three more days, before posting the exact same content on the same Page on 12 September 2017 at 08:35 AM. 418 then joined in on the same day and published the same content on Yangon Media (560439514014305) Page one hour after 418 at 09:56 AM.

The pacing of the posts is another noteworthy feature of coordination, suggesting an attempt to ensure that the message remains in circulation on the Facebook platform, days and weeks after its initial posting.

---

416 Entry no. 35 on Annex 8.1.
417 Entry no. 57 on Annex 8.1.
418 Entry no. 45 on Annex 8.1, published 360 items on the six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018.
4) “Muslim trash reached the shore”: Post of 22 August 2017
Translation of the Burmese text reads as follows:

“That Tanintharyi gate is also broken? " " The southern gate is falling apart " The islands around Bokepyin, Kawthaung and Myeik are now swamped with far too many ‘Yay-Myaw-Kan-Tin Muslims’ ['Yay-Myaw-Kan-Tin' means ‘trash that floated along a river and reached the shore, but no one knows its origin’, combined with Muslim, it means ‘Muslim trash of unclear origin that reached the shore’]. I saw it with my own eyes during my Dhamma sermons trip to that part of the country. On Kyettantaung island in Bokepyin township, 70% are Muslims now. Most of the Muslims on the islands are so-called refugees on the boats. These so-called refugees on the boats from Bangladesh crossed the Andaman sea via Bengali Bay to reach southern Thailand, Malaysia, Indo and Australia. But some of them inadvertently ended up in Myanmar water and have been living on those islands. Some even managed to obtain national registration cards while some are putting down their roots without national ID cards. I also saw assiduously built mosques. Even the local ethnic became Muslims. So many of them also got married with the local women. Does the Navy not know this? Or is it the corruption in the Immigration Department? I do not know. But the fact is that the southern gate is now broken down. Being too nice could lead to the future destruction of race, language, and religion. As the Muslims entering from southern Thailand and the marooned from Bangladesh outflanked Tanintharyi, the threat to the region looms large. Not only on the islands, but the same thing is also happening on the mainland. As I visited the surrounding villages of Kawthaung and Myeik for sermons, I saw ginormous Muslim villages. I used to believe only the Rakhine gate is broken down. But Tanintharyi gate is also very badly falling apart. I have no intention, in penning this letter, to instigate any conflict. I am writing out of abundance of worries and good consideration for the future of the land of Myanmar. Ashin Razeir”

In the “Muslim trash reached the shore” post, a narrator identifying as a monk named “Ashin Razeir” writes about his experience seeing the increasing population of Muslim in the southern part of Myanmar, in Tanintharyi Region. The Burmese text is accompanied by an image of the map of Myanmar and surrounding countries, with an area extending from Bangladesh through Rakhine State and southern Myanmar, through Thailand all the way to Malaysia and Singapore shaded in black colour. The caption of the image reads “wondering if the Islamists are trying to distribute their Islamic forces like this?” pointing to the black-shaded area.
38 instances of this post were identified across 24 different Pages, including on one of the HR designation takedown Pages, Phay Sit Gyi (1620931448152789). The “Muslim trash reached the shore” post was published on these Pages on three dates, 22 August 2017, 28 August 2017 and 16 November 2017. Below, Table 20 shows the 38 instances of this content and their corresponding details.

Table 20. Details of 38 instances of the 22 August 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IMM0000357062</td>
<td>8/22/2017 1:53 AM</td>
<td>K[redacted] (100000489612398)</td>
<td>Oppositeyes (262770877158690)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IMM0000359519</td>
<td>8/22/2017 1:54 AM</td>
<td>K[redacted] (100000489612398)</td>
<td>Oppositeyes (262770877158690)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IMM0000917941</td>
<td>8/28/2017 2:35 AM</td>
<td>K[redacted] (100007828867816)</td>
<td>Shwe Myanmar Media (452793661418174)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IMM0001091052</td>
<td>8/28/2017 2:35 AM</td>
<td>M[redacted] (100001637836196)</td>
<td>(Dr. Democtay) (116784942063195)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>IMM0001093215</td>
<td>8/28/2017 2:35 AM</td>
<td>M[redacted] (100001637836196)</td>
<td>(Dr. Democtay) (116784942063195)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>IMM0000450311</td>
<td>8/28/2017 2:36 AM</td>
<td>M[redacted] (100001637836196)</td>
<td>Unofficial Myanmaalin (54457495619111)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>IMM0000356646</td>
<td>8/28/2017 2:39 AM</td>
<td>[Requested but not provided]</td>
<td>Oppositeyes (262770877158690)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>IMM0000941713</td>
<td>8/28/2017 2:40 AM</td>
<td>K[redacted] (100000489612398)</td>
<td>We Are Myanmar (167219376637312)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>IMM0000544721</td>
<td>8/28/2017 2:40 AM</td>
<td>K[redacted] (100000489612398)</td>
<td>New Myanmar News (297712177033636)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>IMM0000359320</td>
<td>8/28/2017 2:40 AM</td>
<td>K[redacted] (100000489612398)</td>
<td>Oppositeyes (262770877158690)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>IMM0000219745</td>
<td>8/28/2017 2:40 AM</td>
<td>K[redacted] (100000489612398)</td>
<td>Phay Sit Gyi (1620931448152789)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>IMM0001004608</td>
<td>8/28/2017 3:32 AM</td>
<td>T[redacted] (100014034665258)</td>
<td>(Myanmar Custom)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IIMM0000639797</th>
<th>8/28/2017 3:32 AM</th>
<th>T[Redacted] (100014036466258)</th>
<th>Burmese Treasure (515854785138996)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>IIMM0000774003</td>
<td>8/28/2017 3:33 AM</td>
<td>T[Redacted] (100014036466258)</td>
<td>Mandalay Media Group (250054248452819)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>IIMM0001078207</td>
<td>8/28/2017 5:09 AM</td>
<td>O[Redacted] (100006164342450)</td>
<td>(“First and Special”) (18111012045782141)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>IIMM0000369224</td>
<td>8/28/2017 5:17 AM</td>
<td>M[Redacted] (100004504148522)</td>
<td>True Man (1625967570980408)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>IIMM0000661977</td>
<td>8/28/2017 7:08 AM</td>
<td>Y[Redacted] (100009279415649)</td>
<td>(Ngway Thar Yee) (276648355848687)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>IIMM0000551127</td>
<td>8/28/2017 7:08 AM</td>
<td>Y[Redacted] (100009279415649)</td>
<td>(Bo Tha Htaung News) (237723043084383)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>IIMM0000860081</td>
<td>8/28/2017 7:09 AM</td>
<td>Y[Redacted] (100009279415649)</td>
<td>Today Myanmar (50383853065718)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>IIMM0000518021</td>
<td>8/28/2017 7:20 AM</td>
<td>M[Redacted] (100014270658563)</td>
<td>(238322139706611)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>IIMM0000718166</td>
<td>11/16/2017 1:21 AM</td>
<td>S[Redacted] (100007879969051)</td>
<td>Yangon Media (560439514014305)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>IIMM0000912017</td>
<td>11/16/2017 1:22 AM</td>
<td>S[Redacted] (100007879969051)</td>
<td>Shiwe Myanmar Media (452793661418174)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>IIMM0001020669</td>
<td>11/16/2017 1:22 AM</td>
<td>S[Redacted] (100007879969051)</td>
<td>(“News of Every Taste”) (213014425568213)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>IIMM0000799208</td>
<td>11/16/2017 2:25 AM</td>
<td>S[Redacted] (100013771133119)</td>
<td>Yatanarpon News (339704869550841)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>IIMM0000676970</td>
<td>11/16/2017 2:37 AM</td>
<td>F[Redacted] (1000035310872816)</td>
<td>Yangon Express (1421681248057886)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>IIMM0000354208</td>
<td>11/16/2017 3:03 AM</td>
<td>[Requested but not provided]</td>
<td>Oppositeyes (262770877158690)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>IIMM0000961780</td>
<td>11/16/2017 3:03 AM</td>
<td>100008645684966</td>
<td>(“News of Every Taste”) (491322144368081)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>IIMM0000358355</td>
<td>11/16/2017 3:06 AM</td>
<td>100008645684966</td>
<td>Oppositeyes (262770877158690)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>IIMM0000574568</td>
<td>11/16/2017 3:10 AM</td>
<td>(N[Redacted] (100016090327632)</td>
<td>(Pyi Myanmar) (544353522262317)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>IIMM0001020639</td>
<td>11/16/2017 3:11 AM</td>
<td>(N[Redacted] (100016090327632)</td>
<td>(“News of Every Taste”) (213014425568213)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>IIMM0001074833</td>
<td>11/16/2017 3:36 AM</td>
<td>[Requested but not provided]</td>
<td>(“First and Special”)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>IMM00001076061</td>
<td>11/16/2017 3:36 AM</td>
<td>100012617174234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>IMM00000444589</td>
<td>11/16/2017 3:40 AM</td>
<td>M S (100001637836196)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>IMM00001036911</td>
<td>11/16/2017 3:41 AM</td>
<td>M S (100001637836196)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

271. Variations of this text and photograph were posted on the 24 Pages by the following authors:\(^{420}\)

- K T H (100000489612398),
- M S (100001637836196),
- A C (100011371815262),
- S N (100007879969051),
- T Z (100014036466258),
- Y T (100009279415649),
- (100008645684966),
- (100016090327632),
- (100011377113319),
- (100012617174234),
- M H K (100014270658563),
- H N M (100003310872816),
- K Z (100007828867816),
- M O (100004504148522), and
- O K (100006164342450).

272. The first author on the above list is “K T H” with account ID 100000489612398\(^{421}\), which is part of the Military Network, having published 360 items across six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018.

\(^{420}\) With the exception of one instance at 3:03 AM on 16 November 2017, where the Author information was not included in the material provided by Meta.

\(^{421}\) See also entry no. 45 on Annex 8.1.
273. **M. S.** (100001637836196) is an administrator on five CIB Pages alongside creators, administrators and/or editors of HR designation takedown Pages.\(^{422}\) Likewise, **K. Z.** (100007828867816) is an administrator on nine CIB Pages alongside creators, administrators and/or editors of HR designation takedown Pages. Additional connections through which **K. Z.** (100007828867816) is part of the Military Network is explained in paragraphs 108, 109 and 128 of the Analytical Report.

274. The user **A. C.** (100011371815262)\(^{423}\) is an editor on the HR designation takedown Pages.\(^{424}\) On 28 August 2017, **A. C.** published three instances of this post simultaneously on three Pages: Yangon Media (560439514014305), [Myanmar News](1417082761877588) and Shwe Myanmar Media (452793661418174).

275. The remaining authors of this content, **S. N.** (100007879969051), **T. Z.** (100014036466258), **Y. L.** (100009279415649), **S. L.** (10001137713319), **M. T. K.** (100014270658563), **H. N. M.** (100003310872816), **M. M. C.** (100004504148522), and **O. K.** (10000616434250), are all administrators, creators, and/or editors from the HR designation takedown Pages.

276. The “Muslim trash reached the shore” post was very widely shared on Facebook in 2017. The same content was seen in the material collected by the FFM, which later handed it over to the Mechanism. The FFM collected 34 instances of this content on Facebook, published during the period from 21 August 2017 to 23 November 2017.\(^{427}\) Most of the instances collected by the FFM were posted and/or shared by individual accounts, as well as on Pages and Groups on Facebook, whereas the examples seen by the Mechanism were all from the removed Facebook Pages. Out of 34 examples collected by the FFM, only five instances were from the CIB Pages that Meta removed in August 2018.\(^{428}\)

277. The fact that 29 out of 34 screenshots collected by the FFM were not present in the removed Facebook Pages shows that the material that Meta removed in August 2018 were not an exhaustive removal of posts containing what the Mechanism considered in this project to be hate speech. The August 2018 removals were rather a removal of accounts and Pages for their connection with human rights abuses (principally the official Pages of the Myanmar

---

\(^{422}\) See entry no. 5 on Annex 8.5.

\(^{423}\) See entry no. 30 on Annex 8.1.

\(^{424}\) As an editor, **A. C.** published a total of 16,237 items on HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018.

\(^{425}\) See entry no. 57 on Annex 8.1., an editor who published 131 items across HR designation takedown Pages.

\(^{426}\) See entry no. 21 on Annex 8.1., an editor who published 1,411 items across HR designation takedown Pages.

\(^{427}\) The examples collected by the FFM are available at the following: [IMM0000025539](#); [IMM0000025536](#); [IMM00000025533](#); [IMM00000025530](#); [IMM00000025527](#); [IMM00000022168](#); [IMM00000022163](#); [IMM00000022157](#); [IMM00000022152](#); [IMM00000022146](#); [IMM00000022140](#); [IMM00000022134](#); [IMM00000021355](#); [IMM00000021349](#); [IMM00000021343](#); [IMM00000021337](#); [IMM00000019103](#); [IMM00000019096](#); [IMM00000019089](#); [IMM00000019075](#); [IMM00000019068](#); [IMM00000019061](#); [IMM00000016247](#); [IMM00000013126](#); [IMM00000013118](#); [IMM00000013110](#); [IMM00000013102](#); [IMM00000013094](#); [IMM00000013087](#); [IMM00000013080](#).

\(^{428}\) For more, see the following paragraph.
military) or for CIB. As Meta stated, “when [Meta] takes down one of [the CIB] networks, it is because of their deceptive behavior,” and “not because of the content they are sharing.”

This shows the clear limitations of analysis into the prevalence of hate speech on Facebook based solely on the historical data produced by Meta. As seen in this sample, there were other instances of the same post that were not included in the historical data produced by Meta.

278. Five out of the 34 instances of the “Muslim trash reached the shore” post collected by the FFM were from the following five CIB Pages: Yangon Media (560439514014305), Shwe Myanmar Media (452793661418174), နိုင်ငံထွက်နှစ်ကြီး (“News of Every Taste”) (213014425568213), Yatanarpon News (339704869550841), and Yangon Express (1421681248057886). All of these Pages are part of the Military Network on Facebook, having affiliations with the HR designation takedown Pages via their administrators and/or creators.

---

429 Ibid.
430 For the screenshots collected by the FFM from these five CIB Pages, see IMM0000013094; IMM000021325; IMM000022134; IMM000021331; IMM000019075.
431 See, respectively, entry no. 12 on Annex 8.4. for Yangon Media, no. 13 for Shwe Myanmar Media, no. 29 for နိုင်ငံထွက်နှစ်ကြီး (News of every taste), no. 8 for Yatanarpon News and no. 9 for Yangon Express.
5) Reuters example: Post of 22 August 2017

First instance of the post on 22 August 2017 at 2:17 AM (JIMM0004417658)

Translation of the Burmese text in the first instance of the post reads:

“Near the Rakhine school bus stop, Mingaladon Township, in greater Yangon Region, a youth was hit by a vehicle with license plate (GG / 4102). Four men in the vehicle who hit and ran were chased by three motorcycles. In the front of Aung Mingala freeway gate, rental motorcycle and taxi-drivers stopped their vehicles in front of the car [that hit and ran] and together arrested [the driver and passengers from the car that hit and ran]. The youth that was hit died on the spot, leaving his
hair and pieces of flesh on the windshield of the car. Inside the car were a bag with lots of money and two men who cannot speak Burmese. When asked to handcuff [the men], the police on duty did not dare to handcuff on their own, and only did it because those chasing after the men together shouted. They responded that they did not hit anyone and cursed back at those who chased them. #Credit”

Second instance of the post on 22 August 2017 at 3:17 AM (IIMM0000584610)

Translation of the Burmese text in the second instance of the post reads:

“Four men who hit and ran - Near the Rakhine school bus stop, in Mingaladon Township, greater Yangon Region, a youth was hit by a vehicle with license plate (GG / 4102). Four men in the vehicle who hit and ran were chased by three motorcycles. In the front of Aung Mingala freeway gate, rental motorcycle and taxi-drivers stopped their vehicles in front of the car [that hit and ran] and together arrested [the driver and passengers from the car that hit and ran]. The youth that was hit died on the spot, leaving his hair and pieces of flesh on the windshield of the car. The men from the car denied that they hit the youth and rudely cursed back at those who chased after and arrested them. Inside the car, there were a bag with a lot of money and two Muslim men who cannot speak Burmese. When asked to handcuff
the 4 men, the police on duty did not dare to handcuff them, and only did it eventually because those chasing after the men together shouted at [the police]. Aung Khant Thu, Sein Mo Mo, Kyeik Mayaw/Mu Don all news news source: https://goo.gl/q9qTdv”

281. Burmese text in the screenshot photograph attachment432 of the second instance of the post reads:

“At night, the patient [or injured person] is one way and the one who ran away is another way. I only got to hear the news when others post it.”

Third instance of the post on 31 December 2017 at 4:07 AM (HMM0000716830)

282. Translation of the Burmese text in the third instance of the post reads:

“Near the Rakhine school bus stop, in Mingaladon Township, 4 Muslim ‘Kalar’ in a vehicle with license plate (GG / 4102) that hit a boy and ran away, were chased, and captured by rental motorcycles and taxi-drivers in the front of Aung Mingala freeway gate. Investigation results informed that these are Bengali that sneaked in [’Khoe-Win Bengali’]. Credit”

283. Among the 43 Pages taken down in August 2018 that had public content available for review, three different variations, as shown above, were published on three CIB Pages on two dates, the first two instances on 22 August 2017, and the third instance four months later, on 31 December 2017. Below Table 20 shows the three instances and their corresponding details.

432 The photo on the lefthand side.
Table 21. Details of three instances of 22 August 2017 post - 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IIIM00000417658</td>
<td>8/22/2017 2:17 AM</td>
<td>100009359462708</td>
<td>MM Daily Star (1540803296219384)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IIIM00000584610</td>
<td>8/22/2017 3:17 AM</td>
<td>100011908274226</td>
<td>(Pyi Myanmar) (54435352262317)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IIIM00000716830</td>
<td>12/31/2017 4:07 AM</td>
<td>S[N]W[N] (100007879969051)</td>
<td>Yangon Media (560439514014305)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

284. The first instance of the post was published on 22 August 2017 at 2:17 AM by the account with ID 100009359462708 on the CIB Page, MM Daily Star (1540803296219384). This ID 100009359462708 belongs to one of the accounts removed by Meta for CIB in August 2018. 434

285. As explained in no. 18 on Annex 8.4, the MM Daily Star Page is part of the Military Network via its administrators.

286. One hour later on the same day, the account 100011908274226 posted a slightly different version of this post, the second instance, on the CIB Page, Pyi Myanmar (54435352262317). 435

287. More than 4 months later, on 31 December 2017, the user S[N]W[N] (100007879969051) published this post, the third instance, with slight variations in the text and photograph attachments, on the CIB Page Yangon Media (560439514014305). S[N]W[N] is one of the editors of the HR designation takedown Pages, having published 131 items across six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018. 436

288. This is one of the examples cited by Reuters in August 2018 in its report on hate speech on Facebook in Myanmar. 437 The below image is from the Reuters article, with the red circle and arrow added for emphasis, showing this particular example.

---

433 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
434 See entry no. 6 on Annex 4.4.
435 This Page’s connection to the Military Network on Facebook is explained in entry no. 7 on Annex 8.4.
436 See entry no. 57 on Annex 8.1.
437 IIIM00027993041.
The example shown in the Reuters screenshot is from 31 December 2017 and credits an account named “Aung Si”. However, as shown in the above three instances, variations of this post, with slightly different text and different versions of photograph attachments, have been in circulation on the CIB Pages that form part of the Military Network since 22 August 2017.

Although the Mechanism was not able to independently verify the alleged incident described in these posts, it is remarkable that the same incident was reported twice on 22 August 2017 and then again four months later, on 31 December 2017. It is notable that even though the photograph attachments and the particulars of the incidents are the same, more details about the four men – in the form of more derogatory language – were added with each iteration of this content. The first instance, posted at 2:17 AM on 22 August 2017, stated only that the men in the hit-and-run vehicle did not speak Burmese. In the second instance, at 3:17 AM on 22 August 2017, the post stated the men were Muslim and that they did not speak Burmese. The third instance on 31 December 2017 at 4:07 AM, is the most extreme of all three iterations of the post, stating that the men are “Muslim Kalar” and that they are “Khoe-Win Bengali,” one of the derogatory terms for the Rohingya, meaning “Bengali that sneaked in”. The example shown by Reuters has the same text as the third and most extreme instance.
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(თანამშრომლობა) განჩინებით გოგონების ფიქრები. თუმცა ის 乐器
მოქცევით გამოკვთავათ მოწყობილობა. (მოთხოვნა) არამატე
მოწყობილობა გამოცხადება განიქობა იმისთვის, რომ ის იქნება
განაპირობებული მოქცევით. (ღირებული იქნება) გოგონებით ფიქრები.
(თანამშრომლობა) მოქცევით, რომ მოქცევით გამოკვთავით.
(მოთხოვნა) არამატე განიქობ იმისთვის, რომ ის იქნება
გამოცხადებით ფიქრები. თუმცა ის იქნება განიქობ იმისთვის, რომ ის იქნება
გამოცხადებით ფიქრები რაღაც შორის. (თანამშრომლობა) განიქობ
იმისთვის, რომ ის იქნება გამოცხადებით ფიქრები.
ახალგაზრდობის პროგრამის ადგილწერილობა [ძვ.გ.წ.] სქოლში ფხვნილია ბავშვთა ჯგუფის ჩაწერა დღეს, რომელიც სწორედ ამით გამოირჩება რომელთა გამოყენებით გამოცდილი ხარობის წინააღმდეგ. მათ ხაზზე არის რეგთა პრუნ პფული და გამოვიყვანოთ პროგრამის თემები. სიმღერები და სიმღერის გადახრება გამოიყენება იმ დღეს, როდესაც ხარობები ჩაეთხოვს და მოკლების დროს. სიმღერები საკმაოდ მაღალი ხაზზე ვარდება და გამოიყენება ქართული ინტენსიურობით. სიმღერები და ფუნქციები ნაკლებ ხაზზე არის ჩაწერილი და გარდაცვლილი. ამასთან ერთად ეს ჩაწერილია ბავშვთა ჯგუფში ბავშვთა ჯგუფში. სწორედ ამით მათ ხაზზე ჩაწერილი არის ამ პროგრამის ჩაწერა, რომელიც ღორმის ხაზზე ფრთოვავს თემის მართვას. როგორც თქვენი მიენიჭება, შეგვიძლია ამ პროგრამის ჩაწერა იმ ბავშვთა ჯგუფში, რომლის გამოაჩენილი ხაზზე ვარდება და გამოიყენება ქართული ინტენსიურობით. სიმღერები და სიმღერის გადახრება გამოიყენება იმ დღეს, როდესაც ხარობები ჩაეთხოვს და მოკლების დროს.
Translation of the Burmese text reads as follows:
“May 13, 1942, the day of the Rakhine genocide: the real story that international historians are turning a blind eye to. There are such chapters in the history of Rakhine
In 1942-riot, only Rakhine people were murdered. However, that did not result in the disappearance of Rakhine State yet. At that time, the Kalar were not strong financially. If there were similar riots in the future, Rakhine might well disappear if the ethnic Myanmar and Rakhine do not unite, or the state is not able to adopt precise and comprehensive measures. This is because the Kalar are strong financially, well connected to the media and international organizations. I have researched and submitted this so that people can learn.

*(1942) The cause of the riots in Bengali Rakhine began in Sittwe. It started when the Rajput-Kalar soldiers from the English army raped the Rakhine women and slaughtered the Rakhine men by joining forces with the Bengali civilians. The trouble spread to Myebon township, Minbya Township, Mrauk-U Township, and to Kyauktaw township. The situation in those townships became peaceful and calm as a result of the intervention by Rakhine political leaders, such as U Panna Thiha and U Tha Kyaw (Bom Pauk). However, the Bengali Kalar who fled from the above townships to Buthidaung and Maungdaw townships and some educated Kalar leaders from Buthidaung and Maungdaw townships organized the local Muslims, inciting the slaughter of the Rakhine ethnic groups and the complete destruction of their villages. At that time, Major U Kyaw Khaing (ICS) tried to save the situation with the help from such Muslim leaders as U Yar Sein (advocate) U Sultan Mehmed, U Bo Khaing and others from Sittwe. Not only did they not succeed, (Major U Kyaw Khaing) himself died from the gunshot wounds by Muslims in Gu Dar Pyin village, Buthidaung Township. In May 1942, all the Muslims from the villages in Maungdaw township gathered together, armed themselves and started attacking and burning the Rakhine villages. They laid siege to the Rakhine villages, cutting off the roads and destroying the bridges. The strength of the Bengalis that surrounded Maungdaw with swords and batons was estimated to be more than (20,000). All exits from Maungdaw were blocked. There were also reports that Kalars had been attacking the neighboring villages of Maungdaw Township. Scores of people injured by the swords ended up in Maungdaw town center. I think they were from the middle village [Translator’s note: A-Lae village, which means ‘middle’ in Burmese] of Maungdaw. One family tried to break through the siege at around 4:00 a.m. to Buthitaung but were met with the Kalar from Ka Nyin Tan village who attacked them with swords and robbed them of their belongings, forcing them to flee back to Maungdaw soaked in blood. Around 4 in the morning, as the day was dawning, they packed whatever was left of their belongings and left the town. They found on their way, other Rakhine in groups, carrying their bags, running around in desperation. At that time, about 5,000 Rakhine gathered in the monastery (now the Venerable Ketu Temple, where the Mahakyan pagoda is enshrined) that had been de-registered by the government. They saw the people from the villages of Ka Nyin Chaung in the north, and those Rakhine from
the southern villages, near the city, such as Hmaw Win village, Ma Gyi Chaung village, Yay Phone Pyin village, Pan Taw Pyin village. The air was filled with the cries of the children and noises of the adults fearing for their lives. A sessions judge U Aung Tha Kyaw came to Buthitaung that day to collect the deposits from Buthidaung Treasury and to lend a hand having realized that Maungdaw had been surrounded by the Muslims. U Aung That Kyaw said he would take them to Buthitaung. While waiting to travel to Buthitaung, a tropical storm arrived, and they heard that the torrential rain blocked the road to Buthitaung. If they went ahead without the armed guards, they risked getting slaughtered on the way by the Kalar who were awaiting their arrival. At about 9 in the morning, U Aung Tha Kyaw said he would try to take them to the other side of Naf river, to Teknaf in present-day Bangladesh. At around noon, Aung Tha Kyaw arrived with an English Lieutenant called Taylor and Nepalese Gurkhas and took them to Maungdaw jetty. As the transports by ships from Arakan Flotilla were proving insufficient, they resorted to dinghies. Soon after they arrived in Teknaf in today's Bangladesh, on the other side of Maungdaw, they saw the flame and smoke rising from Maungdaw and nearby villages. As they departed Maungdaw, tens of thousands of Kalar entered the town, taking away rice, cooking oil, salt, cutleries, furniture as much as they could and ransacked and torched the schools and the houses. In this incident, although the villagers from such villages along the Naf river as Ngar Khu Ya, Chan Pyin, Ywet Hnyo Taung, Tha yet Oke escaped by dinghies to the other side of the river to Bangladesh, those Rakhine and Rakhine ethnic villagers who lived far from the river were massacred en masse. Some fortunate villagers managed to escape to Buthitaung by crossing the Mayu mountain range. But they met their death in Let Waet Tet village near Buthitaung when the Kalar stopped them in their tracks and whacked them to their death. A negligible few escaped from the villages in the south of Maungdaw. All age ranges in the villages were hacked to their death. All age ranges in the villages were hacked to their death. The police station in Ah Lae Than Kyaw was invaded and all the policemen with their families, and the villagers were also whacked to their death. In the south of Maungdaw (in Tat Hton Pyin village, after the Kalar surrounded the village, the entire village, from the infants to the elderly, took refuge in the village monastery. The Kalar surrounded the monastery with swords, batons, and other weapons. They torched the monastery resulting in the infants, men, women, monks, novices, their helpers numbering more than 500 all getting burned alive. A barren patch and the bits of burned charcoal can still be seen in the monastery to this day.) Again, when a group of Burma Independence Army soldiers led by Bo Yan Aung captured Buthitaung in June 1942, he had no choice but to liaise with the Bengali Muslims who were in charge of the administration of Maungdaw in order to pacify the Rakhine Muslim riots in Buthidaung and Maungdaw, and to quell the insurgency of mutinous Kalar deserters. On their invitation, a section led by Bo Myo Nyunt and the Kalar leaders were sent to a friendship dinner. On that day, the Kalar said that they would like to host a friendship
dinner at an Urdu madrasa in Ka Nyin Tan village (now occupied by a mosque in the compound of a high school). As the invitees were about to take their seats, having left their weapons unattended, the Kalar whacked them resulting in the death of two BIA officers and their soldiers. The following is the list of villages belonging to the Rakhine and Rakhine ethnic groups which have not been restored to this day, and had disappeared without trace after the 1942 riot: (1) Thit Pote Chaung village (20 households), (2) Kan Pyin village (43 households), (3) Yay Phone Pyin village (50 households), (4) Pantaw Pyin village (50 households), (5) Maung-U village (30 households), (6) Gwa Sone Pyin village (45 households), (7) Pyin Phyu village (45 households), (8) Doh Tan village (200 households), (9) Thet Kae Pyin village (50 households), (10) Wet Paik village (60 households), (11) Kyauk Chaung village (25 households), (12) Ponnasat village (60 households), (13) Thae Chaung village, (14) Ngan Chaung village (50 households), (15) Dah Gyl Sar village (40 households), (16) Kyauk Pyin Seik village (30 households), (17) Pyin Phyu Chaung village (50 households), (18) Yay Khat Chaung village (50 households), (19) Nga Sar Kyu village (60 households), (20) Pyaun Pyit village (40 households), (21) Pyin Shae village (30 households), (22) Payone Chaung village (30 households), Payone Chaung village (30 households), (23) Upper Sin Thay Pyin village (40 households), (24) Lower Sin Thay Pyin village (20 households), (25) Thae Phyu Chaung village (40 households), (26) Pyar Thar Mae village (15 households), (27) Taung Hpet village (household record unavailable), (28) Phauk Kyi Taung village (30 households), (29) Upper Bawtular village (42 households), (30) In Chaung village (50 households), (31) In Tular village (30 households), (32) Ingar Hpa village (22 households), (33) Karlar village (80 households), (34) Labaw Wa village (36 households), (35) Done Kyaw Hpa village (22 households), (36) Thet Kae Pyin village (75 households), (37) Gyate Chaik village (40 households), (38) Kaing Su village (24 households), (39) Tat Chaung village (30 households), (40) A Lae Chaung (82 households), (41) Maung Shwe Zan village (20 households), (42) Thardoe Hla village (40 households), (43) Tat Chaung Chay village (30 households), (44) Sin Pya Kwin village (40 households), (45) Shwe Dine village (46 households), (46) Yay Chan Chaung (40 households), (47) Nga Chan village (23 households), (48) Ye Aung Sanya Phwe village (40 households), (49) Upper Kyaun Nahpay village (30 households), (50) Lower Kyaun Nahpay village (25 households), (51) Chet Su village (20 households), (52) A Yoe Kya village (40 households), (53) Kyaw Htwee Chaun village (30 households), (54) Upper Inchaung village (48 households), (55) Lower Inchaung village (26 households), (56) Shwe Phi U village (25 households), (57) Htauk Kalan village (88 households), (58) Taun Pyo Let Wae village (16 households), (59) Taun Pyo Let Yar village (28 households), (60) Day Tan Nya (Rakhine village) (22 households), (61) Kunthee Pin village (12 households), (62) Kyan Htaun village (15 households), (63) Tan Chaung village (18 households), (64) San Htun U village (20 households), (65) East Khamauk Seik village (35 households), (66) West Khamauk Seik village (25 households), (67)
Upper Thu Lu Taun village (50 households), (68) Than Khone village (30 households), (69) Ma Phyu Ma village (40 households), (70) Kone Tet village (household record unavailable), (71) Khin Pyo Thar village (60 households), (72) Upper Shwe Ngin Chaun village (40 households), (73) Ngayant Chaun village 50, (74) Thit Tone Nar village (60 households), (75) Pan Shwe Aung Hpa village (20 households), (76) Shwe Hla Khine village (20 households), (77) Tamanhar village (30 households), (78) Chadoeri village (15 households), (79) Tha Aung village (30 households), (80) Laung Pat villate (30 households), (81) Wet Kyain village (100 households), (82) Kyet Kyain village (40 households), (83) Upper Kywe Thabauk village (45 households), (84) Lower Kywe Thabauk village (60 households), (85) Kyauktan village (50 households), (86) Seint Taw Pyin village (40 households), (87) Upper Gawdura village (25 households), (88) Lower Gawdura village (65 households), (89) Kyun Pauk village (35 households), (90) Tayein village (150 households), (91) Tin Tharya village (25 households), (92) Thae Chaung village (65 households), (93) Nget Pyawt Chaung village (45 households), (94) Nga Sanaw village (80 households), (95) Let Phwe Kya village (20 households), (96) Kyauk Chaung village (50 households), (97) Ye Aung Chaung village (70 households), (98) Yay Nauk Nga Tha village (20 households), (99) Mi Gyaung Chaung village (15 households). The Rakhine and other ethnic groups belong to Rakhine in those ninety-nine villages were viciously murdered by the evil Bengali Kalar. They also lost their farms, plantations, plots, estates, livestock, and machinery. Not even a hen dared venture outside from those villages. They all met their death. There are also other villages where the entire village was slaughtered by the evil Bengali Kalar. These villages are: (1) Lower Bawdlular village (2) Dine Paing village (3) Khine-U Pha village (4) Tha Aw Aung village (5) Tat Chaung Chay Tisar village (6) Mi Mintha Pha village (7) Shwe Dine village (8) Taung Pote village (9) Lamone Kine village (10) Wailar Gaung Tone village (11) Thalu Chaung village (12) Yeaw-U village (13) Thae Ni village (14) Kyauk Kho village (15) Nga Yant Chaung village (16) Mee Chaung Khote village (17) Thit Tone Nar village (18) Hmine Sari village (19) Bae Yote village (20) Kyauk Pyin Hla village (21) Maung Seik village (22) Phet Wun Chaung village (23) Gyarar Pyin village (24) Wet Kyeein Chay village (25) Sagar Pinyin village (26) NgaPhyu Chaung village (27) Nat Kyaung village (28) Pyine Chaung village (29) Kyin Hpay village (30) Aung Hla Phyu village (31) Thinbaw Hla village (32) Mee Taik village (33) Nathar Taung village (34) Kun Taung village (35) Gawdura Thae Chaung village (36) Sin Ow village (37) Kyaung Chaung Che village (38) Gant Dayan village (39) Lower Gyi Chaung village (40) Thit Thee Pin Alee Pyin village (41) Lamone Done Zedi Pyin village (42) Han Sar Ma village (43) Ngakhu Ya Chaung Wa village (44) Kya Gaung Htaung village (45) Maung Lone Hpa village (46) Kyet Yoe Pyin village (47) Ngau Chaung village (48) Pywint Phyu Chaung village (major) (49) Pwint Phyu Chaung village (minor) (50) Chit San Hpa village (51) Nay Pu Khan Thit new village (52) Nay Pu Khan old village (53) Maung Hnma Thae Chaung village (54) Chaung Myauk village (55) Thalu Chaung village
(56) Ywa Thit Kay village (57) Mingalargyi village (58) Kyauk Hlegar village (59) Sat Cha Gone village (60) Thae Phyu Kyun village (61) Min Gyo Chaung village (62) Yee Hpone Pyin village (63) Gwa Sone Pyin village (64) Thit Pote Chaung village (65) Kin Chaung village (66) Atwin Kin Chaung village (67) Kan Pyin village (68) Kyee Kan Pyhu village (69) Hnaw Win village (70) Gyn Chaung village (71) Lin Bar Gone village (72) Zaw Matet village (73) Nga Khu Ya Taung village (74) Chee Sar village (75) Apauk Wa village (76) Lar Lee village (77) Sein Ban village (78) Upper Tone Chaung village (79) Lower Tone Chaung village (80) Kar Di village (81) Ohn Bin Yin village (82) Doe Tan village (83) Kanyin Tan village (84) Alae Than Kyaw old village (85) Kyan Chaung village (86) Thin Ganet village (87) Kyaun Taung village (88) Tat Htoo Pyin village (89) Myin Lut Chaung village (90) Myi Chaung village (91) Shauk Kaing village (92) Kyauk Pan Du village (93) Bodhi Gaing village (94) Shwe Maung village (95) Atwin Pyin village (96) Kyan Tan Chaung village (97) Inn Din Gyi village (98) Inn Din Che village (99) Thawin Chaung village (100) Koe Tan Kauk village (101) Shein Kharlee village (102) Don Paik village (103) Sin Wut village (104) Aung Hla Hpa village (105) Hpaau Kyee Chaung village (106) Pauk Taw Pyin village (107) Kone Tan village (108) Padin village (109) Yaytwin Kyun village (110) Cha Yar Tan village (111) War Cha village (112) Upper Nyaun Pin Gy village (113) Lower Nyaun Pin Gy village (114) Det village (115) Hla Poe Khaung village. These 115 villages are the villages which were torched by the Kalar but the number of households in the villages are not known. Rakhine and other ethnic groups belong to the Rakhine who ended up in (present day Bangladesh) from Maungdaw were known to be accommodated in a refugee camp in Dinajpur in India. Only after the Japanese were driven out of the country and the peace returned at the end of the Second World War in 1945, did they gradually return to their region. I believe that we will be in a situation worse than that if we believe the Kalar, show sympathy to the Kalar, dine in the Kalar restaurants, buy what the Kalar sells. The reason is that in the 1942 riot, although only Rakhine were killed, the Rakhin state did not disappear. The Kalar also were not financially strong. I have researched on this so that we can draw lessons from the past: in future riots, when they will be financially strong, well connected to the media, persuasive, have strong support from the international organizations, Rakhine state will disappear if Myanmar and Rakhine are not united, or the state fails to adopt secure and strong policies. Ref: (1) Riots between Rakhine and Kalar, (2) Muslims from History, (3) In the arms of Marayu #Thaik Phwa"

292. Eight instances of the “Genocide of Rakhine people” post were identified across seven different CLIB Pages. This post was published on four different dates, namely 24 August 2017, 30 August 2017, 8 September 2017 and 13 October 2017. Below, Table 38 shows the eight instances and their details.
Table 22. Details of eight instances of the 24 August 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IIMM0000584264</td>
<td>8/24/2017 3:36 AM</td>
<td>STIA (100000876074468)</td>
<td>(Pyi Myanmar) (544353522262317)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IIIM0000681572</td>
<td>8/30/2017 4:20 AM</td>
<td>TNM (100003310872816)</td>
<td>Yangon Express (1421681248057886)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IIIM0000773791</td>
<td>8/30/2017 7:55 AM</td>
<td>TZ (100014036466258)</td>
<td>Mandalay Media Group (250054248452819)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IIIM0000639586</td>
<td>8/30/2017 7:56 AM</td>
<td>TZ (100014036466258)</td>
<td>Burmese Treasure (515854785138996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>IIIM0001004426</td>
<td>8/30/2017 7:57 AM</td>
<td>TZ (100014036466258)</td>
<td>(Myanmar Custom) (1622474748011209)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>IIIM0000678590</td>
<td>10/13/2017 7:34 AM</td>
<td>TNM (100004631406630)</td>
<td>Yangon Express (1421681248057886)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>IIIM0000719851</td>
<td>10/13/2017 7:47 AM</td>
<td>SN (100007879969051)</td>
<td>Yangon Media (56049514014305)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>IIIM0001039383</td>
<td>10/13/2017 7:47 AM</td>
<td>SN (100007879969051)</td>
<td>(“Standard Time News”) (1653248821582840)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

293. On the early morning of 24 August 2017, a day before the most intensive phase of the clearance operations against the Rohingya, STIA (100000876074468) published the “Genocide of Rakhine people” post, highlighting the brutal character of the Rohingya and the alleged incidents of 1942 against the Rakhine ethnic people on the CIB Page, Pyi Myanmar.439

294. Almost a week later, on 30 August 2017 at 4:20 AM, TNM (100003310872816) published the same content on the CIB Page, Yangon Express (1421681248057886).

295. Three hours later on the same day, 30 August 2017, TZ (100014036466258) further published the same content on three additional CIB Pages, namely Mandalay Media Group (250054248452819), Burmese Treasure (515854785138996), and (Myanmar Custom) (1622474748011209), successively at 7:55 AM, 7:56 AM, and 7:57 AM.

296. Over six weeks later, on 13 October 2017 at 7:34 AM, SN (100004631406630) published this content on the Page Yangon Express (1421681248057886), where the same content was posted six weeks prior by another user with the same name, but with a different ID, 100003310872816. This shows

438 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.

439 For this Page’s connection to the identified Military Network, see entry no. 7 on Annex 8.4.
that there is connection between the two accounts with the same username, H[N] M, as both accounts posted the same content on the same CIB Page.

297. 13 minutes after the second H[N] M at 7:47 AM on 13 October 2017, S N(100007879969051) posted this content simultaneously on the two CIB Pages, Yangon Media (560439514014305) and နေထိုင်သော စာမျက်နှာ (“Standard Time News”) (1653248821582840). This not only shows coordination among the CIB Pages, but also shows the Military Network’s attempt to keep the same post in circulation on Facebook for almost two months during a key period, as it began immediately before the clearance operations and continued all the way through to mid-October 2017.
298. The post is accompanied by an image showing a Rohingya woman and child in an unflattering and degrading manner, kneeling with their hands behind their backs.

299. Translation of the Burmese text reads as follows:

“One Muslim [Translator’s note: the word ‘Muslim’ is here mis-spelled in Burmese in a way that reads as ‘Musa who lies’, implying the group is made up of liars] woman and youth from Bengali terrorist group who came to gather #information are arrested 2017 August 26, Saturday Today, 26 August, at 1pm in the afternoon, one 42-year-old Bengali woman and one 14-year-old Bengali youth (male) silently entered the village of Yan Aung Myin (NaTaLa) ethnic model village in northern #Maungdaw. Regional police on patrol and villagers in charge of administration
acted on the news that they [woman and child] were hiding at the house of a man called ‘Maung Hein’, made arrests and currently the police on patrol are carrying out investigation. The said Bengali woman and youth are the associates of the extremist Bengali terrorists, and it was analysed that they came to hide out with the intention of gathering information on movement of our Tatmadaw columns and movements of the security forces units. #MyitAyar”.

300. Four instances of the “Informant Bengali” post with photograph attachment were identified across three CIB Pages, posted by two authors on 26 August 2017. Details of the four instances are as follows:

Table 23. Details of four instances of the 26 August 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IIWW0000356847</td>
<td>08/26/2017 10:26 AM</td>
<td>K[<em>]H[</em>]H[*] (100000489612398)</td>
<td>Oppositeyes (262770877158690)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IIWW0000544828</td>
<td>08/26/2017 10:26 AM</td>
<td>K[<em>]H[</em>]H[*] (100000489612398)</td>
<td>New Myanmar News (297712177033636)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IIWW0000359415</td>
<td>08/26/2017 10:28 AM</td>
<td>K[<em>]H[</em>]H[*] (100000489612398)</td>
<td>Oppositeyes (262770877158690)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IIWW0000369263</td>
<td>08/26/2017 12:48 PM</td>
<td>M[<em>]M[</em>]C[*] (100004504148522)</td>
<td>True Man (1625967570980408)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

301. On 26 August 2017 at 10:26 AM, K[*]H[*]H[*] (100000489612398) posted this simultaneously on two CIB Pages, Oppositeyes (262770877158690) and New Myanmar News (297712177033636). Two minutes later, the same author, K[*]H[*]H[*] (100000489612398) posted the same content again on Oppositeyes (262770877158690) Page for the second time. Two hours later, M[*]M[*]C[*] (100004504148522) published the same post on the CIB Page, True Man (1625967570980408).

---

440 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
"ရှေးဟောင်းများ" --------------- အခြေခံသုံးစွဲမှုကြောင်း,
ကုန်တော်မှာ ရှင်းတာသုံးစွဲရာ ဒီဇိုင်းကို သိရှိလိုက်မည်။
သို့သော်လည်း နေရာမှာ ရှေးဟောင်းများကို သိရှိလိုက်မည်။
ဒီဇိုင်းကို သိရှိလိုက်ရင် တွေ့ရှိကြည့်ရှုရမည်။
နေရာမှာ ရှေးဟောင်းများကို သိရှိလိုက်ရင် တွေ့ရှိကြည့်ရှုရမည်။
ဒီဇိုင်းကို သိရှိလိုက်ရင် တွေ့ရှိကြည့်ရှုရမည်။

#သံသယာပြုသူ via Aye Aye Khaing #ကျောင်းသားများ
302. The post is accompanied by three image attachments seemingly showing Myanmar military soldiers and a helicopter being deployed to the northern Rakhine state.

303. Translation of the Burmese text reads as follows:

“The just war has just begun.----------------------------- Even the United Nations which the Bengali rely on is condemning the terrorist in Rakhine. From the US embassy to the UK embassy, the actions of the terrorist Bengali who sneaked into [the country] are condemned. International community also issued statements condemning the terrorist Bengali who sneaked into [the country]. The Myanmar government also issued a statement informing the world that the Bengali who sneaked into [the country] are terrorists. The president has also given permission to use air [strike]. The Counsellor him/herself has instructed to upgrade the security status. What is left to do is for the Army, the Navy, and the Air Forces to decisively act in accord with anti-terrorism act in a manner in which terrorist Bengali who sneak into a country are suppressed in other countries. So, for the sake of the just war, of the ethnic nationalities who were beheaded, or the police officers who were mercilessly whacked, please defend Rakhine state by pounding the terrorists into powder. May all Tatmadaw service personnel be safe. ------ #Min Ratha via Aye Aye Khaing #crd

304. Six instances of this post with photograph attachments were published within one and a half hours on 27 August 2017. These six instances were identified on six CIB Pages, posted by two Authors, K[111] T[111] H[111] (100000489612398) and A[111] C[111] (100011371815262), both of whom are editors on the HR designation takedown Pages. 441 Details are as follows:

Table 24. Details of six instances of the 27 August 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

441 K[111] T[111] H[111] (100000489612398), published a total of 360 items, (see entry no. 45 on Annex 8.1.) and A[111] C[111] (100011371815262) published a total of 16,237 items on the six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018 (see entry no. 30 on Annex 8.1.)

442 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IMM00000544801</th>
<th>08/27/2017 5:19 AM</th>
<th>Kenha Hla (100000489612398)</th>
<th>New Myanmar News (297712177033636)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IMM00000359383</td>
<td>08/27/2017 5:19 AM</td>
<td>Kenha Hla (100000489612398)</td>
<td>Oppositioneyes (262770877158690)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IMM00000390951</td>
<td>08/27/2017 6:49 AM</td>
<td>AIC (100011371815262)</td>
<td>(Myanmar News)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>IMM00000918020</td>
<td>08/27/2017 6:49 AM</td>
<td>AIC (100011371815262)</td>
<td>Shwe Myanmar Media (452793661418174)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>IMM00000723522</td>
<td>08/27/2017 6:49 AM</td>
<td>AIC (100011371815262)</td>
<td>Yangon Media (560439514014305)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

305. Kenha Hla (100000489612398) published the “Just War” post on three CIB Pages, We Are Myanmar (1672193766337112), New Myanmar News (297712177033636), and Oppositioneyes (262770877158690), at the exact same minute at 5:19 AM on 27 August 2017. This shows not only that this account, which is an editor on the HR designation takedown Pages, had access to the CIB Pages, but also that it engaged in an effort to spread the message through simultaneous posting.

306. One and a half hours later, at 6:49 AM, AIC (100011371815262) published the same content on three more CIB Pages, (Myanmar News) (1417082761877588), Shwe Myanmar Media (452793661418174), and Yangon Media (560439514014305), showing another coordinated attempt.

307. The “Just War” post was also collected by the FFM in 2018. The FFM explained this example in the context of the derogatory term “Khoe-Win Bengali”, meaning “Bengali that are sneaking in”, and said that “the term [was used] numerous times interchangeably with the word ‘terrorists’ to refer to ARSA and the Rohingya population together. The post, which included no examples in relation to the alleged killing of ‘ethnic people’ and policemen, had 20,000 reactions, over 11,000 shares and 4,100 comments by July 2018.”

308. The metadata provided to the Mechanism by Meta now shows that Facebook accounts that were publishing content on the HR designation takedown Pages published six instances of the “Just War” post, some simultaneously by the same author, on six different CIB Pages.

---

443 For FFM screenshots, see IMM0000021153; IMM00000111109; IMM0000014743.  
9) “Not going to give Bengali ethnic rights”: Video of 28 August 2017

Image 2. A still image of the video from 28 August 2017 - 1

Translation of the caption in Burmese reads:

“Have a listen to the Rakhine issue. After 5 minutes, critique as you wish. [You are] ‘Welcome’. Not going to give the Bengali the rights of ethnic people, nor the rights of citizens. (Ethnic Rakhine relatives, please share widely) AK Hnin”

The last sentence of the caption uses the ethnic Rakhine language in its call to action: “သင်ကြားအနီး]” for Rakhine language, instead of “သင်ကြားအနီး]” in Burmese.

The caption accompanies a 5-minute-long video recorded on a handheld device from a program airing on television. The watermarks of “SKY NET” (a paid TV operator in Myanmar) and “24.8.2017” can be seen on the bottom left and right side of the screen. On the top left corner, it says “50th day of the 5th Regular Meeting of Second Pyithu Hluttaw” and the top right corner shows the logo of “Hluttaw” (Parliament).

Translation of the speech in the video is as follows:

“Greetings, everyone. I am Major Aung Kyaw Hnin. I am going to discuss in support of the motion submitted by Daw Khin Saw Wai from Rathedaung Constituency. I request the use of PowerPoint, Mr. Speaker. Mr. Speaker, ethnic people such as Rakhine, Daingnet, Kaman, Maramar, Bamar, Mro, Khami, and Thet have been living together in Rakhine State since time immemorial. In terms of population numbers per one square kilometer, the ratio of Bangladesh is 15 times that of Myanmar, and 13 times that of the population in Rakhine State. During colonial
times, since 1874, Bengali people from the Bangla region were brought to Rakhine State to serve as farmhands. That is how the Bengali started to arrive. In 1942, racial riots erupted between the ethnic Rakhine and Bengali, starting from Myeikon Township and it spread to other townships. The Bengali were using the weapons they got from the British to violently attack the local ethnic Rakhine people. Because of that, 152 Rakhine villages and 20,000 lives were destroyed. It was also learned that the BIA (Burma Independence Army) led the defence of the violent attacks by the Bengali. After independence, the Mujahid insurgents started to make movements to annex the Buthidaung, Maungdaw, Rathedaung region as ‘Muslim land’. Because of the violent attacks, the local ethnic people had to abandon their homes. As a result, today, in villages with Rakhine names, there are Bengali residing. In order to protect the ethnic Rakhine people from the dangers of genocide, Myanmar Tatmadaw, which was criticized to be only the “Yangon Government”, stood up resolutely for the Rakhine people despite difficulties. Successive governments conducted military operations to suppress the violent insurgents, to control and hinder the illegal settling down of the Bengali, and to not lose the territory. After 1991, as a measure against population control and defence against territorial expansion, the government established a plan to create 24 new ethnic villages near each large Bengali village. In 1971, because of the repeated entry of the Bengali in multitudes, war broke out in east and west Pakistan. During wartime, many east Pakistanis entered the safe region of Rakhine State. In Myanmar, until late 1950s, there is no usage of the term “Rohingya”, as can be seen from the description above. After 2012, because of international organizations’ strict teachings to the Bengali, the term “Rohingya” became increasingly used. Mr. Speaker, on 28 May 2012, Ma Thida Htwe from Yanbye Town in Rakhine State, was raped and killed by three Bengali men, who also took her gold and silver. Starting from this, a racial riot started, and death and destruction as shown (in the PowerPoint slide) took place. After the racial riot in 2012, the government used established laws to firmly solve the Bengali problem. During the previous government, the unlawful pressure and the request to recognize the members of the Bengali race as “Rohingya” ethnic people was not accepted. Likewise, it has been announced to the world that no rights of ethnic people nor rights of citizens will be given to the Bengali. In addition, during the military day parade of 2017, the Commander-in-Chief of Tatmadaw, Senior-General Min Aung Hlaing also stated clearly “I announce to the world that our country has no Rohingya race”. During the 2012 racial riots, it was analysed and reported in the report of the investigation committee established by the government that the government was weak in handling the problem effectively and decisively at the beginning. This is a serious lesson for the current government to learn. In conclusion, the large population of Bengali mob that has interloped on northern Rakhine State has been violently attacking, disturbing and affecting the lives, households and belongings, committing crimes against, and confiscating the farmlands of the weaker population of local ethnic Rakhine people, as well as burning ethnic Rakhine villages and forcefully
entering and residing in them. The Bengali are not looking at just Rakhine State, there have been infiltration in other areas, including all the regions along the coast. Therefore, today, the violent attacks (same word as “terrorist attacks”) of the Bengali are not just the issue of Rakhine State only but are disturbing and affecting the non-disintegration of the Union and sustainability of the sovereignty. In such a situation, now is the time for the government to bravely and conclusively decide along with the people, according to the wishes of the people, and to effectively carry out the plan with improved administration and security plans, in order to protect the safety of lives, households and properties of its citizens and to ensure the territorial sustainability. In addition, regarding the Rakhine issue and security, it is necessary to discuss with experienced people, receive advice, and cooperate continuously. When handling the Rakhine issue, instead of worrying about the international pressure and prioritising the human rights perspective, I would like to advise to act for the sustainability of the sovereignty of the Union and the safety of lives, households and properties of local ethnic Rakhine people. As for the Tatmadaw, regarding any issue that is going to affect and disturb ‘the Three Responsibilities of Tatmadaw’ and the issue of ethnic people, Tatmadaw is ready and prepared to deal with them, according to the Constitution. I hereby support the motion. Thank you everyone. [Applause]

313. The Mechanism has in its possession the official parliamentary record of this meeting, collected through open source.\textsuperscript{445} In the record, the meeting was noted to have taken place on Thursday 24 August 2017 at 10 am.

314. At the fifth regular meeting of second Pyithu Hluttaw (lower House), Daw Khin Saw Wai from Rathedaung Constituency submitted a motion to urge the Union Government to provide improved administration and security plans, and act as soon as possible in the northern Rakhine region, because “the extremist organizations of Bengali race that is continuing to commit crimes in Maungdaw, Buthidaung and Rathedaung in northern Rakhine State, are intruding on the national security, rule of law, territorial sustainability, and safety of lives and households.”\textsuperscript{446} 24 members of the parliament discussed this motion over two days, on 23 and 24 August 2017, after which the motion was passed unanimously. The record on 23 August 2017 lists the discussions by 12 members of the parliament,\textsuperscript{447} and the record on 24 August 2017 lists the discussions by the remaining 12 members of the parliament, including Major Aung Kyaw Hnin.\textsuperscript{448}

315. As explained above, from the official parliamentary records, the speaker was noted as a Tatmadaw member of the parliament, Major Aung Kyaw Hnin, which corresponds to the initials “AK Hnin”. The initials “AK Hnin” is present only in four of the eight duplicate posts. In total there were eight duplicate posts, across eight different Pages on the same day, 28

\textsuperscript{445} See the parliamentary record IMM00000005172.
\textsuperscript{446} See the parliamentary records IMM00000004255 and IMM00000005172.
\textsuperscript{447} See the parliamentary record IMM00000004255.
\textsuperscript{448} See the parliamentary record IMM0000005172.
August 2017, four days after the parliamentary discussion. Some were posted at the same time on different Pages or within minutes of each other, as set out in Table 41 below.

Table 25. Details of eight instances of the 28 August 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IIIMM0001091315</td>
<td>8/28/2017 3:26 AM</td>
<td>ပေါင်းဆောင်သောစိုက်ပျိုး (Dr. Demochatgyi) (116784942063195)</td>
<td>ပေါင်းဆောင်သောစိုက်ပျိုး (Dr. Demochatgyi) (116784942063195)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IIIMM0000917917</td>
<td>8/28/2017 3:31 AM</td>
<td>ကျွန်မမှန်း (100007828867816)</td>
<td>မိမိမှန်း (100007828867816)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>IIIMM0000541127</td>
<td>8/28/2017 4:40 AM</td>
<td>New Myanmar News (297712177033636)</td>
<td>New Myanmar News (297712177033636)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>IIIMM0000357879</td>
<td>8/28/2017 4:42 AM</td>
<td>Oppositeyes (262770877158690)</td>
<td>Oppositeyes (262770877158690)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>IIIMM0000752088</td>
<td>8/28/2017 6:20 AM</td>
<td>100013437465495</td>
<td>မြန်မာForward (525889830763129)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>IIIMM0000840767</td>
<td>8/28/2017 6:22 AM</td>
<td>100013437465495</td>
<td>ကြက်ကိုစိုက်သောစိုက်ပျိုး (&quot;Guiding Star&quot;) (470464142996468)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[449\] Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
Image 3. A still image of the video from 28 August 2017- 2

Caption 1

Caption 2

Caption 3
316. Translation of the Burmese text in Caption 1 reads:

“Let’s be united. Let’s cooperate. Let’s be together as one blood. The words of a Tatmadaw man. May you have strength.”

317. Translation of the Burmese text in Caption 2 reads:

“It has been so long since I wanted to hear such kind of encouraging words from those responsible in the government. One Tatmadaw man’s encouragement to the ethnic locals who are fleeing the terror acts of the terrorist Bengali Kalar.”

318. Translation of the Burmese text in Caption 3 reads:

“This here is the land of our ethnic “Taing-Yin-Thar”. If we are to leave here, those Bengali are going to be happy. Myanmar does not lack courage (we’re not afraid). In an emergency, even children would grab whatever weapon they could find. We [Tatmadaw] are always around in the surrounding region. Live happily. Run the generators. If we are happy, those Kalar will feel discouraged. We will also always be on guard. No problem if we don’t get any sleep. We haven’t slept in 3 days. We didn’t bring rucksacks. We didn’t bring anything to eat. Guns and ammos, we have them fully. We will do our best to completely destroy [them]. #We are #Myanmar #MyanmarArmy #Infantry soldier Video – Heroes who are protecting Rakhine State”

319. The video is eight minutes 43 seconds long. It shows a Myanmar military soldier in uniform addressing a group of people, presumably non-Rohingya ethnic people living in Rakhine State, sitting around the soldier.

320. Translation of the Burmese audio is as follows:

“Soldier: They [the Rohingya] are eating what we give them. They take what we give them. From the little bits and pieces that they got, they started from one little hut, then it became two little huts. Then it became a group of huts, then a village, then a town. Slowly, they are advancing and now they want the whole state. And they will even take over the whole country if they can. That’s why, these animals, who are not from our country, infiltrating into our country, wanting the region where our ethnic people are staying, and making all kinds of threats, such as ‘we will burn your houses’, ‘we will kill you’, etc. They are propagating these things. We don’t need to be afraid of that. Our country, our state, our town, our village need our protection. If we don’t protect and we run away, who will come in? These animals will come in. Here, the place where you, our brothers, sisters and uncles have lived for generations, with the houses that you’ve built with the little money you worked hard for, and the farms that you have tended to, they will take over these readily and they will easily live off of them. That is if we were to run away. Then they will come in here. So, our brothers and sisters, are you going to make way for them? Do you want to? Do you want to make way for them to come in?

Crowd all together: No.
Soldier: We need to have that kind of spirit. This is our country, our town, our village. So, we have no reason to leave and make way for them, ever. There is no reason for us to be afraid of them. What they are doing is that their population growth is large and increasing. With a big population, they want to take over our ethnic minority population. They threaten us. Yesterday, they made some noise and threatened us one way. They also made gunshot sounds and threatened us another way. They are doing these things. But we don’t need to be afraid of that. The more they do these things, the faster we [the soldiers] will try to get to them. As fast as possible, we will try to suppress them. For that, you have nothing to worry about. When we [the soldiers] leave this place, we are going over to the other village, Nga Pyaw Chaung [literally, Banana Creek] for a bit. After that, we will clear the villages where those animals live. What we mean by clearing is that we know where the ethnic villages are located. We have marked the places. In order for them not to overflow into the ethnic villages, there will be a group blocking [the Rohingya]. There will be another group doing the clearing. They [the soldiers] will be doing the clearing systematically. We will do our best not to let them overflow into this part. That’s why your villages will not be far away from us. We will be very close by the whole time. Our brother, sister, uncle and aunt, we will always be here for you. We will be moving around the area, clearing the villages of these animals. That’s why our people do not need to be afraid, no matter what state they [the Rohingya] are in. If we see them fleeing, we have to be happy. Let’s say we run away, when we run away, where would we go. We have to run away through their villages. When they see that, what would those animals say? How they would point at you and laugh. ‘Look at those Myanmar ethnic people. They dare not stay in their own houses. So, they run away. We scared them. Now we can go stay at their places. We can live off of what they have worked on.’ That’s what they have been waiting for. They are waiting for an easy way out like that. That’s why as our people, our ethnic, there is no need to move away from our village. There is no need to leave. Everyone in solidarity needs to think that if these animals can do it, we also must be able to do it. How many of them can there be? Is there 1000 or 10,000 of them? However many of them may come. If the people in this village, 200 or 300 men, women, children, elderly people, all together can protect the village from these animals, then this village has nothing to fear. All it needs is for everyone to be in solidarity. If someone were to say ‘I don’t dare stay here. I’m leaving’, starting from one person, fear can arise. Then the whole village will start to fear. Then we will lose. The most important thing is fear. Everyone has fear. I have fear. And these animals, the Kalar, also have fear. Brother and sister here also have fear. However, if the whole village, in solidarity, give encouragement and work together hand-in-hand, there is nothing to fear. There is no reason to not run the generator to turn on the lights because these animals are here. Turn on the generator. Live happily by yourselves. Watch TV if you want. Sing songs if you want. Play loudspeakers if you want. Live happily. If we are happy, they will be frustrated. If we are frustrated, they will be happy. That’s why we shouldn’t be
frustrated. Don’t breed fear. Because we are nearby, anytime, anywhere, please call us by phone. Yesterday, they said the Kalars were yelling at the Kyauk Sar Taing [name of a village] that they have surrounded the place. We were worried. We are staying over there, in Nyaung Chaung NaTaLa village. There are also ethnic people in Nyaung Chaung NaTaLa. Here also are our ethnic people. We are worried about the people there and we are worried about the people here. We didn’t leave their village and come here, not because we are not worried about them. It is more urgent here. People here are being surrounded. Ethnic people here feel low on morale. That’s why we came overnight. We met a group of animals [Rohingya]. They thought we were Police, so they tried to scare us. They made some noise, and they made some gunshot sounds to scare us. But because we could shoot back at them, they retreated with injuries and deaths. When we left the [Rohingya] village, we could not hear the sound of a pin dropping [meaning very quiet]. No dog was howling. No cat or dog was outside. That’s why I wanted to say that we are always here. Anytime is fine. It doesn’t matter if we don’t get any sleep. It doesn’t matter if we don’t get anything to eat. We don’t have rucksacks; we don’t have food supplies. No sleeping bags. We come with one piece of uniform for one body. We have guns. We have bullets. That’s what we came with. With ammunitions and the spirit to attack these animals, we have come here. We are not thinking about eating or sleeping. We haven’t slept for 3 days. Since this conflict started, we didn’t sleep. Continuously we were working with the group from the village. Yesterday we came here. Continuously we are moving around. It doesn’t matter if we didn’t get food or sleep. Even we are doing things, to this stage, people here also need to work together with us. In solidarity, with the spirit ‘we have to protect our land’. We cannot let go of our village. We cannot let the farms that we have worked hard on, go to waste. We don’t want the houses we have built to be burned in the fire. If you feel that way, stay in your village, and defend in solidarity. Don’t you need to defend?

Crowd: Yes.

Soldier: That’s right. With that kind of spirit, that courage, there is no need to fear any Kalar. There is no need to fear any English. There is no need to fear any American. There is no need to fear any foreigner from anywhere. Our race has lived on thrones and in palaces for generations. With blood and courage. From small children to old people, if you can carry a sword, then carry a sword, if you can carry a stick, then carry a stick. Carry whatever you can and bravely face these animals. We need courage. There is no saying that you have to be soft because you are a woman, or that you have to do it because you are a man. Everyone together…”

[video ends]”

321. Table 26 shows the details of four instances of this post found on the CIB Pages.
Table 26. Details of four instances of the 28 August 2017 post - 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IIIMM0000366475</td>
<td>8/28/2017 5:14 AM</td>
<td>True Man (1625967570980408)</td>
<td>True Man (1625967570980408)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IIIMM0000414151</td>
<td>8/28/2017 6:56 AM</td>
<td>MM Daily Star (1540803296219384)</td>
<td>MM Daily Star (1540803296219384)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IIIMM0000546480</td>
<td>8/28/2017 1:40 PM</td>
<td>ပြည်သူများ ရေးသားခြင်း (Bo Tha Htaung News) (237723043084383)</td>
<td>ပြည်သူများ ရေးသားခြင်း (Bo Tha Htaung News) (237723043084383)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IIIMM0000854159</td>
<td>8/28/2017 2:10 PM</td>
<td>Today Myanmar (503838583065718)</td>
<td>Today Myanmar (503838583065718)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

322. The first instance of the “Soldier rallying ethnic Rakhine” video, posted at 5:14 AM, is accompanied by Caption 1. The second instance, posted at 6:56 AM is followed by Caption 2. And the third and fourth instances, published at 1:40 PM and 2:10 PM, are with Caption 3.

323. All the authors who posted the “Soldier rallying ethnic Rakhine” video are the names of the Pages on which they appear, True Man (1625967570980408), MM Daily Star (1540803296219384), ပြည်သူများ ရေးသားခြင်း (Bo Tha Htaung News) (237723043084383) and Today Myanmar (503838583065718). According to Meta, when the editor is the Facebook Page itself, it means one of the administrators of that Page is publishing as the Page.451

324. As Page Name as the author means one of the Page administrators is posting as the Page, the account that posted this video on 28 August 2017 at 5:14 AM is one of the administrators of True Man (1625967570980408):

- H:\N:\M:\(100003310872816),
- L:\Y:\(100024294403653),
- M:\W:\(100026863844101),
- M:\M:\O:\(100004504148522),
- N:\L:\(100027668926164),
- O:\K:\(100006164342450),
- S:\M:\(100010993982600), and

450 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
451 Ibid. See especially, “When you create a Page, you automatically become the Page's admin, which means you can … publish as the Page.”
325. Similarly, the account that posted the video at 6:56 AM on the same day is one of the administrators of MM Daily Star (1540803296219384):

- A Nhà (10000683028346),
- H Nhà (100003310872816),
- K Th (100027384366811),
- K Z (100005894015247),
- M M (100026863844101),
- M M (100002042350279),
- N L (100027668926164),
- N M (100003033530972),
- O K (100006164342450),
- S H A (10000876074468), and
- (100022230666329).

326. The account that posted this video on 28 August 2017 at 1:40 PM as the Page (Bo Tha Htaung News) (237723043084383) is one of its six administrators, namely:

- H N (100003310872816),
- M M (100002042350279),
- M L (100024388628280),
- N A (100000206858040),
- O K (100006164342450), and
- T Z (100014036466258).

327. Similarly, the next account that posted this video half an hour later, at 2:10 PM on the same day, is one of eight administrators of Today Myanmar (503838583065718):

- K P S (100027535264665),
- K Z (100005894015247),
- K Z (100007828867816),
- M M (100002042350279),
- N A (100000206858040),
All four Pages are part of the Military Network on Facebook.\textsuperscript{452}

Near the end of Caption 3,\textsuperscript{453} there is reference to #ဖျင်တွင်ခြင်း Video (#Infantry soldier Video). The Mechanism has come across this video on the “ဖျင်တွင်ခြင်း” (“Infantry soldier”) Facebook Page, which has since been removed by Meta, after the Mechanism notified the company of the presence of this video in September 2020. This removal was independent from the “takedowns” Meta did in August 2018. The Mechanism also requested content from this Facebook Page from Meta. The record provided by Meta shows that this video was posted on ဖျင်တွင်ခြင်း (Infantry soldier) (1705219086356570) Page on 28 August 2017 at 2:27 AM, about three hours before it was published on the Pages that form part of the Military Network on Facebook.

\textsuperscript{452} For the explanation on how the Page True Man (1625967570980408) is part of the Military Network, see entry no. 26 on Annex 8.4; for the Page MM Daily Star (1540803296219384), see entry no. 18 on Annex 8.4; for Bo Tha Htauang News (237723043084383), see entry no. 21 on Annex 8.4; and for Today Myanmar (503835853065718), see entry no. 19 on Annex 8.4.

\textsuperscript{453} Supra para. 318.
330. Translation of the caption in Burmese reads:

“For the military, there is no such thing that is impossible >>>>>>>>>>> No longer want to counter the claims of shifty brains that just want to complain and ask why, even after the military has brought the big Divisions, it still could not fight the ‘Dog Kalar’ who only have slingshots and swords/knives. In the history of the Tatmadaw, there has not been a battle it cannot fight, nor a camp it cannot take. First think about the fact that this is not a simple battle against uniformed armed group in a private battlefield, where [the military] can fight men to men. First, [the military] still needs to transport its own people [referring to the civilians] to safety. When [the civilians] are trapped, [the military] needs to burst them out from the ‘Kalar’ that had surrounded its own people and save its own people first. That's what [the military] has been doing as a priority right now. One needs to understand like a human that the military cannot enter and clear a village before anything happens. First [the military] needs to operate in a way that would make everything clean regarding human rights and international pressure. If the military were to make a mistake, the current government will not protect the Tatmadaw. The government will not take responsibility. Tatmadaw will have already known that those [in the government] have a ping bad habit of shifting responsibility [onto the military], pressuring and defaming the military. That's why everything is being carried out according to the procedures that need to be followed. Because this is not a military rule that the first layer of defense is only the Police. Don't bark like a dog that there is an incident here and there is an incident there. If you eat rice, think like a human, and consider the area of the region and the vast area of responsibility for the military. Tatmadaw is currently carrying out the duty of clearing to check whether there are enemy's stronghold bases in the Mayu Mountain range. There is not one villager. If the military were to face the 'dog Kalar' terrorists one-on-one, I would just like to say I
feel sorry for the ‘dog Kalar’. How will the military shoot the ‘Kalar’ who are entering and leaving the villages and treating these villages as bases? Nothing can be done because they are building a human shield with the Kalar puppies [new-born ‘dog Kalar’] and Kalar bitches [‘dog Kalar-ma’]. How long after the incident that the group was declared a terrorist group? With every hour of delay, there are sacrifices worth each hour. Since the time when the Mro ethnics were killed, Tatmadaw has gotten everything ready. It is obvious as if an elephant is passing on a field, who caused the ‘Delay’. [Referring to the NLD government.] Don’t try to cover up the truth. Because of the cover-up attempt, the sacrificed ones were the innocent civilians and personnel. I will repeat it. With blood, [the military] was able to fight even those bases that were said to never fall. There is no reason Tatmadaw cannot fight these ‘dog Kalars’. As if oil is looking for a hole [meaning nitpicking], you write that the military is not good, the military is useless. But every time you re-read the passages you write, you will realise how real fucking useless you are and will feel embarrassed yourselves. (That is if you have sense enough to feel fucking embarrassment.) I will say it bluntly. Whatever Tatmadaw has done so far is all within the legal framework. Who are the sons and daughters of bitches, history’s black ink spots [meaning going down in history as the culprits], wimps living in a bullet-free place, causing more innocent civilian deaths because of their fearful blood? Time will answer. As long as all its civilians can gather safely at a safe location, the military will continue to do its work. Sons of bitches who look down on [the military], go grab whatever weapon you can get and fight the military from the side of the ‘Kalar’. But first, my man, don’t forget to ‘pray to Buddha’ [literally, deferring to the teachings of Buddha to expel fearful feelings]. You might learn before you die that the military is a demon that comes out first. Crd; Disrobed novice monk ‘nga pi chat’ [literally fish paste].”

Three instances of this post were identified across two different CIB Pages, on 30 August 2017. Below Table 27 shows the three instances and their details.

Table 27. Details of three instances of the 30 August 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11MM0000583422</td>
<td>8/30/2017 3:54 PM</td>
<td>100011908274226</td>
<td>(Pyi Myanmar) (544353522262317)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11MM0000583422</td>
<td>8/30/2017 3:54 PM</td>
<td>100011908274226</td>
<td>(Pyi Myanmar) (544353522262317)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11MM0000485164</td>
<td>8/30/2017 3:59 PM</td>
<td>100007477140118</td>
<td>Unofficial:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

554 See paras 34 and 35 for more on the incident of the alleged killing of the Mro ethnic group.

555 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
332. On 30 August 2017 at 3:54 PM, the account with ID 100011908274226 published this post on the Pyi Myanmar Page. This account is seen as a frequent editor of the Pyi Myanmar Page, having published six out of 29 examples of hate speech presented in this Annex 2 of the Analytical Note, all on the Pyi Myanmar Page.\textsuperscript{556}

333. Four minutes later, at 3:59 PM, the account U င်ွ်ထွာဟ် (100007477140118) published the same content on another CIB Page, Unofficial: ဘာဥာရိပ်စိုး (Unofficial: “The Mirror Newspaper”) (612462675461875). U င်ွ်ထွာဟ် (100007477140118), entry no. 46 on Annex 8.1., is also an editor of the HR designation takedown Pages, having published 322 items across six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018.

\textsuperscript{556} See entries no. 2 on Table 21, no. 1 and no. 2 on Table 27, no. 1 on Table 28, no. 2 on Table 31, no. 4 on Table 36, no. 7 on Table 45.
12) “To imitate how China suppresses terror”: Post of 31 August 2017
334. Translation of the Burmese text reads as follows:

“We should imitate the way China suppresses terror
A ************ About 100 million Muslims live in the
northwest Chinese province of Xinjiang. Around 2013, there began Muslim problem:
about 100 Muslims desire to secede. They tested the will of the Chinese government
by staging anti-government protests in the markets, carrying out explosions and knife
attacks at the train stations. About 30 Han Chinese died at a station after being
whacked by daggers. Others died in other places in the explosions. Reports say these
attacks were carried out by extremist Muslims wanting to secede. Fighter jets, tanks
and divisions were immediately deployed. Those engaged in terrorism, and explosive
attacks were shot dead or given death sentences at once. The government did not
stop there. Immediately, they enacted a new law exclusively for Muslims in Xinjiang
province. Women were not allowed to wear hijabs in public places. Men were not
allowed long beards. Educating children only religious literature was forbidden and
they were required to attend the government schools. Wedding ceremonies in accord
with religious customs were forbidden. Due to the explosion of the population, new
laws concerning contraception were enacted. The religious documents and literature
were destroyed or confiscated. Designating Friday as a public holiday to allow the
visit to mosques was immediately halted, and the businesses no longer closed on
Friday. Media and human rights activists, the western group were enraged. They
accused it was an attack on human rights and the freedom of faith or belief. The
government is prohibiting terrorist acts. They made clear that more draconian
measures would follow. It is impossible for two cultures to coexist in a society. That
means, it is said, the government is facilitating harmony. Religion means peace. The
government responded to the attacking media from abroad that engaging in religious
terrorist acts necessitated the government to control the religion. No one dared
commit terror acts later on. The government was able to gain control over
secessionists and those desiring to terrorism. The Myanmar government should learn
from this. The Chinese government took the long-term view and immediately
determined whether two societies can be in social harmony. The western gate
problem we are currently facing is fundamentally due to the short-sightedness of
successive governments which are only interested in their tenure. Only being
decisive in the long-term will ensure a good future for future generations. - - - Credit
Httt Myat Phto edit: Sitt Thway”

335. Five instances of the “To imitate how China suppresses terror” post were identified
across five CIB Pages on 31 August 2017. The below table shows the details.
Table 28. Details of five instances of the 31 August 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IIIM0000583382</td>
<td>08/31/2017 3:47 AM</td>
<td>(100011908274226)</td>
<td>(Pyi Myanmar) (544353522262317)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IIIM0000517776</td>
<td>08/31/2017 3:50 AM</td>
<td>(100014270658563)</td>
<td>(Innwa Media) (238322139706611)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IIIM0000941623</td>
<td>08/31/2017 7:09 AM</td>
<td>(100013672264603)</td>
<td>We Are Myanmar (1672193766337112)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IIIM0000359242</td>
<td>08/31/2017 7:09 AM</td>
<td>(100013672264603)</td>
<td>Oppositeyes (262770877158690)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>IIIM0000417272</td>
<td>08/31/2017 8:00 AM</td>
<td>(100009359462708)</td>
<td>MM Daily Star (1540803296219384)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On 31 August 2017 at 3:47 AM, the account with ID 100011908274226 published this post on the CIB Page, Pyi Myanmar (544353522262317). Three minutes later, at 3:50 AM, the account M:\[email]::k\[email]:: (100014270658563) published the same content on another CIB Page, Innwa Media (238322139706611). M:\[email]::k\[email]:: is an editor account that published 53,663 items across six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 and 28 August 2018.\(^{458}\)

Three hours later, at 7:09 AM, M:\[email]:: (100013672264603) published this content simultaneously on two CIB Pages, We Are Myanmar (1672193766337112) and Oppositeyes (262770877158690). M:\[email]:: (100013672264603) is not only an editor on the HR designation takedown Pages,\(^{459}\) but also has an email address tied to the DSIDT as explained in paragraph 121 of the Analytical Report. Additionally, the Analytical Report also explains how metadata details show that M:\[email]:: logged into Facebook from 13 different IP addresses, and these same IP addresses that M:\[email]:: used were also utilised to log in to 33 other Facebook accounts, all of which have been assessed by the Mechanism as being part of the Military Network.

One hour after M:\[email]:: (100013672264603), at 8:00 AM, the account with ID 100009359462708 published the same content on a different CIB Page, namely MM Daily Star (1540803296219384).

\(^{457}\) Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.

\(^{458}\) See entry no. 28 on Annex 8.1.

\(^{459}\) M:\[email]:: (100013672264603) published 132 items on the six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018. See entry no. 56 on Annex 8.1.
339. Translation of the Burmese text reads as follows:

“During U Ne Win’s era, the Kalars were kicked out by military operations. What fucking bleating did Bangladesh dare make? We were unfazed during U Than Shwe’s era. No Kalar dared make a bleating nor Bangladesh dared say anything. Under U Thein Sein, we remonstrated to the international community that their continued usage of the term Rohingya would prompt us to call off the meetings. Only under your super bogus [Translator’s note: literal meaning for the translation ‘super bogus’ is ‘ginger’. ‘Fake’ is another possible translation.], whom the world is said to respect, we are facing an ultimatum from Bangladesh and the Kalar are getting emboldened. It must be that what the red gits are worshipping is a super Bangla-bogus.”

340. Two instances of the “Kalar are getting emboldened” post – one status update and one photograph with a corresponding caption – were identified on the Page မြန်မာ နေ့စာ (“Standard Time News”) (1653248821582840), both posted by the author, မြန်မာ နေ့စာ (100001637836196).

Table 29. Details of two instances of the 1 September 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IIIM0001017514</td>
<td>09/01/2017 9:19 PM</td>
<td>Mိမာ နေ့စာ</td>
<td>(“Standard Time News”) (1653248821582840)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IIIM0001041396</td>
<td>09/01/2017 9:19 PM</td>
<td>Mိမာ နေ့စာ</td>
<td>(“Standard Time News”) (1653248821582840)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

460 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
341. This post cited treatment of the Rohingya, referred to by the derogatory word “Kalar”, under successive military rules prior to the NLD government, and seem to use this to attack the NLD government for its alleged catering to Bangladesh or the Rohingya.

342. “Standard Time News” is a CIB Page, whose connection to the Military Network is summarised in entry no. 30 on Annex 8.4. Further, the user’s connection to three other accounts that managed the CIB Pages is explained in paragraph 125 of the Analytical Report.
11.9.2017 အိမ်ကောင်းချိန် ချည်ပါတော့ Chit Ko Ko


344. The post is accompanied by a screenshot message, which reads: “Received news that on 11th day of 9th month (11 September), Muslims will hold a protest in Myanmar nationwide. So that [you] can be careful.”

Table 30. Details of three instances of the 1 September 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created¹⁶¹</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>HIMM0000219643</td>
<td>09/01/2017 14:36</td>
<td>Phay Sit Gyi</td>
<td>(1620931448152789)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>HIMM0000583154</td>
<td>09/01/2017 14:36</td>
<td>Phay Sit Gyi</td>
<td>(1620931448152789)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>HIMM0000941599</td>
<td>09/01/2017 14:36</td>
<td>Phay Sit Gyi</td>
<td>(1620931448152789)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

345. This example is part of a series of posts and messages circulated on Facebook from 1 September 2017 to 11 September 2017, spreading misinformation to the Myanmar Buddhist community that on 11 September, or the anniversary of the 9/11 terrorist attacks in the United States, that the Muslims were planning to attack the Buddhist nationwide, so the Buddhist community must remain vigilant. Similar messages circulated among the Muslims stating that the Buddhists were about to attack the Muslims.

¹⁶¹ Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
346. A group of Myanmar CSO escalated this chain of messages to Facebook. Meta’s CEO, Mark Zuckerberg, stated in an interview on 2 April 2018 with Vox.com that this is a clear example of “people trying to use our tools in order to incite real harm.”\footnote{See 11MM0027995583 Ezra Klein, “Mark Zuckerberg on Facebook’s hardest year, and what comes next”, \textit{Vox Media}, 2 April 2018, also available at https://www.vox.com/2018/4/2/17185052/mark-zuckerberg-facebook-interview-fake-news-bots-cambridge.}

347. In a follow-up open letter to Mark Zuckerberg on 5 April 2018, Myanmar CSOs wrote that “far from being stopped, [the messages] spread in an unprecedented way, reaching country-wide and causing widespread fear and at least three violent incidents in the process.”\footnote{See https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/05/technology/zuckerberg-facebook-myanmar.html; The open letter is available at 11MM0027993043, also available online at https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rs02G96Y9w5dpX0Vf1LjWp6B9mp32VY/-/view. See also.}

348. Three instances of the same content were identified across three different Pages, all published on the same day, 1 September 2017, at the exact same minute by the same author. One of the Pages, 1620931448152789 – Phay Sit Gyi, a HR designation takedown Page.
Translation of the Burmese caption reads:

“Forwarning: Myanmar citizens ladies and gentlemen, watch the Islamic mosques within and outside your own townships full-time, in a timely manner, with nationalist, love of race, religion and patriotic feelings. If there is something special (out of the ordinary), contact the nearest Tatmadaw and Police stations in a timely manner. There can be coordinated terrorist acts from (Myanmar-Bangladesh) border line to mosques within the country. To protect our country, the duty is fully upon us. In order for you to know that we are sharing the “dance”. #news source

The post is accompanied by a photograph with the bolded text “Important News. Please Share.”

Table 31. Details of three instances of the 1 September 2017 post – 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created 64</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IMM0000390679</td>
<td>8/30/2017 3:48 PM</td>
<td>A C (100011371815262)</td>
<td>(Myanmar News) (1417082761877588)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

64 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
351. This example is also another in a series of posts and messages circulated on Facebook from 1-11 September 2017, spreading misinformation that on 11 September (9/11) the Muslims were about to attack the Buddhist nationwide and to be vigilant, while similar messages circulated among the Muslims stating that the Buddhists were about to attack.

352. The first poster, user ID 100011371815262 belongs to the user named A[C] (no. 30 in Annex 8.1., an editor account that published 16,237 items across six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018. This user also published three duplicates of the 22 August 2017 post on the Pages, Yangon Media (560439514014305), [560439514014305] (Myanmar News) (141708276187588) and Shwe Myanmar Media (452793661418174) simultaneously on 28 August 2017, as explained in the above example.

353. The second user to post this content with ID 100011908274226 also posted two duplicates of the “Dog Kalar” post of 30 August 2017 on the [544353522262317] (Pyi Myanmar) (544353522262317) Page at the same minute on 30 August 2017, as explained in the example, ““Dog Kalar”: Post of 30 August 2017”.

354. The third user to post this content, U [10007477140118], entry no. 46 on Annex 8.1., is also an editor of the HR designation takedown Pages, having published 322 items across six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018.
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355. Translation of the Burmese caption reads: “Twitter users, wishing you could protect your own country.” The Burmese text in cartoon no. 7 translates to “This is not a beast that will be satisfied with just one bite. Suppress it before it swallows me whole!”

356. As shown above, the post is accompanied by seven images of cartoons, four of which were present in another example, which included a longer text and posted on the same day.

357. This post seemed to urge its readers to spread the message via Twitter “to protect your own country.” The call to action to share on Twitter shows an aspiration of the coordinated campaign to have a wider cross-platform reach beyond Facebook. In the other examples found by the Mechanism, there were calls to action to spread the message via the Facebook messenger.

358. Only one instance of this content was identified by the Mechanism. Below table shows the details.

359. Entries no. 1 on Table 32 and no. 1 on Table 33 show that **M S A** (100017663299092) published both posts on the CIB Page, **ကြည့်** (Ka Naung) (494239560750883). This shows that the user **M S A** (100017663299092) posted seven images of cartoons on the Ka Naung Page at 2:51 PM on 6 September 2017, and later posted a long text with four of the same cartoon images on the same Page, two hours later at 4:19 PM.

**Table 32. Details of the 6 September 2017 post – 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>HMM0001099649</td>
<td>09/06/2017 2:51 PM</td>
<td><strong>M S A</strong> (100017663299092)</td>
<td><strong>ကြည့်</strong> (Ka Naung) (494239560750883)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*See 9/11 Myanmar and Cartoons: Post of 6 September 2017 – 2

Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.*
17) 9/11 Myanmar and Cartoons: Post of 6 September 2017 – 2
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360. Translation of the Burmese text reads as follows:

“How have you prepared to face Jihad? I have received an exact report. It is the simplest strategy that no one has thought of. The Muslims have systematically planned it. They are currently practicing it. Ethnic Rakhine brothers will know best whether this is true or not. The Muslims in Myanmar know in advance that if there is a riot between Myanmar ethnic people and Muslims, they [Muslims in Myanmar] will suffer. That is why they have systematically laid down this tactical plan. It has been systematically established by the leadership of the Mawlawis [or
Moulvi/Maulvi is a Muslim scholar possesses a certain level of qualification] themselves. Mawlwis themselves have selected the elites [the best or the chosen ones] from among the Muslims in Myanmar and have formed ‘suicide’ groups. If something were to happen, there is a list of Muslims who are to die first. There is such a list in every ward, region and township. The second is the list of Muslims whose job is to store fuel for burning and destruction. This list is also selected by them [Mawlwis]. Now, strategically, this second group is formed exclusively with the Muslims who have already taken a foothold among the Myanmar ethnic people. The Muslims who have sporadically seeped into the wards and townships of Myanmar ethnic people are exclusively selected for this task. Their strategy is (1) If there is a riot between the Myanmar ethnic people and the Muslims, the suicide group of Muslims who have been hand-picked by the Mawlawi teachers are to come forward first and grab sticks and swords to face [the riot]. (2) During that time, the Muslims who remain behind in their own homes, wards and townships are to use the planned fuel to either (a) burn the houses of the Myanmar ethnic people, or (b) burn their own homes, owned by the Muslims. (3) When this happens, will the Myanmar ethnic people fight the first group of suicide Muslims or will they [Myanmar ethnic] try to put out the fire started by the second group of Muslims? (4) If we are to fight the first group of suicide Muslims, everything will turn to ashes. If we are to put out the fire started by the second group of Muslims, we will face the suicide Muslims’ attack/killings to their hearts’ content. This is the exact report of the Muslims’ systematic strategy. Therefore, all the ethnic Myanmar people need to respond systematically. No matter whatever happens, prepare to respond calmly and systematically. Watch the Muslim houses that have seeped into your ward and township. Do not forget that among those Muslims, there are the groups that the Mawlwis have formed (for the purpose of burning the houses). Therefore, Myanmar ethnic people, (1). no matter what arises, do not go out on the street in a hurry. If you do go out, do not focus on just one thing and let the back (your house, your ward/neighborhood) be unattended. If possible, just like the Muslims, make a list of people who are to attack and people who are to defend homes and community. (2). be especially careful and observe the Muslims entering and existing the mosques, as well as your own community, in the list of overnight guests, and the trade goods of Muslims coming and going (especially for special items such as gasoline, diesel, acid, etc.) (3). Educated elites are to lead the ethnic people from your own community and township to systematically defend, respond, and face the enemy’s attack, by teaching martial arts and explaining strategic concepts. During the Jihad attack of Muslims in Indonesia and Bangladesh, as soon as the signal sound [literally: knocking of the nail] came from the mosques, all the Muslims came out with swords/knives drawn from their houses at the same time. They forcefully entered the houses of the Buddhist people, and acted as if they were possessed by demons – old people killed other old people, women killed other women, children killed children. The Buddhist people who did not keep a sharp blade at home even for chopping
onions suffered under the brilliant pre-planning of the Muslims. Hundreds of thousands of Buddhist necks were slain by Muslims’ blades. Now, Myanmar, which is a Buddhist country, in order to prevent the same scenario that happened in Indonesia and Bangladesh, I want you to sharpen even the knives at home that you do not use. This is an exact news received. This is also the strategy used by the Muslims everywhere. The ethnic Rakhine people who have faced the Jihad will know best. Credit...Thai Baan Myanmar people, please share this with your own people via messenger.”

361. The is accompanied by four images of cartoons, shown above.

362. The post also called out the readers to share with other Myanmar ethnics via Facebook messenger. Please see the translation in paragraph 360 for details. This is also part of a series of posts and messages circulated on Facebook from 1 September 2017 to 11 September 2017, spreading misinformation that on 11 September (9/11) there would be attacks from Muslims to Buddhists and vice-versa. (See paragraphs 345-347)

363. From July to December 2017, there were two instances of this post across two different CIB Pages on the same day, 6 September 2017, posted within the same hour.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IIIM0001099644</td>
<td>09/06/2017 4:19 PM</td>
<td>Mင်းကြက်ကလေး (Ka Naung) (100017663299092)</td>
<td>Shwe Myanmar Media (452793661418174)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IIIM0000917146</td>
<td>09/06/2017 4:42 PM</td>
<td>Kင်းလဲခင်း (1000078288678816)</td>
<td>(494239560750883)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

364. Then the next day, on 7 September 2017, two posts quoting an article from the 7Day News reported on a meeting on the situation in Rakhine State held at the Myanmar President’s house. Near the end, there was a reference to the 9/11 Myanmar post of 6 September 2017, entitled “What have you done to prepare for Jihad?”. The two posts quoting the 7Day News stated that the “What have you done to prepare for Jihad?” post had been circulating among Facebook users via messenger in Myanmar and that it was intended to incite hatred and violence between Buddhist and Muslim groups, and therefore, the President has urged the citizens to be on high alert and to not regard the content of the messages as factual. The two posts that warned of the “hate speech posts” were identified on the Pages Myawady Daily and Mandalay Express, as shown below.

\[\text{See IIIM000183994 and IIIM000083111.}\]
Table 34. Details of two instances of 7 September 2017 post, warning against hate speech in the 6 September 2017 posts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created(^{658})</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IIIM0000183994</td>
<td>09/07/2017 2:37 AM</td>
<td>100014738044435</td>
<td>Myawady Daily (301875129924077)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IIIM0000884111</td>
<td>09/07/2017 2:37 AM</td>
<td>100014738044435</td>
<td>Mandalay Express (610013255716125)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{658}\) Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
365. Translation of the Burmese text reads as follows:

“This is what Kalars torching their own houses looks like ....... Maungdaw, Ward No. (4) Those who do not believe that the duplicitous Bengalis would torch their own houses so as to cause a riot, just look at this. Then they would shed crocodile tears, pull the wools over the eyes of the world, and pretend as if it were Rakhines or the military who came to torch their houses. Rakhine of Maungdaw, you’d better be vigilant lest the fire spread to Rakhine wards and caught fire. Looks like this is a ploy to set fire the Rakhine wards next to them causing them fear for their lives in Maungdaw and driving them away. Pls do not drop your guards! They have swords in the hands. Many thanks to those trying to obtain this photo by attempting with the CCTV or risking his life to get a good snap from a hidden place. Photo >> Than Maung Oo”
366. Post is accompanied by five images showing men and women who are alleged to be Rohingya, burning houses while waving around machetes.

367. The BBC and Associated Press wrote about the women and men featured in the photos. The same photos were also reportedly distributed to the journalists traveling to the area during that time. Of the woman in the photo, the BBC reported that “women wearing what appeared to be lacy tablecloths on their heads melodramatically waved swords and machetes. Later I found that one of the women was in fact the animated Hindu woman from the school, and I saw that one of the men had also been present in among the displaced Hindu. They had faked the photos to make it look as though Muslims were doing the burning.”

368. The Associated Press went further and interviewed the woman featured in the photos, reporting that:

“[T]he woman – a mother of six who goes by the single name of Hazuli – said before reporters viewed the video of the fire that her family had been attacked by Rohingya. She referred to them using a derogatory word for Muslim that is commonly used in Myanmar. “When we were about to have our meal, the Kalaras entered our village and started burning our houses. They were holding machetes and spears and started shouting, ‘We will shower with the Hindu’s blood.’ So we ran away from our houses,” she said. “If there are Muslims, the problems will never end, but if Kalaras are not here anymore, it will be more peaceful.”

369. 11 instances of this post were identified across 11 different CIB Pages, seen to have been posted on 6 and 7 September 2017.

Table 35. Details of 11 instances of the 6 September 2017 post - 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11MM0000369126</td>
<td>09/06/2017 13:05</td>
<td>M[redacted] (100004504148522)</td>
<td>True Man (1625967570980408)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11MM0000917162</td>
<td>09/06/2017 14:03</td>
<td>K[redacted] (100007828867816)</td>
<td>Shwe Myanmar Media (452793661418174)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11MM0000219569</td>
<td>09/06/2017 14:11</td>
<td>S[redacted] (100000876074468)</td>
<td>Phay Sit Gyi (1620931448152789)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11MM0000914567</td>
<td>09/06/2017 14:12</td>
<td>S[redacted] (100000876074468)</td>
<td>We Are Myanmar (1672193766337112)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>11MM0000582819</td>
<td>09/06/2017 14:12</td>
<td>S[redacted] (100000876074468)</td>
<td><a href="#">Pyi Myanmar</a> (54435322262317)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>11MM0000751642</td>
<td>09/06/2017</td>
<td>100013437645945</td>
<td>Myanmar Forward</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


471 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>HIMM0000840404</td>
<td>09/06/2017 14:31</td>
<td>100013437465495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ကျောင်းသား (“Guiding Star”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(470464142996468)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>HIMM0000661573</td>
<td>09/06/2017 15:02</td>
<td>အိမ်ထား (Ngway Thar Yee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(276648355848687)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>HIMM0000550745</td>
<td>09/06/2017 15:02</td>
<td>ပြည်ထောင်စု သမိုင်းယုံကြည် (Bo Tha Htaung News)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(237723043084383)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>HIMM0000859620</td>
<td>09/06/2017 15:02</td>
<td>အမျိုးသမီး (Today Myanmar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(503838583065718)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>HIMM0000681624</td>
<td>09/07/2017 07:29</td>
<td>အမျိုးသမီး (Yangon Express)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1421681248057886)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"Not Genocide": Post of 6 September 2017
Translation of the Burmese text reads as follows:

“1. Terrorist attack [Translator’s note: same word as ‘violence’] took place. Villages from the region are [participating] in the terrorist attack [or violence]. Small security outposts were being attacked. Last year, they even seize the HQ and took weapons. No one can deny the situation. 2. Terror attack [or violence] affects not only the security forces, but the local ethnic “Taing-Yin-Thar” [ethnic people] also. There were villages that stopped and attacked the fleeing Daingnet [name of an ethnic group] on the way, and those who went into the Hindu villages to kill - these incidents are obvious. 3. [The violence] not only affected remote villages, but villages and wards near Maungdaw [town] are also affected by the terrorist attack. Those who attempted to seek shelter in the district law office were killed. There is much evidence of such incidents as the planting of mines on the road at the entrance of the town, and the bombing of security convoy. If I have to say it all, the ‘nga-ti’ [informal and somewhat impolite word for a man] who attempted to plant a mine at the MPT tower ran into the village at the back of Ward No. 5 in Maungdaw town when the security forces chased him down. 4. What [I] mean is that most of Bengali villages are deeply involved in the acts of terrorism. In such cases, is it possible for the security forces to not enter and clear these villages? When they do [enter the villages and] clear, is it possible for the villages [and the villagers] to not flee? They fled for their lives. Since they had to run, do you think they would just leave their houses as-is? They set fire [to the houses] at the same time. Because of the fire, the security forces could not enter the villages and could only do clearing around the village. 5. The most important question is this: when these villagers, who were involved in the violence and who later ran away, spoke to the international organisations, do you think they will say that they fled because they planted IED [sic] on the roads outside their villages and as a result the troops entered to sort them out? Do you think they will say that they burned down the villages so that any evidence of violence was erased once and for all? Of course, they will not. They’ll say genocide blah blah blah. ------
6. International organisations must be invited to see. What must we show them? That this is not genocide. We don’t have to show too many. Just show them the Bengali villages around Maungdaw. Just ask them then if it is genocide, why are these scumbags here? That’s it. It is not genocide. Not all villages were cleared. Only the villages of which the intelligence is obtained were cleared. There are multitudes of villages which were not cleared, which were left alone in peace and quiet. 7. If the international accept that this is not genocide, we are done here. The rest is the internal affairs of our own country. We’ll do what we please. Don’t interfere with who should be granted citizenship. If our law says so and so should be granted, he’ll be granted accordingly. Otherwise, he’ll not. If the villages need to be moved, they shall be moved. What is the problem with moving the villages of those who entered stealthily? They were moved in accordance with the law. If you are not happy, take them [the Rohingyas] to your country. 8. Inspection must be carried out in accordance with the 82 Act. [referring to the 1982 citizenship law.] Those who do not let the inspection, send them to Camp [sic]. Those who do let themselves inspected and were found to have entered stealthily, okay, they would be sent to the Camp [sic] which would receive government aid and international aid. Those who are eligible to gain citizenship, okay, they’ll be granted citizenship. That’s the gist of it. 9. The current government is not a military junta, nor a coup d’état government, but an elected government. It has a much stronger legitimacy than the military government or U Thein Sein’s government. Whatever needs to be said or done must be said and done with boldness. In this matter, almost all people have the same voice and sentiment. There is no reason to be indecisive, to fall silent to respond. Ye Moe’

371. The “Not Genocide” post is accompanied by a photograph of what looks to be a police station or outpost. Visible part of the sign says, “Entry Exit Station Maungdaw Town”. Presumably, it is one of the places allegedly attacked by ARSA.

372. Four instances of the “Not Genocide” post and photograph were identified across three different Pages, seen to have been published on 6-7 September 2017.

Table 36. Details of four instances of the 6 September 2017 post - 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>II-MM0000356211</td>
<td>09/06/2017 2:53 AM</td>
<td>M[obscured] (100013672264603)</td>
<td>Oppositeyes (262770877158690)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>II-MM0000359184</td>
<td>09/06/2017 2:53 AM</td>
<td>M[obscured] (100013672264603)</td>
<td>Oppositeyes (262770877158690)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>II-MM0000184037</td>
<td>09/06/2017 9:38 AM</td>
<td>[obscured] (&quot;E&quot;) 100014738044435</td>
<td>Myawady Daily (301875129924077)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

472 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
373. Two instances of this post were published simultaneously on 6 September 2017 at 2:53 AM on the CIB Page, Oppositeyes (262770877158690). The author who published these two instances is Mr. W (100013672264603), who is not only an editor on the HR designation takedown Pages, 473 but also has an email address tied to the DSIDT as explained in paragraph 121 of the Analytical Report.

374. A few hours later, at 9:38 AM, another instance of this same content was published on a HR designation takedown Page, Myawady Daily (301875129924077) by the account 100014738044435. This shows coordination across a HR designation takedown Page and CIB Pages, with both groups of Pages posting content that denies that genocide against the Rohingya was taking place.

375. Then the next day at 1:58 AM, the account with ID 100011908274226 published the same content on the Pyi Myanmar Page. This account is seen as a frequent editor of the Pyi Myanmar Page, having published six out of 29 examples of hate speech in Annex 2 of this Analytical Note, all on the Pyi Myanmar Page. 474

473 Mr. W (100013672264603) published 132 items across six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018. See entry no. 56 on Annex 8.1.
474 See entries no. 2 on Table 21, no. 1 and no. 2 on Table 27, no. 1 on Table 28, no. 2 on Table 31, no. 4 on Table 36, no. 7 on Table 45.
“Cyber war”: Post of 7 September 2017
Translation of the Burmese text reads as follows:

“Simultaneous International Pressure ****************** There is never such a thing as coincidence in politics; There are only contrivances which make events appear coincidental. As Nobel laureates such as Yunus from India and Malala organized the world’s Nobel laureates to condemn against violent killing of the Bengali, Malaysia, Indonesia, and Turkey began to pressure; Indonesian Foreign Minister came galloping to mee the Commander in Chief of Defense Services, and Turkey and Iran indicated that they would wage war with Myanmar. Britain, while pocketing 10,000 acres of Myanmar’s lumber, took the initiative at the United Nations Security Council to discuss the Myanmar issue. But China’s objection means it did not materialise. The Myanmar Embassy in Indonesia was attacked. Also in Russia, though Muslims gathered in front of the Myanmar Embassy to protest, their attempts to make things worse were kept at bay by heavy security presence. An embassy of a country is its representative. The country where it is located must provide full security. The attack on the Myanmar Embassy in Indonesia can be understood as an insult to the country. At the same time, hackers from Turkey attacked important government websites in Myanmar resulting in the malfunction of 22 Myanmar websites. The next day others including the Central Bank experienced a slight malfunction. As Myanmar hackers also attacked Turkey’s important websites, they managed to attack more than 2000 sites in 3 days. The young hackers, guided by their patriotism and conscience, took it upon themselves at their own expense. They should be helped and protected by the state or organizations of considerable strength. As Myanmar is bound to encounter storms and waves in future, Cyber War [sic] is one inevitable war. I don’t want you to ponder lightly.”

Three instances of this post were identified on two CIB Pages, Shwe Myanmar Media and Ka Naung, and were published on 7 September 2017 by the following authors.

Table 37. Details of three instances of the 7 September 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created475</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IIIM0000917120</td>
<td>09/07/2017 03:42 AM</td>
<td>K[redacted]</td>
<td>Shwe Myanmar Media (452793661418174)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(100007828867816)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IIIM0001099225</td>
<td>09/07/2017 06:46 AM</td>
<td>M[redacted]</td>
<td>Ka Naung (494239560750883)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(100017663299092)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IIIM0001099614</td>
<td>09/07/2017 06:46 AM</td>
<td>M[redacted]</td>
<td>Ka Naung (494239560750883)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(100017663299092)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

475 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
378. K[Japan] (100007828867816) published this post at 3:42 AM on 7 September 2017 on the CIB Page, Shwe Myanmar Media (452793661418174). The connection of this account to the creators, administrators and editors of the HR designation takedown Pages are explained in paragraphs 108, 109 and 128 of the Analytical Report.

379. Three hours later, the author M[Japan] S[Japan] A[Japan] (100017663299092) published two instances of this content on the CIB Page, ကြောင်က (Ka Naung) (494239560750883). M[Japan] S[Japan] A[Japan] was seen posting the emblematic examples in entries no. 16\(^{476}\) and no. 17\(^{477}\) of Annex 2 above, on the same Page, Ka Naung. This shows this account’s frequent contribution to the CIB Page Ka Naung, with content containing what the Mechanism considered in this project to be hate speech, within consecutive days.


“Don’t cry the crying”, Post of 8 September 2017
380. Translation of the Burmese text reads as follows:

“Show no mercy to emotion-induced crying! [literally: ‘crying for show’] About time to be alert with awareness, Myanmar! .................................

We Myanmar of 135 ethnicities live in accordance with the teachings of Buddha and are full of sympathetic kindness to others. This turned out to be our Achilles’ heel to be taken advantage of by invaders. Let’s consider this, my dear brethren: Bengali-Kalar have been entering and living in Rakhine state from Bangladesh by various means. The government has accepted the Bengali-Kalar as refugees and requested assistance from international organizations. The government ranks the affairs of Bengali-Muslims higher than that of the country’s people. It protected the rights of any Muslim-Kalar inside the country. It helped Bengali refugees more than the ethnic refugees [NB: could also translate as ‘ethnic people experiencing suffering’] in Rakhine state. Nevertheless, Muslims are the kind of people who are always thinking of waging ‘Jihad’ (religious war) whenever opportunity arises. They are the people who always intend to turn anywhere they set foot into an Islamic land. That is why we are seeing the true colours of Bengali-Muslims who have entered and lived in Rakhine of Myanmar as refugees, who are rearing to reproduce [NB: literal meaning is who get erection] once their stomachs are full, their population increases and started showing aggressions against Rakhine ethnic. They are demanding to be recognized as indigenous ethnic group, to be given a separate territory for them Muslims. The government wants to give them their demands. But as Tatmadaw and the people will not accept it at all, they are resorting to violent means. They started killing ethnic nationalities in Rakhine, making [the ethnic people] fear for their lives. They [Bengali] then moved to the next step by
violently attacking [the ethnic people], forcing Rakhine ethnic to flee, and some got slaughtered by the terrorizing Kalar. Some security stations were attacked, resulting in the death of the members of the security forces. Terrorist Kalar are rampaging Rakhine. For their terrorist acts [NB: the phrase ‘violent acts’ are also used for this Burmese expression.], Muslim terrorists are duly crushed by Tatmadaw. Then Muslims induced the world’s sympathy by crying for the suffering, which was caused by their own deeds. Muslims from abroad also blame Myanmar. It is thus high time for the government to draw lessons from the violence in Rakhine, to decisively deal with the Muslims whom they have given protection. *Initially refugees*, *then grow their numbers as minority*, *desire a separate territory*, *desire to become the host from the guests*, *resort to violence when their demands are not achieved by non-violent means, and emotion-inducing cry when they are countered and crushed. Therefore, my dear brethren, if we fail to learn the lessons from what has so far happened but show mercy to the emotion inducing cries of the Muslims, swords will be swinging on our necks and our nation [NB: could also be translated as ‘our people’, ‘our kind’] will disappear. Tis for you to take to heart. Aung Aung (APP) Aung Piang Phyoe*

381. The “Don’t pity the crying” post is accompanied by two photographs, which appear to be screenshots of news footage from TRT World News, showing what appears to be distressed and crying Rohingya on a foreshore. The date of this post coincides with the period in which many Rohingya had started to flee from the violence in northern Rakhine State and reach Bangladesh, where international media reported on their plight.

382. From the content given by Meta to the Mechanism, four instances of the “Don’t pity the crying” post were identified. They appeared on four CIB Pages, and were published on the same day, within minutes and a couple of hours from each other, by the following authors:

Table 38. Details of four instances of the 8 September 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IIMM0000550675</td>
<td>09/08/2017 03:20</td>
<td>เยี่ยง (100009279415649) (Bo Ta Htaung News) (237723043084383)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IIMM0000859535</td>
<td>09/08/2017 03:20</td>
<td>Yein (100009279415649) Today Myanmar (50383583065718)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IIMM0000390141</td>
<td>09/08/2017 03:47</td>
<td>ကြေးသော (100014738044435) Myanmar News (1417082761877588)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IIMM0000751521</td>
<td>09/08/2017 05:05</td>
<td>100013437465495 Myanmar Forward (525889830763129)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.*
"Migrant in the flesh," Past of 16 September 2017
The post is accompanied by two images showing the cover poster for the “Rohingya Photography Exhibition” by Saiful Huq Omi and its description on the Facebook app.

Translation of the Burmese text reads as follows:

“F*ck you, ‘maggots in the flesh’ [Translator’s note: meaning ‘traitors’]

There is a project which began in 2016. Not many Myanmar people are aware of this. If they find out, they will go bananas endlessly. So, read this till the end when you are prepared to go bananas. The government recognized 135 ethnicities in Myanmar in the constitution. 99.9 percent of the country’s people also accepted this. Rohingya is added to these 135 lists and now claims [Translator’s note: subject is missing] there are 136 ethnicities, and it is titled ‘136’. This is led by a Kalar called Saiful Huq Omi. This project will stage a photo exhibition in Bangkok on the 29th of September. Who do you think will host the event? I am not going to give you a list as you might not know anyone other than Zarni and Tun Khin. There are Myanmar citizens who are desperate to get a chance to participate in this event. Surprise, surprise?? Who do you think they are? They are not foreigners but Myanmar journalists who are among those clamoring for visits to Buthitaung and Maungdaw. These guys are in Rakhine now. But the chance to shoot relevant photos for 136 project is proving difficult for them. Unlike in the past, they dare not venture among the Muslims. They would not earn bucks or prizes by
shooting photos of Rakhine, Mro, Daingnet, Khimi and Hindu refugees in nearby places. So, having missed an opportunity in this side, the two journo chaps from that 136-group had to go to Bangladesh with visitor visas. They were nicked as soon as they got there. All these patriotic persons (not an innuendo at the slime balls by the way) who are susceptible to distress when their own race is assailed get suddenly busy collecting signatures to make demands at Bangladeshi government, demanding the government to intervene. Tut-tut! Really. Knowing all these, this Bawa Shin [Translator’s note: literally mean ‘this master of lives’] could not find words to express the emotions arising in his/her heart. Don’t laugh, I am serious. Because only now I spotted the patriotism that would stick out only at football matches. But … I feel so gutted, you know. Never mind! You know of course that Rakhine affairs is an absolute multi-faceted cash point. You could make money on the nationalism front, the human rights front, and the humanitarian front. This is the front where you generate as much cash as you can sell out yourself. International pressure this is pressing our Myanmar State government, the allegations that Buddhists are committing genocide against minority Rohingya Muslims, the stories of non-Muslim Rakhine, Khimi, Mro, Daingnet, Hindu refugees which no international bothers to give coverage, Min Zaw Oo who is now desperately seeking help in Bangladesh having chewed some bone scraps and kissed Kalar’s balls, in the second place is a Reuters journalist Soe Zeyar Tun who is milling around in the streets in Rakhine with cameras in his hands, in the third place is an Aljazeera journalist Hnin Ratna Zaw who had recently visited Maungdaw, Yanghee Lee’s boy Ba Kaung aka Swe Win, recently Pulizer awardee Ester Htu San [Translator’s note: spelled as a pun meaning ‘rice pounder’] etc., if I have to reveal all I know, it would take a whole night. Actually, what they achieve by doing this is just some bone scraps. But in Myanmar, it amounts to livelihood security, getting the eyes of the public being a such and such award winner. Those that actually feast on the rump, rake in millions out of their photos and reports are their masters. As the master desires, slaves have to be eager! Not being a journalist, I have no intention to critique whether their actions are in accord with journalistic ethics. However, I have plenty of evidence in my possession to definitely say that they are being unscrupulous as Myanmar citizens. If you are not happy with what I said, come and fight me directly in the comment box of this post. Sorry if my trampling of these maggots spewing out of the flesh hurt your feelings. Sd. Bawa Shin [Translator’s note: ‘Bawa Shin’ means the master/commander of life or lives.]”

385. Within the 43 CIB Pages taken down in August 2018 with public content available for review, 12 instances of the “Maggots in the flesh” post with photograph attachments appear across 12 different Pages on 16, 17 and 18 September 2017. Below, Table 39 shows the 12 instances and their corresponding “Author”, namely the account that published the post, along with the date and time of the post and the Facebook Page Name and ID on which the post appeared.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>HMM0000416918</td>
<td>9/16/2017 2:17 PM</td>
<td>100009359462708</td>
<td>MM Daily Star (1540803296219384)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>HMM0000368961</td>
<td>9/16/2017 2:26 PM</td>
<td>Мосновенский (100004504148522)</td>
<td>True Man (1625967570980408)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>HMM0000219414</td>
<td>9/16/2017 2:27 PM</td>
<td>SIYA (100000876074468)</td>
<td>Phay Si Gyi (1620931448152789)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>HMM0000680805</td>
<td>9/16/2017 2:48 PM</td>
<td>Н.М.Совершил (100004631406630)</td>
<td>Yangon Express (1421681248057886)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>HMM0001100981</td>
<td>9/16/2017 2:57 PM</td>
<td>Н.А.А.Совершил (100000206858040)</td>
<td>Mother land Media (855249537845956)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>HMM0000941491</td>
<td>9/17/2017 3:25 AM</td>
<td>М.В.Совершил (100013672264603)</td>
<td>We Are Myanmar (1672193766337112)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>HMM0000359079</td>
<td>9/17/2017 3:26 AM</td>
<td>М.В.Совершил (100013672264603)</td>
<td>Oppositeyes (262770877158690)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>HMM0000721739</td>
<td>9/17/2017 4:03 PM</td>
<td>K.З.Совершил (100007828867816)</td>
<td>Yangon Media (560439514014305)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>HMM0000389257</td>
<td>9/18/2017 2:05 AM</td>
<td>100012617174234</td>
<td>မြန်မာစာသီ (Myanmar News) (1417082761877588)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>HMM0001077959</td>
<td>9/18/2017 2:05 AM</td>
<td>100012617174234</td>
<td>ကျော်စာ (&quot;First and Special&quot;) (1811012045782141)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>HMM0000449050</td>
<td>9/18/2017 3:06 AM</td>
<td>&quot;E&quot; (100014738044435)</td>
<td>Unofficial Myanmaalinn (544574995611911)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>HMM0000883172</td>
<td>9/18/2017 3:06 AM</td>
<td>&quot;E&quot; (100014738044435)</td>
<td>Mandalay Express (61003255716125)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

386. The “Maggots in the flesh” post is also another example of hate speech collected by the FFM, which later was handed over to the Mechanism. The instance of the “Maggots in the flesh” post seen by the FFM was published by a monk on 17 September 2017, a day after it has been spread by the Military Network on Facebook. The monk urged his audience to read the message that he has shared.

---

479 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.

480 For the example collected by the FFM, see HMM0000022141.
Screenshot 1. Collected by the FFM in May 2018
The post is accompanied by an image of a guard looking out from an outpost towards an open field filled with tents, supposedly showing the situation in Rakhine State after 2012.

Translation of the Burmese text reads as follows:
“What Dr. Yin Yin Nwe said about the Bengali in 2013 .... (1). In Buthidaung, Maungdaw, [townships in northern Rakhine state] 96% are the Bengali and only 6-7% are the Bamar-Rakhine. Think about it, who are the minority and who are the majority. .... :) (2). Among the 135 ethnic races, there are no Chinese nor the Bengali. If the necessary criteria are met, it is possible [for a Chinese or a Rohingya] to be a citizen, but none of them will get an ethnic status. .... (3). Don’t ever want to be a “Taing-Yin-Thar” [member of an ethnic race]. That’s the reason problems start out of nothing. There is no right to request or to change the law .... (4) There needs to be clear differentiations between the “Taing-Yin-Thar” [members of ethnic races] and citizens. “Taing-Yin-Thar” are the ethnic races recognised since 1823 .... (5) There is corruption. The Bengali bribed [the authorities] to get the right to reside here [in Myanmar]. They also received aids. Because they start to slowly swallow the ethnic Rakhine people’s places, the problem started. .... (6) It is absolutely not possible to give weight to ‘human rights’ [written as the English phrase transliterated in Burmese], This is because every country has the right to protect its own sovereignty. .... (7) And those groups only interview one side. Afterwards, they conflate things and speak on behalf of the Bengali. Because that side [the Rohingya] ‘cries for show’, [Translator's note: the Burmese phrase carries a lot of nuances, loosely meaning a cunning ploy to cry in front of others with the intention of inducing feelings of sympathy] no one knows about the Rakhine side. (8) Rakhine ethnic people have been suffering for centuries. .... (that's right, only because efforts were made to guard the dignity of the race that the race has not disappeared. (Y)) .... (9) Because they are uneducated, and only religion is put into their heads that problems start. (10) Girls are not allowed to get an education. They [the Rohingya girls] have no idea why they must birth so many children but are married off right after they come of age. Also, a Bengali [man] marries not just one wife. .... (11) Right now, decisive action is needed to prevent more [Rohingya] coming in from the other country. (12) For the ‘wrong-thinkers’ [meaning those who misunderstand the situation], they need to understand the differentiation between citizens and “Taing-Yin-Thar” [ethnic people]. (13) Rohingya is not recognized by the State. They have to use the name designated by the State. .... (Bengali is Bengali).”

389. Dr Yin Yin Nwe, referred to in this post, was a former representative of UNICEF until 2011, and was appointed as a member of inquiry commission of intercommunal violence in Rakhine State by President Thein Sein in 2012. She was also appointed as a member of board of advisory to military council following the military takeover in Myanmar in February 2021. The comments that she made about Rakhine State were re-circulated in 2017, in which she positioned herself against the term Rohingya and expressed her disagreement with recognition of the Rohingya as a recognised ethnic group of Myanmar. She also made derogatory comments against the Rohingya based on their low level of education and high population growth.
Three instances of the “Bengali is Bengali” post or photograph attachment were identified across two Pages on 16 September 2017, including the HR designation takedown Page, Phay Sit Gyi (1620931448152789). Below Table 39 shows the details.

Table 40. Details of three instances of the 16 September 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>lIMM0000219425</td>
<td>09/16/2017 5:40 AM</td>
<td>riages [100000876074468]</td>
<td>Phay Sit Gyi (1620931448152789)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>lIMM0000355894</td>
<td>09/16/2017 6:56 AM</td>
<td>M [100013672264603]</td>
<td>Oppositeyes (262770877158690)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>lIMM0000359082</td>
<td>09/16/2017 6:56 AM</td>
<td>M [100013672264603]</td>
<td>Oppositeyes (262770877158690)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

381 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
“Breeding like rabbits”: Post of 17 September 2017
According to records, there are 260,000 children among the refugees who went to Bangladesh. This is much too much. When I questioned those terrorism suspects at trial, I found most of them extremely poor: beggars, odd job men or collies. The following are part of what I questioned to one of the most well-to-do farm owners: I ...... What’s your job? Bengali Farmer, sir. I ...... How much land do you own? B ...... One acre, sir. I ...... How many children do you have? B ...... 10, sir. I ...... Oh! So, how many dependents do you have? B ...... 15, sir. I ...... How on earth do they manage to survive? B ...... There are NGOs, sir. Whether they are beggars or farm hands, except those who are too young, everyone has 8 or 10 children at least. I’m not making up all this. They are systematically doing the task of breeding human babies. If there were human breeding machines, I’m sure they would use them. Employees of public health, immigration officers and staff of administrative department used to try to educate them on controlling population explosion. But they would not even let them enter their villages, threatening to attack or kill
them using knives and other weapons. There has been anarchy for quite a long time. On the part of authorities concerned, they dare not use force for fear of human right organizations, OIC, NGOs and INGOs. They know that we dare not shoot at them and even dance in front of our very eyes. How Insolent? This time we will emphasize law and order, and handle them accordingly, giving flattery to those who like it and so on. I’m sure that we Myanmars are soft-hearted. We will treat good persons well. Abide by the law and they will be safe. The important task is to control those Bengalis multiplying at a fearful rate. The virus of terrorism has started to eat into us. This is something worth pondering on. translate by Wn Myint uu

391. Translation of the Burmese text reads as follows:

“The figure said there are 260,000 children among those who fled to Bangladesh. How unscrupulously breeding like rabbits! The majority of the suspects in my criminal investigations are as poor as dirt: mostly beggars and casual coolies. Take a look at bits from my interrogation of the most well-to-do, a farm owner, among them: what’s your occupation? A farmer. How many acres do you own? One. How many children do you have? 10. What! So, how many are dependent on you, how many mouths do you feed in total? 15. How the hell did you feed all of them? Well, there are INGOs. All the beggars and the farm coolies except some youngish have no fewer than 8 to 10 [children]. And I am not making this up. They are breeding on an industrial scale. Should they have access to machines, they might as well do this with machines. Healthcare professionals, immigration, local administrators who would educate them to rectify this are not allowed to enter their villages. Nobody dares enter when threatened with swords and batons. The control has been long gone. With all these nagging from OIC, carping from INGOs and NGOs, we’ve been reluctant to handle this decisively. Knowing our reluctance to shoot, Kalar stood in front of the guns and danced mockingly. And they are getting bolder. This time we must steel ourselves for our sovereignty and rule. Cajole those who like cajoling. Threaten those who like threatening. Well, .... those who like being beaten up. We must act as if we are managing a household. Our people have a propensity for sympathy. We don’t trouble the well-behaved. Behave well and nothing happens to you. We must control this multitude of Kalar whose numbers are exploding exponentially. Control not and it won’t be long when we will be doing worse than this. Terrorism virus is biting. Food for thought. (Nyo Lwin Oo)”

392. The Mechanism located nine instances of the “Breeding like rabbits” post across eight different Pages, published on 17 and 18 September 2017. The below table shows the details.
### Table 41. Details of nine instances of the 17 September 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IIIM0000182987</td>
<td>9/17/2017 6:33 AM</td>
<td>M  T  K (100014270658563)</td>
<td>Myawady Daily (301875129924077)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IIIM00000516222</td>
<td>9/17/2017 6:34 AM</td>
<td>M  T  K (100014270658563)</td>
<td>(Innwa Media)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IIIM0000680737</td>
<td>9/17/2017 12:41 PM</td>
<td>H  N  M (100004631406630)</td>
<td>Yangon Express (1421681248057886)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IIIM0001003550</td>
<td>9/17/2017 2:08 PM</td>
<td>T  Z (100014036466258)</td>
<td>(Myanmar Custom)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>IIIM0000550101</td>
<td>9/17/2017 2:08 PM</td>
<td>T  Z (100014036466258)</td>
<td>(Bo Tha Htaung News)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>IIIM0000772759</td>
<td>9/17/2017 2:08 PM</td>
<td>T  Z (100014036466258)</td>
<td>Mandalay Media Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>IIIM0000449106</td>
<td>9/17/2017 2:42 PM</td>
<td>M  T  K (“E I”) (100014738044435)</td>
<td>Unofficial Myanmaalinn (544574995611911)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>IIIM0000883222</td>
<td>9/17/2017 2:43 PM</td>
<td>M  T  K (“E I”) (100014738044435)</td>
<td>Mandalay Express (61003255716125)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>IIIM0000680695</td>
<td>9/18/2017 4:09 AM</td>
<td>H  N  M (100004631406630)</td>
<td>Yangon Express (1421681248057886)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

393. The first instance where the “Breeding like rabbits” content was identified is on the Myawady Daily (301875129924077) Page that was removed as a HR designation takedown. The account, M T K (100014270658563), published the post on Myawady Daily (301875129924077) at 6:33 AM on 17 September 2017, and the next minute, at 6:34 AM, the same account published the same content on a CIB Page, M T K (238322139706611). M T K (100014270658563) is an editor account that published 53,663 items across six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018.483

394. About six hours later at 12:41 PM, H N M (100004631406630) published this on a CIB Page, Yangon Express (1421681248057886). The same user, H N M, published the same content the next day, on 18 September 2017 at 4:09 AM.

395. Another user that published the same content on 17 September 2017 is T Z (100014036466258), posting simultaneously at 2:08 PM, on three different CIB Pages,

---

482 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.

483 See entry no. 28 on Annex 8.1.
At 2:42 PM on 17 September 2017, another user, [redacted] (“E”), posted the same content on two CIB Pages, Unofficial Myanmaralinn (544574995611911) and Mandalay Express (610013255716125). This user, [redacted] (“E”), is part of the Military Network as an editor who published 19,360 items across six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018.
“I haven’t finished with all the things that made me want to support Daw Su [Aung San Suu Kyi] so I will have to keep writing. Created a fake account and jailed U Nay Myo Wai; banned U Wirathu from giving sermons; disbanded MaBaTha; banned the
distribution of Buddha pamphlets [pamphlets with Buddhist teachings]; broke down 280 monasteries; banned the request to repair the Bagan Hteelo Minlo pagoda; arranged Muslim hospital, school and everything; created a broadcasting station with lessons in Muslim spoken language on the birthday of Muhammad; jailed those who called Bengali Bengali; jailed those who said they are not Rohingya; jailed those who reported on “Khoee-Win Kalar” [one of the derogatory words used to describe the Rohingya, meaning Kalar that sneaked in]; when charging the Kalar that “Khoee-Win” [sneaked in], only charged them with a fine of 5000 kyats [around 2-3 USD]; all the Muslim jailed for terrorist acts were pardoned; 6 months after the boat refugees were accepted, they were turned into ‘Kaman’ [one of the recognized ethnicities of Myanmar] and sent to Yangon; house, monastery, Dhammar office [place for Buddhist teaching], school that were planned and sold off were destroyed by hired help; 15 monks, including Rathedaung ‘Sayardaw’ [honourific for a monk] and monks who are receiving alms were jailed; [various cases of alleged reducing of tax on foreign imports…] within 16 months [that NLD has been in power], they made it so that each person has a debt of 50 lakh kyats [over 2,000 USD]; the Mon minister who said all illegally constructed mosques would be destroyed was asked to retire; while on the trip to UN meeting, due to injections for youth, she [possibly referring to Aung San Suu Kyi] had to come back in the dark with wheelchair; was boycotted because Daw Su went to AESEAN summit; could not help the monks but at U Ko Ni's funeral, thousands of lakhs of kyats were donated; 200 lakh kyats were donated for the building of Tamwe mosque; instead of dividing the money from the inherited house, bought it back with 17 billion and kept the house; in South-East Asia, Daw Su made it to the rich people's list; while sending the Indian minister to Shwe Thagon Pagoda, the guest bowed and prayed at the Pagoda but Daw Su did not and avoided it and left; the minister did not take off the head gear and bowed down to the Pagoda; Hoo! I'm so tired, I'll take a rest. I'm teaching you how to support [Aung San Suu Kyi] by letting myself be cursed.”

The Mechanism identified six instances of the post across two different CIB Pages, all posted on 22 September 2017. The below table shows the details.

Table 42. Details of six instances of the 22 September 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>HMM0001089335</td>
<td>09/22/2017 6:42 AM</td>
<td>M̀ K̀ S̀ (100001637836196)</td>
<td>༿༅། ༿༅། ༿༅། ༿༅། ༿༅། ༿༅། (Dr. Demochatgyi) (11678492063195)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>HMM0001092425</td>
<td>09/22/2017 6:42 AM</td>
<td>M̀ K̀ S̀ (100001637836196)</td>
<td>༿༅། ༿༅། ༿༅། ༿༅། ༿༅། ༿༅། (Dr. Demochatgyi) (11678492063195)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[^84]: Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>11MM0001096799</th>
<th>09/22/2017 6:42 AM</th>
<th>M  S (100001637836196)</th>
<th>ကွန်ပျူတာရေးတွင် (Dr. Demochatgyi) (116784942063195)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11MM0001016765</td>
<td>09/22/2017 6:42 AM</td>
<td>M  S (100001637836196)</td>
<td>ဗိုလ်ဗူးစိန်မှ စိန်မျောက် (&quot;Standard Time News&quot;) (1653248821582840)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>11MM0001040308</td>
<td>09/22/2017 6:42 AM</td>
<td>M  S (100001637836196)</td>
<td>ဗိုလ်ဗူးစိန်မှ စိန်မျောက် (&quot;Standard Time News&quot;) (1653248821582840)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>11MM0001051643</td>
<td>09/22/2017 6:42 AM</td>
<td>M  S (100001637836196)</td>
<td>ဗိုလ်ဗူးစိန်မှ စိန်မျောက် (&quot;Standard Time News&quot;) (1653248821582840)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

399. Table 42 shows that all six posts and accompanying photographs were published at the same time at 6:42 AM on 22 September 2017 by the same user, မ  S (100001637836196), on the two CIB Pages, namely Dr. Demochatgyi (116784942063195) and Standard Time News (1653248821582840).

400. The “those who called Bengali Bengali are jailed” post listed a number of actions allegedly taken by Aung San Suu Kyi (ASSK) or the NLD government, portraying ASSK and the NLD as favouring the Rohingya, while calling the group “Khoe-Win Kalar”, a derogatory word which claims that the Rohingya are not from Myanmar, but instead are the “Kalar” that sneaked in.

401. The “those who called Bengali Bengali are jailed” post is one of the examples of the coordinated network’s behaviour with its effort to spread hate speech, including anti-Aung San Suu Kyi and anti-NLD government sentiments, by using photographs of young women and posting content that is not related to the photograph.
"Shit-bags of the world": Post of 25 October 2017
402. The “Shit-bags of the world” post is accompanied by a photograph of a group of armed men in masks, presumably to show the violent character of Islam.

403. Translation of the Burmese text reads as follows:

“Einstein, before his death, said something about Islam. ‘The most devastating nuclear war in the world will be caused only because of Islam. As long as there is Islamic religion, the world will never be at peace’, he said. The English Prime Minister Churchill said in 1945, ‘as long as there is Koran on earth, peace will never prevail.’ In 2014, mosques were demolished in Angola. The Angolese president opposed Islam opining that if Muslims were given ‘a proper place’ [relevance], unforeseeable problems would grow bigger in his country. The Australian prime minister gave a speech to Muslims in 2013 and drove them out of his country. He [or she] said that since no exclusive space for Muslims could be accommodated, they should go back unless they could conform themselves to local culture and customs. In 2013, Muslims’ objection to eating pork in Norway prompted a female minister there to reply, ‘we do not need to stop eating pork whenever the Muslims land in Norway. Please make pork abundantly available in hospitals, infirmaries, and prisons. The officials should also see to it that more pork dishes are served. Those who do not eat pork can eat other dishes.’ In 2021, the king of Saudi Arabia made an overture to visit Japan. Japan replied, ‘should the king of Saudis visit Japan, that would amount to Japan supporting Muslims. Japan does not welcome the king of Saudis. Please do not come.’ After Kim Jong Un became the leader in North Korea, he enacted a law concerning Muslims, which stated, ‘buying from Muslim shops shall result in imprisonment, entering into business partnership with Muslims shall result in death.’ After the terrorists’ shooting in the streets of France, the French Prime Minister said, ‘it is no longer possible to coexist with Islam. We will ban the Koran which incites terrorist acts.’ As Russia is battling against ISIS [sic] extremists in the Syria region, the Russian president said, ‘let the minority protest as vociferously as they want about racial discrimination. We will not change our laws so as to accommodate their wishes. If a country is to survive, we must learn from the suicide attacks that took place in America, England, Holland, and France.” As the world is facing terrorist acts, the Chinese foreign minister said through the media that if the whole world is to suppress the terrorists, the Muslim terrorists from China must not be spared. So, Sweden, Norway, Germany, England, Russia, China, India, Czech, Angola, Australia and Scotland are not only trying to expel the Muslims from their countries but also opposing Islam now. What is the Myanmar government’s plan for the ‘shit-bags’ of the world that are stirring up such troubles? Copy #Thazin”
13 instances of the “Shit-bags of the world” post with photograph attachment were identified across ten CIB Pages, posted by five known authors\(^{485}\) on 25 October 2017. Details of the 13 instances are as follows:

**Table 43. Details of 13 instances of the 25 October 2017 post**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created(^{486})</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11MM0001076580</td>
<td>10/25/2017 2:05 AM</td>
<td>[Name Redacted] (&quot;First and Special&quot;) (100014738044435)</td>
<td>(18110012045782141)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11MM0000445604</td>
<td>10/25/2017 2:05 AM</td>
<td>[Name Redacted] (&quot;First and Special&quot;) (100014738044435)</td>
<td>Unofficial Myanmaralinn (544574995611911)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11MM0000880380</td>
<td>10/25/2017 2:06 AM</td>
<td>[Name Redacted] (&quot;First and Special&quot;) (100014738044435)</td>
<td>Mandalay Express (610013255716125)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11MM0000548597</td>
<td>10/25/2017 2:34 AM</td>
<td>[Name Redacted] (100014036466258)</td>
<td>Tha Htaung News (237723043084383)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>11MM00000771274</td>
<td>10/25/2017 2:34 AM</td>
<td>[Name Redacted] (100014036466258)</td>
<td>Mandalay Media Group (250054248452819)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>11MM0001022643</td>
<td>10/25/2017 7:18 AM</td>
<td>[Name Redacted] (100006164342450)</td>
<td>“News of Every Taste” (21301442568213)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>11MM0000576550</td>
<td>10/25/2017 7:18 AM</td>
<td>[Name Redacted] (100006164342450)</td>
<td>Pyi Myanmar (544353522262317)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>11MM0000354744</td>
<td>10/25/2017 7:28 AM</td>
<td>[Requested but not provided]</td>
<td>Opposites (262770877158690)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>11MM0000358583</td>
<td>10/25/2017 7:28 AM</td>
<td>(100002544469744)</td>
<td>Opposites (262770877158690)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11MM0000940987</td>
<td>10/25/2017 7:28 AM</td>
<td>(100002544469744)</td>
<td>We Are Myanmar (1672193766337112)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>11MM0000576426</td>
<td>10/26/2017 2:41 AM</td>
<td>[Name Redacted] (100006164342450)</td>
<td>Pyi Myanmar (544353522262317)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{485}\) The author information of one of the instances was not included in the material provided by Meta.  
\(^{486}\) Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
405. On 25 October 2017 at 2:05 and 2:06 AM, ⚢ (100014738044435) posted the “Shit-bags of the world” post simultaneously, or consecutively, on three CIB Pages, “First and Special” (1811012045782141), Unofficial Myanmaaⅳnn (544574995611911), and Mandalay Express (610013255716125).

406. Thirty minutes later, ⚢ (100014036466258) posted the same content on two additional CIB Pages, Bo Tha Htaung News (237723043084383) and Mandalay Media Group (250054248452819).

407. A few hours later, at 7:18 AM, ⚢ (100006164342450) posted the same content on two additional CIB Pages, “News of every taste” (213014425568213) and Pyi Myanmar (544353522262317). On the next day, 26 October 2017, at 2:41 and 2:42 AM, the same author, ⚢ (100006164342450), posted same content on the same two CIB Pages, “News of every taste” (213014425568213) and Pyi Myanmar (544353522262317) again.

408. Then at 7:28 AM on 25 October 2017, ten minutes after ⚢’s initial posting on the two Pages, the author (100002544469744) posted the same content on two additional CIB Pages, namely Oppositeeyes (262770877158690), and We Are Myanmar (1672193766337112).

409. Two hours later, the author ⚢ (100013672264603), who has an email address tied to the DSIDT as explained in paragraph 121 of the Analytical Report, posted the same content on another CIB Page called “News Compilation” (491322144368081).

---

487 See entry no. 44 on Annex 8.1.
488 ⚢ (100013672264603) published a total of 132 items on the six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018. See entry no. 56 on Annex 8.1.
410. Translation of the Burmese text reads as follows:

“The military and Sangha [Translator’s note: congregation of monks] must unite, Sitagu Sayardaw said Thursday, November 2, 2017 Sitagu Sayardaw’s sermons were broadcast on the Facebook page called ‘Sitagu Sayardaw’s Dhamma Discourse Live’. In a sermon delivered on 30th October, Sitagu Sayardaw said Tatmadaw and Sangha, the ruler and the people must unite. He said that during Dhamma discourse assembly which was held in the Army Combat School in Bayint Naung Fort in Thandaung, Kayin state. ‘The ruler and the people must unite, Tatmadaw and Sangha must unite; the four parties must unite like four legs of a chair’, Sayardaw added. He also drew as an example an event from a fable which took place in Sri Lanka. In the story, Duhtagamani King, having killed millions and consequently felt anguish for his actions, was consoled by Arahants [Translator’s note: fully liberated persons or someone who has achieved the highest wisdom] who said ‘Oh King, do not worry. You have committed only a few akusala deeds [Translator’s note: evil deeds]. Even though you killed millions, there is only one and a half who is only truly human. Among the Kalar and Tamil invaders, only one person is established in five precepts, while another person took refuge in triple gems and is established in five precepts.’

Sitagu Sayardaw added ‘that is not what I said. But the Arahants from Sri Lanka.’ This story is well known in Myanmar as ‘Duhtagamani and 500 Kalars’, and monks made occasional reference to that story during their sermons. The morale of the story is that the inability to free oneself from obsession with one’s already committed crime/ sin will only make his suffering worse. ‘Our Tatmadaw members must also take to heart this Duhtagamani precedents, King Ajatasattu in discharging their duties to the State,
to Sasana [Translator’s note: teaching of Buddha], so I wish’, said Sitagu Sayardaw in his sermon. ‘Like King Duhtagamani or King Ajatasattu, one is not only waging war for his country, but for Buddha’s Sasana. One must bear that in mind’, Sayardaw said. The new government honoured him with Abhidhaja Maharahtaguru title, which is the highest honour bestowed upon monks by the government. Sitagu Tatmadaw Buddhism. Frontier Myanmar”

411. 11 instances of the “Sitagu’s Sermon” post were identified across nine different Pages, eight CIB and one HR designation takedown Page of Phay Sit Gyi, all published on 2 November 2017.

Table 44. Details of 11 instances of the 2 November 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IIMM0000386051</td>
<td>11/02/2017 03:58</td>
<td>Y[redacted] (10009279415649)</td>
<td>Myanmar News (1417082761877588)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IIMM0000856377</td>
<td>11/02/2017 03:58</td>
<td>Y[redacted] (10009279415649)</td>
<td>Today Myanmar (50383853065718)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IIMM0000912584</td>
<td>11/02/2017 03:59</td>
<td>Y[redacted] (10009279415649)</td>
<td>Shwe Myanmar Media (452793661418174)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>IIMM0000718699</td>
<td>11/02/2017 05:51</td>
<td>Y[redacted] (100007879969051)</td>
<td>Yangon Media (560439514014305)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>IIMM0000673624</td>
<td>11/02/2017 07:37</td>
<td>Y[redacted] (10004631406630)</td>
<td>Yangon Express (1421681248057886)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>IIMM0000677520</td>
<td>11/02/2017 07:38</td>
<td>Y[redacted] (10004631406630)</td>
<td>Yangon Express (1421681248057886)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>IIMM0000218595</td>
<td>11/02/2017 12:46</td>
<td>Y[redacted] (1000616432450)</td>
<td>Phay Sit Gyi (1620931448152789)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>IIMM0000367865</td>
<td>11/02/2017 16:14</td>
<td>Y[redacted] (100008861401679)</td>
<td>True Man (1625967570980408)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

412. Seven instances of the content, entries no. 1 to no.7 on Table 44, were accompanied by the first image at the top, showing the monk Sitagu arriving at the venue with military officers.

413. One instance of the post, entry no. 8 on Table 44, was accompanied by the second image above, the one on the lower left, which shows a screenshot of an article on Frontier Myanmar featuring the article about Sitagu’s sermon.

---

489 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
Another instance of the post, entry no. 9 on Table 44, includes the attachment of the third image above, the one on the lower right, showing Sitagu giving a sermon.

The FFM, in its August 2018 report, cited this sermon by Sitagu as one of the examples of the “many deeply problematic public statements made in official military settings”, “indicative of deep-rooted discriminatory sentiments towards Muslims, and Rohingya in particular.” As stated in the translation, as well as in the FFM report, Sitagu Sayadaw, one of Myanmar’s most revered monks, gave this sermon on 30 October 2017, during a Dhamma discourse assembly, which was held in the Army Combat School in Bayint Naung Fort in Thandaung, Kayin state at the Bayintnaung military garrison and military training school, to an audience of soldiers and military officials.

Three days after it was broadcast live on Sitagu’s Facebook Page, the same content was identified on the Military Network of Facebook Pages, some seen to have been published simultaneously. For example, Y (100009279415649), an administrator and editor of the HR designation takedown Pages, published this on three different CIB Pages at 03:58 and 03:59, and H (100004631406630), another editor of the HR designation takedown Pages, published this twice on the same Page, Yangon Express, at 07:37 and 07:38, all on 2 November 2017. At 12:46 on the same day, O (100006164342450), creator, administrator and editor of the HR designation takedown Pages, posted this on a HR designation takedown Page, Phay Sit Gyi. This suggests a coordinated attempt of the identified Military Network to recirculate the live broadcast after a few days, likely so that the content and its message remained in circulation on Facebook and received increased viewership.

Ibid. See also translation of the post, supra para. 410.
417. Translation of the Burmese text reads as follows:

"People of Myanmar, be prepared for military service if necessary. After the Tatmadaw has been tasked to deal with the Rakhine affairs, the R2P group (Responsibility to Prot [sic]), which has newly been established by the UN, has threatened to deploy UN troops to Rakhine state if the Myanmar military shoots and arrests the so-called Rohingya-Bengali-Muslim terrorists. As for the Tatmadaw, regardless of the intensity of pressure and threats, a sovereign nation has the right to manage its internal affairs independently. Therefore, for the sake of the stability of the state and rule of law, should any terrorist attacks be carried out by the Bengali Muslims, they will be fought back. As for the Tatmadaw, it will be fully prepared, customary to our tradition, to fight back any invasion of foreign forces into our territory. I am, therefore, urging the people of Myanmar, born in the Union, to be prepared to serve in the military should it become necessary to fight back those who invade the motherland. Disclaimer (Bengali not included) Original #Crd"

418. The "Prepare for military service" poste cited a piece of misinformation saying that the United Nations has formed a Responsibility to Protect (R2P) group, which threatened to deploy the UN troops to Rakhine State, while encouraging Myanmar citizens to join the military service, specifying that the "Bengali" are excluded from this call-to-action.
Nine instances of the “Prepare for military service” post were identified on nine CIB Pages. Most instances of the post were published by the same authors on different CIB Pages at the same time, showing coordination.

Table 45. Details of three instances of the 10 December 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IMG0000675747</td>
<td>12/10/2017 7:13 AM</td>
<td>(100004631406630)</td>
<td>Yangon Express (1421681248057886)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IMG0000769850</td>
<td>12/10/2017 1:48 PM</td>
<td>(100014036466258)</td>
<td>Mandalay Media Group (250054248452819)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IMG0000547153</td>
<td>12/10/2017 1:48 PM</td>
<td>(100014036466258)</td>
<td>Tha Htaung News (237723043084383)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IMG0001000861</td>
<td>12/10/2017 1:48 PM</td>
<td>(100014036466258)</td>
<td>Myanmar Customs (1622474748011209)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>IMG0000571481</td>
<td>12/10/2017 1:54 PM</td>
<td>(100012617174234)</td>
<td>(544353522262317)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>IMG0000443816</td>
<td>12/10/2017 1:54 PM</td>
<td>(100012617174234)</td>
<td>Unofficial Myanmaalinn (544574995611911)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>IMG0000878643</td>
<td>12/10/2017 1:54 PM</td>
<td>(100011908274226)</td>
<td>Mandalay Express (610013255716125)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>IMG0000797530</td>
<td>12/10/2017 2:01 PM</td>
<td>(100011377113319)</td>
<td>Yatanarporn News (339704869550841)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>IMG0000854852</td>
<td>12/10/2017 2:01 PM</td>
<td>(100011377113319)</td>
<td>Today Myanmar (50383583065718)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On 10 December 2017 at 7:13 AM, H[N][M] (100004631406630), an editor that published 3,484 items across six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018, published this post on the CIB Page, Yangon Express (1421681248057886).

Then at 1:48 PM on the same day, 10 December 2017, T[Z] (100014036466258), another editor of the HR designation takedown Pages, published this post simultaneously on three CIB Pages, Mandalay Media Group (250054248452819),

---

492 Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.
493 See entry no. 35 on Annex 8.1.
494 For this Page’s connection to the Military Network, see entry no. 17 on Annex 8.4.
(Bo Tha Htaung News) (237723043084383),

(1622474748011209).

422. Six minutes later, at 1:54 PM, the user (100012617174234) published the same content at the same time on two more CIB Pages, Pyi Myanmar (54435352262317) and Unofficial Myanmaalinn (544574995611911). Also at 1:54 PM, another user, with ID 100011908274226, posted the exact same content on another CIB Page, Mandalay Express (610013255716125).

423. Five minutes later at 2:01 PM, S[x][x] (100011377113319) published the same content on two additional CIB Pages, Yatanarpon News (339704869550841) and Today Myanmar (503838583065718). S[x][x] (100011377113319) is an editor that published 6,071 items across six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018.

424. All nine instances of this content are coming from sources that are part of the Myanmar Military Network on Facebook, in a systematic way, pointing to the Military Network’s coordinated effort at spreading the message.

---

495 For this Page’s connection to the Military Network, see entry no. 21 on Annex 8.4.
496 For this Page’s connection to the Military Network, see entry no. 31 on Annex 8.4.
497 For this Page’s connection to the Military Network, see entry no. 7 on Annex 8.4.
498 For this Page’s connection to the Military Network, see entry no. 10 on Annex 8.4.
499 For this Page’s connection to the Military Network, see entry no. 15 on Annex 8.4.
500 For this Page’s connection to the Military Network, see entry no. 8 on Annex 8.4.
501 For this Page’s connection to the Military Network, see entry no. 19 on Annex 8.4.
502 See entry no. 33 on Annex 8.1.
425. Translation of the Burmese text reads as follows:

"Please read to the end. We were almost condemned to life under the Kalar in history for giving fucking Kalar a role inadvertently."
Raschid, who brought Bogyoke [Translator’s note: literal meaning is general, a popular referent to General Aung San] to court who himself killed that Muslim man after making him sleep with pigs for ten days as he had defiled the good Myanmar women and girls ... was born into M. A. Shakur and Ahmadi Begum from India. On November 5, on the 5th of November 1912 in Allahabad, India. He arrived in Yangon in 1914 at the age of 2. His father was an Indian merchant who was the first to import recorders to Myanmar and opened a shop on Dalhousie street (now Maha Bandula street). He started attending Yangon University in 1930-31 and became friends with Prime Minister U Nu. U Nu, who grew up in the countryside and only came to the city of Yangon to study, metamorphosed into one with that street-smart Muslim merchant who grew up in Rangoon. As U Nu performed a favour to him, he was given a role in the University Students’ Union. In 1934, Ko Kyaw Khin was elected as the President of the Yangon University Student Union, Ko Pho Ku as the vice president and Ko Raschid as the secretary. In 1935, Ko Nu was elected as the president of the student union and Raschid was elected as the vice president. In June 1936, Ko Raschid was nominated for the presidency of the Students’ Union by Ko Nu’s group and Muslim Kalar students. No one supported him because not only is he a Kalar he only prioritized Kalar issues. ... U Nu then sought help from General Aung San, who was hospitalized with malaria. Raschid became the president after Bo Aung San then visited the Union and spoke about Raschid’s good points and urged everyone to accept him. However, in 1937, when General Aung San was proposed for the presidency, U Nu and Raschid’s clique rejected it by pointing out his poor social skills. Only in the next year did he become the president. In the same year, Raschid graduated from the university and launched a career in law. Bogyoke complained that ‘I have yet to settle my debt of gratitude to my mother. I am not keen on a salaried employee. Nor am I interested in continuing my education. Come what may, I have to follow the path I am destined for,’ and left the University to get fully occupied with politics. As for U Nu and Rashid, they remained in Students’ Union, like 88 Mr. Buck Teeth [Translator’s note: referring to 88 student activist leader Min Ko Naing], to do politics and students’ affairs as lifelong students (from then on Raschid started controlling U Nu). And in 1947 Bogyoke fell while struggling for independence. ... The hearts of all the people were shattered into pieces. The English, under the intention of giving independence, were smuggling out the palace treasures and the gold from Namtu mine by planes daily till they could no longer transport by planes in which case the resources were taken away in bags. Taking the English who seized the country’s resources unjustly as her husband, Suu Kyi couldn’t have done that with no insignificant amount of shamelessness. Now these are nearly run out, they are starting to bat their eyes on Myanmar resources once again. When one of your own does not protect the race and the racially diluted maggot is trying to get into their pockets, it couldn’t have been more favorable. After splitting into Clean and Stable factions and during infighting for places, U Nu’s faction, now controlled by Raschid, wheeled out the widow of the freshly
assassinated Bogoyoke who was in the heart of the people onto the stage. Then Rashid made sure to get all the Muslim votes. He promised citizenship to the white card holders. (At that time, as a result of famines in India, Pakistan, millions were taking refuge in Myanmar.) He legitimized all those who sneaked into the country. Not only with the promise of granting them an official ethnic group, but he also further promised that if U Nu’s faction became the government, all the Kalar creeps could feel safe, self-rule for the rebels and so on. (NLD did exactly the same.) In other words, just like the NLD election victory, the government led by U Nu won the election because they insinuated themselves as Bogoyoke supporters and because of the promises they had made vis-a-vis Kalar rebels. History repeating itself now. USDA did not lose the election to the NLD. People voted for the image of Bogoyoke which was manipulated just like in U Nu’s time. Then they wheeled out Bogoyoke’s widow and made alliance with Kalar and won the election. Now, Bogoyoke’s daughter is using her father’s legacy. Not only making alliance with the rebels and Kalar, she was doing the bidding for her darling husband’s and her adopted mother England and the US, promising them a strategic Coco Island in Southeast Asia a naval base and the right to extract resources, at the same time promising the opening of OIC offices in the cities, also promising more than 100 ethnic armed organizations in 5 states and divisions among 14 self-rules. (I am just curious how she would divide them all up.) When U Nu’s faction got the power, Raschid was tasked with drafting a new constitution to be approved in the Constituent Assembly of Burma in 1947. Now, Nga Ni [Translator’s note: an insulting way to call U Ko Ni who was assassinated on 29 January 2017.] is being tasked all the same. In 1952-54, Raschid served as the Minister of Public Housing and Rehabilitation. As a result, in 60% of the current Rakhine state, Bengali Kalar were allowed to live. In Yangon, Mandalay, Mawlamyine, Pathein, Taunggyi, Lashey, Myitkyina, the big cities of Myanmar, in the north, south, east, and west of the country they became the owners of houses and businesses. The administrators of all the townships were Muslims. Finally, Bengalis even demanded to be recognized as Rohingya ethnics. The remaining Pakistani and Indian Muslims (Pathi) demanded to be recognized as ethnic groups. The country was completely bankrupt and almost became a country ruled by the Kalar. The motion was put in the Hluttaw [Translator’s note: parliament] which made the purchase of pork by Myanmar and ethnic groups to be made during the quiet time and unseen or face prosecution. In the townships dominated by the Kalar administrators, buying and selling pork could lead to arrest and trouble. All this is due to U Nu’s only regard to narrow self-interest and bringing the issue of Kalar and their smuggling into politics. Had General Aung Gyi and Ne Win not launched King Dragon Operation, Garuda Operation in Rakhine State, Buthidaung, Maungdaw and Rathedaung would definitely not have been on the map of Myanmar but on the map of Bangladesh. See how much we had to give in the past because a Muslim was given a role. If you continued to give them roles similarly, Myanmar would become a country of whores. Cd.”
Three instances of this post, two posted as status updates and one as a photograph with caption, were identified on the CIB Pages, Yangon Media and Yangon Express. One author was not included in the metadata provided by Meta, and the other two instances were posted by the author, H ][ N ][ M ][ (100003310872816). The details are shown in the table below.

Table 46. Details of three instances of the 19 December 2017 post

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>BIN</th>
<th>Date Created</th>
<th>Author Name (ID)</th>
<th>Page Name (ID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>H][M0000691630</td>
<td>12/19/2017 12:40 PM</td>
<td>[Requested but not provided]</td>
<td>Yangon Media (560439514014305)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>H][M0000717120</td>
<td>12/19/2017 12:40 PM</td>
<td>H ][ N ][ M ][ (100003310872816)</td>
<td>Yangon Media (560439514014305)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>H][M0000675369</td>
<td>12/19/2017 12:41 PM</td>
<td>H ][ N ][ M ][ (100003310872816)</td>
<td>Yangon Express (1421681248057886)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

427. The “Myanmar will be a country of whores” post used several expletives and derogatory words when describing the Rohingya, including by calling them “Saut Kalar”, roughly meaning “fucking Kalar”, and highlighted an existential threat to Myanmar of Buddhist Burmese if the Rohingya were given proper rights.

428. Yangon Express Page’s connection to the Military Network is explained in Annex 8.3.b. Likewise, Yangon Media’s connection to the Military Network is listed as entry no. 12 on Annex 8.4. The user H ][ N ][ M ][ (100003310872816) is an editor who has published 206 items across six HR designation takedown Pages between 1 January 2016 to 28 August 2018. Therefore, all three instances of this content are coming from sources that were found to be part of the Myanmar Military Network on Facebook.

---

503. Timezone of Meta’s productions are in Universal Timezone, as stated in its production records to the Mechanism.

504. See entry no. 52 on Annex 8.1.
Annex 3: List of Keywords Used to Search the Mechanism’s Database for Hate Speech Content

429. The 43 Pages reviewed in this project posted over 800,000 items during the six-month period under review, 1 July through 31 December 2017. Because the Mechanism did not have sufficient resources to review all of these items, reviewers searched the database containing all of these posts using keywords as search terms. Some, but not all of the keywords were derogatory terms used for Rohingya. A post was not considered hate speech simply because it contained a keyword. Rather, all posts that contained keywords were reviewed to determine whether it did or did not meet the definition of hate speech used by the Mechanism for this project. The search terms used in this project were:

- Rohingya ( Rohingya);

- Various spellings of the term “Bengali” (Bengali), a term used to describe the Rohingya, implying foreign origins;\(^{505}\)

- “Khoe-Win” (Khoe-Win) (meaning “sneaking in”), often used with “Bengali”, together. As explained by the FFM, “in the Myanmar language, the term suggests that the Rohingya have illegally entered the country by stealth and that there is a plan to launch an invasion.”;\(^{506}\)

- “Ro-lein-nyar” (Ro-lein-nyar) (“Ro-liar”), “in Myanmar language, the pronunciation of the word ‘Rohingya’ sounds similar to that of ‘Ro-lein-nyar’, meaning ‘Ro-liar’. This is a play on words which implies that all Rohingya are liars, and is part of a widespread narrative claiming that there are no Rohingya, only ‘Ro-lein-nyar’. Often, the term is used in response to images and reports of abuses against the Rohingya.”;\(^{507}\)

- “Ro-gein-nyar” (Ro-gein-nyar) (“lying dogs that need to be hit”), as noted by the FFM “Rohingya are lying dogs: this is another play on words which combines the sound ‘gein’ – a sound that is attributed to dogs in Myanmar language – with Ro-lein-nyar mentioned above. Usually in cartoons, when a dog is hit, it makes the sound ‘gein’. This dehumanizing term is used to depict the Rohingya as ‘lying dogs that need to be hit’.”;\(^{508}\)

- Various spellings of the term “Kalar” (Kalar). This term was described by the FFM as being “commonly attributed to people of South Asian descent. While some argue

---

\(^{505}\) The FFM noted that the “process of ‘othering’ the Rohingya has resulted in them systematically being called ‘Bengali’ or ‘illegal immigrants’ who will overrun and Islamise the country.” UN Fact-Finding Mission, Report of the Detailed Findings (2018), A/HRC/39/CRP.2, para. 1420.


\(^{507}\) Ibid.

\(^{508}\) Ibid.
that it can be used in a benign manner, it is often used as a racist slur to insult and
highlight someone’s dark skin or foreign ancestry, signifying inferiority compared to
‘ethnic’ Myanmar people.  509

• “Khaw Taw” (ကြာထော) (dark-skinned people, used derogatorily, often together with
“Kalar”);

• Kalasoe (ကလောစိုး), (bad “Kalar”). The FFM explains that “the term precedes the
emergence of ARSA and implies that Rohingya are violent. It has been prominently
used after the 2012 violence in Rakhine State.”  510

• Various spellings of the term “genocide”. This term was used to deny the existence of
crimes against the Rohingya, or to allege that the Rohingya were inventing a genocide,
or to claim that it was the Rohingya who were committing genocide against the ethnic
Myanmar people;  511

• ARSA, Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army;  512

• RSO, Rohingya Solidarity Organization, a group preceding ARSA;  513

• Terms used to denote Islamisation, or radical/violent manifestations of Islam, such as
“Al-Qaeda”, “Mujahid”, “Taliban”, “ISIS”, “Jihad”, “Islamic” and “Islamization”;

• Westgate (ရောက်လောဂျင်), “a term connoting the western ‘entrance’ to the country,
namely Rakhine State and the western border with Bangladesh. The term is often used
to raise fear among the public in relation to immigration and ‘foreign invasion’”;  514

• Yay Myaw Kan Tin (ရောက်လောဂျင်တွင်), “unwanted person, literally ‘trash that is
floating along a river reaches the shore, but no one knows its origins’”;

• Ae Soc (အာဇာဗ) (bad guest), “a term connoting the non-indigenous status of the
Rohingya in Myanmar, referring to them as guests from another country and as ‘bad’.

---

509 Ibid.
510 Ibid.
511 See, e.g., Example 6 in Annex 2.
512 Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army (ARSA) has been previously described by the FFM as a group that
“emerged following the violence in 2012. The 2012 events, including the participation of the authorities in the
violence and widespread human rights violations against the Rohingya, combined with increasing oppression
affecting all aspects of Rohingya life, served as a trigger for many of the founding and early members. It first
came to public attention in October 2012, when it launched three coordinated attacks on security posts in Rakhine
State. It became more visible following its subsequent attacks of August 2017.” A/HRC/39/CRP.2 para. 1009.
ARSA’s official Twitter channel is: https://twitter.com/ARSA_Official.
513 For more information, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rohingya_Solidarity_Organisation. Its official
website is: https://www.rohingyasolidarity.org/
515 Ibid.
This term is used to imply that Rohingya are ‘bad guests’ because they ‘insult the host’;\textsuperscript{516}

- OIC (Organisation of Islamic Cooperation); and
- R2P, Responsibility to Protect. This term is included because from initial research, the Mechanism came across Facebook posts that highlighted the threat of the Rohingya to Myanmar’s sovereignty by stating that the Rohingya, supported by the United Nations (UN), have a plan to take away Myanmar’s land, the first step of which involves the UN troops entering the country under the guise of “Responsibility to Protect (R2P)”. R2P is often quoted as an imminent and alarming possibility for the security and sovereignty of the country.

430. These terms were searched across the pool of data received from Meta in the Mechanism’s evidence repository in English, or in Burmese script, or both, depending on the term and how it would likely be used. For instance, posts that are predominantly in Burmese may incorporate some English words where they are notorious, or do not have a direct Burmese equivalent. Burmese script is a complex text layout script and text rendering requires specialised character encoding. The two most commonly-used encodings are done in the fonts known as Zawgyi\textsuperscript{517} and Unicode.\textsuperscript{518} Searching in both these fonts ensures that the returned results are as comprehensive as possible, as the Pages analysed posted in both Zawgyi font and Unicode.

431. For reference, the terms inputted into the search platform are as follows:

```
“ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေန OR ငရားေ
```
1) Hate Speech Cited in Other Reports

432. Where possible, the Mechanism also made efforts to locate the examples cited by the FFM in its September 2018 report, as well as examples cited in the media and by the civil society organisations that monitored and recorded hate speech on Facebook during that period. To locate the exact examples, various parts of the corresponding text visible in the screenshots that featured in those reports were inputted into the search to maximise detection by the system. These served as additional “search terms” used by the Mechanism in addition to those noted above.

433. From the content in the 43 Pages removed by Meta, the Mechanism was able to locate some examples collected by the FFM, a few cited in a Reuters article of August 2018,\(^{519}\) as well as several examples collected and reported by civil society organisations.\(^{520}\)

\(^{519}\) HMM0027993041.

\(^{520}\) The examples of hate speech from 2017 that were collected by different organisations were provided to the Mechanism under confidential conditions and as such, the sources cannot be cited by name in this Analytical Report.
Annex 4: The 43 Facebook Pages that the Mechanism Analysed in this Analytical Report

434. On 28 August 2018 Facebook announced that it was banning from its platform 20 individuals and organisations from Myanmar after international experts had “found evidence that many of these individuals and organizations committed or enabled serious human rights abuses in the country.” It also announced that it had removed six Pages associated with the 20 individuals or organisations. At the same time, Facebook announced that it was removing 46 Pages for engaging in “coordinated inauthentic behavior,” explaining that the Company had discovered that these Pages “used seemingly independent news and opinion Pages to covertly push the messages of the Myanmar military.”

435. Mechanism initiated this project to review all posts from the six Pages removed for serious human rights abuses and the Pages removed for coordinated inauthentic behavior or “CIB” during the period from July through December 2017. However, nine of the CIB Pages had posted no content during this period of time, so the project included 43 Pages, 6 that were removed for association with human rights abuse and 37 that were removed for coordinated inauthentic behavior.

436. Figure 1 below shows the Pages under analysis in this Analytical Report with respect to the 52 Pages removed by Meta on 28 August 2018.

Figure 1. Relationship between Pages under analysis and those removed by Meta.

---

Facebook Pages removed by Meta on 28 August 2018, with public content from 1 July 2017 to 31 December 2017\(^{522}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Page ID</th>
<th>Page Name</th>
<th>HR Designation Takedown or CIB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>698627660171725</td>
<td>Senior General Min Aung Hlaing</td>
<td>Verified HR designation takedown Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>526503167470553</td>
<td>(Office of the Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services)</td>
<td>Verified HR designation takedown Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>246194712164341</td>
<td>(Myawady)</td>
<td>Verified HR designation takedown Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>573453879358666</td>
<td>(Myawady)</td>
<td>Verified HR designation takedown Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>301875129924077</td>
<td>Myawady Daily</td>
<td>HR designation takedown Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1620931448152789</td>
<td>Phay Sit Gyi</td>
<td>HR designation takedown Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>544353522262317</td>
<td>(Pyi Myanmar)</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>339704869505841</td>
<td>Yatanarpon News</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1421681248057886</td>
<td>Yangon Express</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>544574995611911</td>
<td>Unofficial Myanmaalin</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>612462675461875</td>
<td>Unofficial: (Unofficial: “The Mirror Newspaper&quot;)</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>560439514014305</td>
<td>Yangon Media</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>452793661418174</td>
<td>Shwe Myanmar Media</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1417082761877588</td>
<td>(“Myanmar News”)</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>610013255716125</td>
<td>Mandalay Express</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>238322139706611</td>
<td>(Innwa Media)</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>250054248452819</td>
<td>Mandalay Media Group</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1540803296219384</td>
<td>MM Daily Star</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>503838583065718</td>
<td>Today Myanmar</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{522}\) Meta removed 52 Pages on 28 August 2018. Meta stated that of the 52, nine Pages have no content from 1 July 2017 to 31 December 2017. These are the rest of the Pages, with content during the period.
<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>525889830763129</td>
<td>Myanmar Forward</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>237723043084383</td>
<td>Bo Tha Htaung News</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>515854785138996</td>
<td>Burmese Treasure</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>470464142996468</td>
<td>(“Guiding Star”)</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>1672193766337112</td>
<td>We Are Myanmar</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>276648355848687</td>
<td>Ngway Thar Yee</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>1625967570980408</td>
<td>True Man</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>297712177033636</td>
<td>New Myanmar News</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>491322144368081</td>
<td>(“News Compilation”)</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>213014425568213</td>
<td>(“News of Every Taste”)</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1653248821582840</td>
<td>(“Standard Time News”)</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>1622474748011209</td>
<td>(“Myanmar Custom”)</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>1811012045782141</td>
<td>(“First and Special”)</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>116784942063195</td>
<td>(“Dr. Demochatgyi”)</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>494239560750883</td>
<td>Ka Naung</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>262770877158690</td>
<td>Oppositeyes</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>855249537845956</td>
<td>Mother land Media</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>1219574294735802</td>
<td>Kyeik Kaw</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>857869040910688</td>
<td>Manawmyay Media</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>1427914403931113</td>
<td>Khon Tan</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>126275177952091</td>
<td>GO &amp; SEE</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>521260894620659</td>
<td>(“Education Era”)</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>182039631890567</td>
<td>Myanmar Pann Aye Yar</td>
<td>CIB Page</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>